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General introduction

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
General Introduction
'Patient-centred medicine should be a pleonasm. However, it is not.'
Bensing, Patient Educ Couns 2000.
This thesis concentrates on patient-centredness in fertility care. 'Patient-centredness' 
is a key dimension of 'quality' of healthcare. Both concepts will be clarified in this 
introductory chapter. Subsequently, details will be provided on the impact of infertility 
and the organization of fertility care in The Netherlands. The introduction concludes 
with reporting the aim, outline and research questions of this thesis.
A. Quality of Healthcare: what does it take?
'Quality' of healthcare is a popular topic in many social debates. In the Netherlands, 
the most important law related to healthcare quality is the 'Law on Quality in Healthcare 
Organizations'.1 This law, endorsed in 1996, formulates four requirements for healthcare 
organizations:
I. they should provide responsible care (i.e. care that is effective, efficient and 
patient-centred);
II. their structure should be such that it allows delivery of responsible care;
III. they should systematically monitor, control and improve the quality of care;
IV. they should account for their quality management activities in an annual public 
quality report.
Although the Dutch law has clearly defined the responsibility of healthcare organizations 
for the quality of care, it does not specify a framework or set of standards to be applied.
Apart from this legal approach, many definitions of quality are in use in healthcare. 
A profound and frequently-used definition has been described by the Institute of 
Medicine (IOM) in their weighty report 'The Quality Chasm'. It reads: ’The degree to 
which health services for individuals and populations increase the likelihood of desired 
health outcomes and are consistent with current professional knowledge'.2 
In detail, six key dimensions of high-quality care have been recited that ought to be 
covered in order to reach the best possible emotional and physical health for each 
patient. That means high-quality care is:
0) Safe-, avoiding unnecessary risks and injuries to patients from the care that is 
intended to help them.
(2) Effective: based on scientific knowledge, avoiding both overuse of ineffective care 
and underuse of effective care.
(3) Patient-centred: respectful of and responsive to individual patient preferences, 
needs and values, and ensuring that patient values guide all clinical decisions.
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(4) Timely, continually reduce waiting times and delays for both patients and those 
who give care.
(5) Efficient: well organized and cost-effective, thus avoiding waste of equipment, 
supplies, ideas and energy.
(6) Equal in access-, uniform, regardless of personal characteristics (e.g. gender or 
ethnicity).
The underlying framework of The Quality Chasm' analyzes necessary changes in 
healthcare at four different levels: the experience of patients (Level A); the functioning 
of departments (Level B); the functioning of hospitals housing departments (Level C); 
and, the environment of policy, reimbursement, regulation, accreditation, etcetera 
(Level D) that shapes behaviour and opportunities of Level C organizations. 
Interestingly, the hierarchy in this model is that quality of actions at Levels B, C, and D 
ought to be defined as the effects of those actions at Level A, and in no other way. 
"True north" in the model lies at Level A, in the experience of patients.3
Quality of healthcare in daily clinical practice
Today, governments of Western countries increasingly acknowledge incorporating 
patients' view in the organization of healthcare.4 6 Nevertheless, the merits of this are 
hardly noticeable in daily clinical practice. Physicians still have a hard time accepting 
patient-centredness as an essential part of everyday care.7“ They concentrate on 
effectiveness, and view quality in healthcare as the application of evidence-based 
medical knowledge to individual patients. However, this approach is disease-oriented 
rather than focused on patients' individual needs and preferences.7910 Measuring 
patients' experiences and needs in healthcare is essential in assessing the quality of 
healthcare.1113 For instance, patients may place importance on how clinicians 
communicate with them, or how long they are kept waiting for appointments, rather 
than on the technical accuracy of the treatment offered.14
Some may claim healthcare to be, by definition, patient-centred. Recently published 
stories about patients' experiences with the Dutch healthcare, like ‘Dokteris ziek'ls and 
'Knopen Tellen'16, illustrate a somewhat different image: that current care is not patient- 
centred yet.
B. Patient-centredness 
Definition and content
Defining patient-centredness might be even more challenging than defining quality. 
Besides the lOM's definition of patient-centredness described above, several other 
definitions are circulating in the current literature on this somewhat 'vague' concept,8
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yet none is universally accepted. Patient-centredness is generally presented as a mul­
tidimensional concept.71723 'Offering patients opportunities to participate in care and 
decision-making' was a uniform component of patient-centred care (PCC) in all this 
previous work. Another element shared in six PCC models was the delivery of 
'individualized care geared to one's particular biography, needs and values'.71719'21'23 
Furthermore, 'information provision' appeared a key component in five of the eight 
models; doctors delivering PCC share complete, clear and unbiased information with 
patients in order to facilitate autonomy.71820'23 Also partnership and respect in the 
patient-provider relationship was repeatedly found to be crucial for patient- 
centredness of care.1719'2123 All models illustrate that delivering patient-centred care 
takes thus more than just being nice to patients; it focuses on the patient's experience 
of illness and healthcare.
The Picker institute introduced one of the first yet most complete and established 
models of patient-centredness for healthcare in general.1,8 They divided PCC into eight 
dimensions:
1. Access to care, e.g. availability of appointments,
2. Information, communication and education, e.g. to facilitate autonomy and health 
promotion,
3. Involvement of family and friends, e.g. recognition of their needs and role,
4. Respect for patients' preferences, e.g. shared decision-making and dignity,
5. Coordination of care, e.g. of clinical care, support services and front-line patient 
care,
6. Continuity and transition, e.g. information on self care after discharge
Z Physical comfort; e.g. pain management, but also a clean and comfortable hospital 
environment,
8. Emotional support, e.g. alleviation of fear and anxiety.
The Picker model served as the conceptual framework for patient-centred care in this 
thesis.
Measuring the patients' perspective
The measurement of patient-centredness of care is an elusive but achievable goal and 
is best assessed by the patients themselves.22 24 Inventorying patients'care experiences 
can indicate weaknesses and strengths in the currently delivered care. Two main 
methods of assessing patients' views in healthcare can be distinguished: qualitative 
and quantitative research.4
Qualitative research (e.g. focus groups, interviews) is very useful to explore patients' 
experiences and needs, particularly in areas that have not been previously studied.4'25 26 
Since qualitative methods use open-ended approaches rather than structured 
questionnaires, these give the greatest scope for expressing different preferences.
13
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The advantage focus groups have over individual interviews is that interaction 
between patients can overcome that patients' preferences in healthcare reflect too 
much their individual experience rather than a general view.4 However, as qualitative 
research generally relies on a relatively small sample size, this technique is not suitable 
for determining the magnitude or impact of any experience or need identified.
The questionnaire survey is a frequently adopted quantitative method to assess the 
patient's perspective, chiefly because they are relatively cheap and not very time- 
consuming.27 However, satisfaction surveys provide an overoptimistic picture of 
patients' perception of healthcare, and generally fail to discriminate between good 
and bad clinical practice.2829 More useful and meaningful information is gained by 
measuring patients' experiences with specific aspects of care.
Combining both qualitative and quantitative methods in a single study and drawing 
inferences using both techniques is called mixed-method research.20 As a result of 
data triangulation, mixed-method studies produce greater insight than a single 
method could, and are now increasingly used to measure the patients' perspective.20 22
Benchmarking on patient-centredness
The Consumer Quality Index (CQI) is the Dutch standard to measure healthcare quality 
from the patients' perspective.2224 The CQI methodology, developed by the NIVEL, 
Academic Medical Centre and health insurance companies in 2003, comprises a 
collection of patient experience surveys. Additionally, CQI entails protocols and 
guidelines (e.g. for sampling, data collection and analysis) to streamline development 
and validation of these surveys, (www.centrumklantervaringzorg.nl)
Comparative information about the performance of care providers on patient- 
centredness can facilitate quality improvement in several ways. It is useful for: (1) 
internal feedback; (2) patients' choice for a care provider; and, (3) benchmarking 
purposes.25
A potential problem arises when adopting patients' care experiences for benchmark 
purposes. Due to their socio-demographic profile and expectations, patients may 
have different experiences with regard to 'identical' care.26 Benchmark data on pa- 
tient-centredness should reflect the actual performance of a specific care unit, and 
not its different composition of patient profiles. Case-mix adjustment, best performed 
by multilevel analysis, can partially overcome this problem.2627 However, case-mix 
adjusters cannot correct for bias caused by differences in patients' expectations of 
care. Moreover, they can unintentionally adjust for systematic differences in care 
delivery to different patient groups.2,8 For example, Bertakis and Azari showed that 
physicians provided a more patient-centred practice style to higher-educated patients 
and patients with a better self-reported health status.29 Both kinds of 'biases' 
complicate benchmarking of care units on patient-centredness.
14
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C. Infertility and its treatment 
Infertility
Infertility is generally defined as the failure to achieve a pregnancy within one year of 
regular unprotected sexual intercourse.40 Women with 'primary infertility' have never 
been able to achieve pregnancy. The term 'secondary infertility' is applied to women 
who meet the criteria for primary infertility, but have been pregnant at some time in 
the past. Infertility has become an important 21st century health issue. Postponed 
maternity, along with an 5% annual increase in Chlamydia trachomatis positivity, made 
that infertility has markedly increased the last decades.4143 The worldwide prevalence 
of infertility is now estimated to be around 10%, accordingly affecting 72 to 80 million 
couples of the current global population.4445 In the western world, 56% (range 42 - 
76%) of the infertile couples are currently seeking medical care for their problems.4446
Fertility care encompasses the diagnostics, treatment and support for couples 
suffering from infertility. The purpose of a diagnostic fertility workup is to determine 
a cause, to offer a prognosis and to plan further treatment. Basic investigations include 
tests for ovulation, semen analysis and tubal patency. The major causes of infertility 
can be grouped broadly as ovulation disorders (10-27%), male factors (25-35%), tubal 
damage (14-22%), unexplained (10-17%), and other causes, such as endometriosis 
(5-6%).47~50 Fertility treatment, or Medically Assisted Reproduction (MAR), includes 
ovulation induction (01), intrauterine insemination (IUI), and assisted reproductive 
technology (ART) treatment. 01 is ovarian stimulation applied to restore mono-ovulatory 
cycles in anovulatory women.51 IUI with or without ovarian stimulation is widely used, 
often as an empirical treatment, for a broad range of infertility indications. The 
European IVF Monitoring Programme in 2004 reported 98,388 IUI cycles in 19 countries 
leading to 12,081 births (12.3% per cycle).52 01 and IUI treatment are cheaper and less 
invasive for women compared to ART, but ART is more effective.53 The main ART 
treatments are in vitro fertilization (IVF) and intracytoplasmatic sperm injection (ICSI). 
Although initially used to bypass infertility in women with bilateral tubal occlusion54 
IVF is now used for almost all infertility problems.47'55'56 ICSI, which was introduced in 
1992, is the treatment par excellence for severe male infertility.57 With modern 
treatments for infertility, about 70% of infertile couples ultimately achieve live birth. 
58 60 Regardless of its reasonable success rates, medically assisted reproduction is not 
without risks, with ovarian hyperstimulation syndrome (OHSS) and multiple pregnancies 
being the major complications.61'62
Current fertility care in the Netherlands
The last two decades, reproductive medicine in The Netherlands flourished and has 
now become quite common; about one in every 40 newborns is the result of ART.63
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The 13 IVF centres with a licensed IVF laboratory jointly performed almost 17000 ART 
cycles in 2009 (www.lirinfo.nl). Advanced techniques in clinic and laboratory made 
success chances per treatment have been raised. The numerous transport and satellite 
clinics, which offer the first part of IVF-treatments besides non-ART treatments, make 
Dutch fertility care very accessible. Equity of access is guaranteed by reimbursement 
of workup and treatment costs up to three ART cycles per live birth. National 
guidelines, based on evidence based medicine, have improved and standardized 
current infertility treatment considerably (www.nvog.nl, www.nice.org.uk). By the 
introduction of single embryo transfer (SET), revolutionary progress in the safety of 
fertility care has been accomplished; the multiple pregnancy rate decreased from 
22.2% in 2003 to 10.7% in 2009 (www.Iirinfo.nl). The professionalization of reproductive 
medicine entailed a substantial increase in the amount of healthcare professionals 
involved in fertility care, now being a complete network of general practitioners, 
gynaecologists, urologists, embryologists, lab technicians, (specialized) fertility nurses, 
psychologists, social workers, the fertility patient association, and insurance 
companies. The policy and organization of fertility care differs per country. Differences 
with neighbouring country Belgium are, for instance, that Belgium has numerous 
private fertility clinics and that the Belgian government reimburses couples' IVF 
laboratory expenses for six treatment cycles in a lifetime.51 Moreover, SET is obligatory 
for all patients younger than 36 years at the time of their first IVF attempt.64
Psychological and physical burden
Rachel's cry of despair 'Give me children, or I shall die!' (Genesis 30:2) illustrates that 
personal suffering through infertility is an ancient part of the human condition. 
Infertility and its accompanying treatments are associated with a high psychological 
and physical burden.65'66 The involuntary childlessness itself, but also the social stigma 
of infertilityand the (monthly) uncertainties offertilitytreatment, can lead to emotional 
distress like anxiety and depression.65'67'68 Physical burden of fertility treatment is, 
amongst others, caused by the numerous clinic visits, side-effects of medication, 
unpleasant ovum retrievals, and complications of treatment.66 Despite reimbursement 
of treatment and the fact that couples who seek fertility care are generally highly 
motivated to achieve pregnancy, many do not complete the full treatment program.69'70 
Drop-out rates have been reported between 23% and 60%,7W4 with 69% of the 
patients dropping out before starting IVF.71 'Psychological burden' is consistently 
found to be most important reason to withdraw from treatment.66'71'75'76
The Quality of fertility care
The reported treatment burden and drop-out rates should motivate professionals 
even more to deliver fertility care of high-quality tailored to individual patient needs 
and expectations.1865'71 However, quality measures in reproductive medicine concentrate
16
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mainly on effectiveness (e.g. pregnancy rates)7778 rather than on patient-centredness. 
Clinical research has focused on improving effectiveness of MAR by, for instance, 
better hormonal stimulation protocols, embryo culture methods, and freezing 
techniques.61'79,80 Although crucial, success rates give no information about the care 
process itself and little information about the opportunities for its improvement.8,1,82 
It is precisely in chronic conditions with great emotional impact, such as infertility, 
that patient-centred care can yield profits.82 Patient-centred care can also be 
particularly valuablefor the large group who will notget pregnant unless all advanced 
techniques.58 Consequently, infertile couples may expect high-quality care that is 
besides effective also patient-centred.2
D. Patient-centredness in fertility care: unmet needs
The concept and content of 'patient-centredness' has never been established within 
fertility care and its value to infertile couples and physicians is unclear. Some studies 
indicate that infertile couples are generally satisfied with the care they receive.84 8,6 
However, patients may be satisfied about their treatment even when the care 
delivered is far from proper.87 8,9 Although it is hard to say whether current fertility care 
is patient-centred, the individual initiatives arising here and there insinuate that Dutch 
fertility care is not sufficiently meeting patients' needs. For instance, Freya, the Dutch 
patient association for infertility, established in 2007 the annual 'Freya Award' for The 
Netherlands most patient-friendly fertility clinic, to stimulate professionals in 
delivering high-quality care (www.freya.nl). However, the patient questionnaire used 
for this award has not been validated and its reliability and discriminative power is 
unknown. Kremer's 'Ooijpoldermodel' was another effort to involve patients' views in 
the fertility care organization.90 Within the framework of management course, nine 
infertile couples were invited to discuss the quality and organization of current fertility 
care. Overall, a lack of quality of care had been experienced. For instance, couples felt 
lack of autonomy and too little attention for non-medical aspects of care90 It is, 
however, unknown how fertility clinic staff can best organize care in a more patient- 
centred way.
The insights gained by the 'Ooijpoldermodel' provided a basis for this thesis.
E. Aim and outline of this thesis
This thesis aimed to explore 'patient-centredness in fertility care'. We studied the concept 
and content (part I), the importance (part II), and measurability and benchmarking 
possibilities (part III) of patient-centredness in fertility care. Finally, we investigated 
possible organizational determinants of patient-centred fertility care (part IV), as the 
next step to a more patient-centred care.
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In detail, the main questions of this thesis are:
Part I. A first exploration of the concept and content
1. What is the current position of patient-centredness in fertility care compared to 
other outcome measures, like effectiveness and safety? (Chapter 2)
2. Are patients' experiences and needs regarding patient-centredness sufficiently 
met in current fertility care? (Chapter 3)
3. What does 'patient-centred fertility care'encompass from an in-depth perspective? 
(Chapter 4)
Part II. The importance
4. How important is patient-centredness in fertility care to patients, and is it equally 
important to physicians? (Chapter 5)
Part III. Measurement and benchmarking
5. Is it possible to measure patient-centredness in fertility care in a valid, reliable and 
feasible way? And, if so, which care aspects should have priority for quality 
improvement? (Chapter 6)
6. Can we facilitate benchmarking on patient-centredness in fertility care? (Chapter 6)
7. Is there any response heterogeneity within fertility patients when they report on 
their experiences? And, if so, can 'Anchoring Vignettes' be adopted as an alternative 
for case-mix adjustment in order to improve the comparability of patients' 
experiences when benchmarking on patient-centredness? (Chapter 7)
Part IV. Toward a more patient-centred care organization
8. Are there any organizational determinants of patients' experiences with fertility 
care, which can be adapted to improve patient-centredness of fertility care? 
(Chapter 8)
18
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Coming soon to your clinic: high-quality ART
CHAPTER 2
Abstract
The concept of'patient-friendly' medically assisted reproduction includes a robust set 
of clinical practice principles, to improve the quality of fertility care. This concept is an 
important move away from the sole focus on effectiveness and high pregnancy rates 
in assisted reproduction technology (ART). Although the concept of'patient-friendly 
ART' has several strong points, we feel it is incomplete. For achieving true high-quality 
ART, the concept should be extended to two more dimensions: timeliness and 
patient-centredness. Moreover, we propose a change in the concept's name to the 
less ambiguous 'high-quality ART'.
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Introduction
Pennings and Ombelet started a debate1 about patient-friendly assisted reproduction 
technology (ART). We agree that there is still too much focus on treatment outcome 
in ART, but in our view, their concept of patient-friendly ART is not entirely complete. 
Therefore, we would like to add two extra dimensions to the concept. Furthermore, 
we think it is undesirable to use the term 'patient friendly' in combination with ART, 
and we will clarify why we prefer the more convenient term 'high-quality ART'.
Patient-friendly ART
Pennings and Ombelet1 have abandoned the current ART performance model, which 
focuses mainly on success rates such as pregnancy rates per treatment cycle. They 
proposed to improve fertility care by introducing patient-friendly ART, an approach 
based on four principles: equity of access, cost-effectiveness, minimization of risks, 
and minimization of emotional and physical burden. As an example of patient-friendly 
ART, they mention mild ovarian stimulation with single-embryo transfer (SET), which 
would provide important advantages such as fewer multiple-birth pregnancies, 
smaller physical burden, and lower overall costs.12
This robust set of clinical practice principles is of great value; patients would really 
benefit from the optimal mixture of these criteria in fertility care. Moreover, like 
Pennings and Ombelet, we believe that high success rates are important. However, 
success rates give no information about the care process itself and little information 
about the opportunities for improvement.3 4
Terminology: from patient-friendly ART to high-quality ART
Using the term patient friendly in relation to ART has considerable drawbacks. At first, 
'friendly' care certainly sounds positive, irrespective of how this care actually takes 
place. Supposing that mild ovarian stimulation with SET is patient friendly, then this 
term implies that other treatment protocols, such as IVF with standard ovarian 
stimulation with double-embryo transfer, are unfriendly. Therefore, the term patient 
friendly is unsuitable for comparing the quality of different treatment strategies in 
ART in an objective way. In addition, this terminology is currently not applied 
consistently2'5,5and could in theory be applied to any less invasive treatment strategy, 
such as natural-cycle ART. (http://www.drmalpani.com/patient-friendly-ivf.htm) 
Furthermore, 'patient-friendly ART' may have a false attractiveness, as undergoing ART is 
not pleasant at all. We should not forget that we are dealing with involuntary childlessness 
and its extensive and lengthy treatment with relatively low success rates. In other words, 
it is undesirable to describe the set of principles as patient friendly, since the patients 
still have to deal with a monthly uncertainty, and treatments characterized by a high 
drop-out rate, unpleasant ovum retrievals, and great emotional burden.7
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Because of these disadvantages, we suggest the more convenient term 'high-quality 
ART'. For patients, this term is less confusing as it implies well-considered specialized 
care, without suggesting attractiveness. In this way, patients are less likely to misjudge 
the characteristics of the care. For doctors, this term better reflects the concept aim 
and focuses more on quality and quality improvement.4 Furthermore, usage of the 
term high quality will bring uniformity in terminology between countries as well as 
between the various medical specialties. Many large- scale and renowned healthcare 
institutions worldwide say 'high-quality care' when they mean that care is effective, 
safe, patient-centred, timely, efficient, and accessible.810 This widespread usage 
indicates its universal acceptance. Nevertheless, we realize that certain unfavourable 
circumstances can make it hard for doctors to achieve high-quality ART in every 
patient, for example, in countries where reimbursement system are lacking, and in the 
case of high female age.
In brief, the term high-quality ART is less subjective than the term patient-friendly ART, 
and it fits better in the perception of quality of care that scientists and politicians have 
today.
Extension of the concept from four to six dimensions
Although the concept of patient-friendly ART has several strong points, we think it is 
incomplete and should be extended by two more dimensions. According to the 
World Health Organization and the Institute of Medicine, doctors should use a medical 
approach that covers all elements of high-quality care, to reach the best possible 
emotional and physical health for each patient.8'9 Pennings and Ombelet's concept of 
patient-friendly ART covers only four of the six dimensions of high-quality care (Table I): 
equity, safety, efficiency, and effectiveness. The two missing dimensions are timeliness 
and patient-centredness. Timeliness represents timely care, which means a reduction 
in waits and delays for both those receiving and providing care. There is room for 
improving timeliness in fertility care; delays frequently occur due to, for example, 
inaccurate scheduling of appointments or repeating tests unnecessarily. Lack of 
timeliness can result in emotional distress and financial consequences for the 
patient.11
Patient-centredness
The most important missing dimension of high-quality care in our opinion is patient- 
centredness. Patient-centred care, or personalized care, is more than just being nice 
to the patients; it focuses on the patient's experience of illness and healthcare. 
Interestingly, there is no universally accepted and unambiguous definition of patient- 
centredness. In the literature, patient-centredness is often presented as a concept 
composed of several elements.1213 Important elements of patient-centred care also in 
fertility care are transparency and shared decision making. Doctors should fully inform
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Table 1 The six dimensions of quality of healthcare
Safety Avoiding unnecessary risks and injuries to patients from the care that is 
intended to help them
Effectiveness Providing reliable services based on scientific knowledge to all who 
could benefit, and refraining from providing services to those not likely to 
benefit (avoiding underuse and overuse)
Patient- Being respectful of and responsive to individual patient preferences,
centredness needs and values, and ensuring that patient values guide all clinical 
decisions
Timeliness Reducing waits and sometimes harmful delays for both those who receive 
and those who give care
Efficiency Avoiding waste, including waste of eguipment, supplies, ideas and 
energy. Efficient care is well organized and cost-effective, which enables 
optimal health gains and realizes high quality of life
Equity of access Care that does not vary in quality because of personal characteristics, such 
as gender, ethnicity, geographic location and socio-economic status
patients to enable them to make informed decisions when selecting a health plan, 
clinic, or treatment of choice.814 The Picker Institute introduced one of the most 
complete models of patient-centred care15 in which they divide patient-centred care 
into eight components: respect for patients' preferences; co-ordination of care; 
physical comfort; emotional support; transition and continuity; involvement of family 
and friends; access to care; and information, communication, and education. All these 
components are mandatory for true patient-centredness. A patient-centred approach 
can be very fruitful, especially for chronic illnesses with great emotional impact, such 
as involuntary childlessness.16 For instance, a patient-centred approach can improve 
emotional health, quality of life, and doctor satisfaction. Furthermore, it can lessen 
the patient's burden and reduce anxiety.1718 There is even some evidence that patient- 
centred care is more efficient and results in fewer unnecessary referrals.13 
The main significance of patient-centredness is that it moves the healthcare focus 
away from the disorder and towards the patient.19 It is well-known that doctors and 
patients often differ in the aspects of care they consider important. Patients are more 
worried about psychological and social issues, whereas doctors are inclined to focus 
on the more technical and physical aspects of care and disease.20 For example, infertile 
couples feel that doctors give insufficient information about organizations that 
provide emotional support.21 In order to reduce this doctor-patient gap, doctors
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should listen carefully to their patients' needs and preferences and use the input to 
tailor their care.22 For instance, ART treatment is rarely so straightforward that a single 
approach or protocol is universally applicable. The use of other treatment protocols as 
well enhances personalization and freedom of the patient's choice.22 Our own 
experience has taught us that patients want information about alternatives to 
treatment, such as adoption and lifestyle changes.21
Fortunately, patient-centredness in healthcare is now receiving more attention. 
Patient evaluation of fertility care is being given more consideration as an important 
treatment outcome.2124 Patients and their families are better educated and informed 
about their health status than ever before, which changes the patient's role from 
passive to active and assertive.25 Regrettably, Pennings and Ombelet's 'patientfriendly' 
concept1 is more in line with the technical and physical 'doctor approach' outlined 
earlier, with only a small active role for the patient. Although they mention the 
importance of provision for shared decisions and patient information in their paper, 
they did not add patient-centredness as an extra dimension to their concept. 
Therefore, their concept may look more paternalistic than they intended; patient 
experience needs to be more than just an afterthought.26 Since patient discomfort in 
ART is still considerable, it is worth investing in ways to improve patient experience 
and emotional well-being in fertility care.7 Striving for optimal patient-centred care is 
a perfect way to reach this goal. There are many different starting points for patient- 
centred ART, and patient involvement depends on national wealth, culture, and 
attitudes. Nevertheless, doctors should understand and apply patient-centred care. If 
patients and patient organizations work in partnership with fertility specialists, care 
providers and policy-makers, high-quality ART can be achieved for both doctors and 
patients.
Balancing all six dimensions
In our proposed concept of 'high-quality' ART, we agree with Pennings and Ombelet 
that doctors should take all dimensions into account simultaneously. Patient-centred- 
ness does not mean simply complying with all of the patient's requests. Meeting the 
patient's needs and preferences is valuable, but not at any price. For example, the 
initiation of ART for extremely obese women does not provide high quality, as their 
treatment is more expensive and less effective, and their potential pregnancies 
unsafe.2728 They would be better helped by a personal coach for lifestyle change first. 
However, patients can hardly exert any influence on the safety, efficacy, timeliness, 
and effectiveness of their care. These are the doctor's responsibilities. However, equity 
of access to ART also depends strongly on the availability of healthcare services and 
the way a country has arranged its reimbursement systems. In order to best answer 
your patients' needs, first ask them what they really expect from you. Some patients 
are not in need of any treatment at all; knowing the cause of their problem can be
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sufficient. Therefore, more exploratory investigations about patients' expectations 
and preferences of fertility should be conducted to really meet patients' needs.
Conclusions
This paper is a reaction to the debate about patient-friendly ART. Pennings and 
Ombelet1 present a robust set of clinical practice principles to improve the quality of 
fertility care. We agree that ART is still too much focused on treatment outcome. We 
propose a change in terminology, from 'patient-friendly' ART to the less ambiguous 
'high-quality'ART. Furthermore, we add two more dimensions to their set of principles: 
timeliness and patient-centredness. This would help achieve true high-quality ART.
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Weaknesses, strengths and needs 
in fertility care according to patients
CHAPTER 3
Abstract
Background: Patients' role in assessing healthcare quality is increasingly recognized. 
Measuring patients' specific experiences and needs generates concrete information 
for care improvement, whereas satisfaction surveys only give an overoptimistic, 
undifferentiating picture. Therefore, this study aimed to investigate possible 
weaknesses, strengths, and needs in fertility care by measuring patients' specific 
experiences.
Methods: Mixed (qualitative and quantitative) methods were used to identify 
weaknesses, strengths, and needs in fertility care. Four focus groups with 21 infertile 
patients were used for inventorying care aspects relevant to patients. The fully 
transcribed qualitative results were analysed and converted into a 124-item 
questionnaire, to investigate whether these aspects were regarded as weaknesses, 
strengths, or needs in fertility care. The questionnaire was distributed among 369 
eligible couples attending 13 Dutch fertility clinics. Descriptive statistics were used to 
determine the quantity of the weaknesses, strengths, and needs.
Results: Overall, 286 women (78%) and 280 men (76%) completed the questionnaire. 
Patients experienced many weaknesses in fertility care, the most regarding emotional 
support and continuity of care. Respect and autonomy and partner involvement were 
considered strengths in current care. Furthermore, women uttered their need for 
more doctors' continuity during their treatment, and couples strongly desired to have 
free access to their own medical record. The questionnaire's internal consistency and 
construct validity were sufficient.
Conclusions: Infertile couples experience strengths, but also many weaknesses and 
needs in current fertility care. Lack of patient-centredness seems to be a major cause 
herein. Using mixed methods is a sensitive means for identifying these weaknesses 
and needs.
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Introduction
Worldwide, about 80 million people suffer from involuntary childlessness.1 The often 
lengthy treatments for infertility are associated with psychological and physical 
distress, give much uncertainty, and result in high drop-out rates.2 On this ground, 
infertile couples may expect high-quality care that is not only effective and safe, but 
also patient-centred.34
Measuring patients' experiences and needs in healthcare are increasingly recognized 
as an essential part of quality of care assessment.57 In fertility care, on the contrary, 
clinical outcome measures like life birth rates (effectiveness) and complication rates 
(safety) are still dominating the field of care assessment, whereas patient-centredness 
is hardly considered.89 This is remarkable, as it is precisely in chronic disorders with 
great emotional impact, such as infertility, that patient-centred care can yield profits.10 
For example, patient-centred care can improve quality of life and emotional well-being, 
and reduces anxiety.1112 Moreover, benefits of patient-centredness have also been 
demonstrated for more technical outcome measures, like 1-year mortality.13 In short, 
providing patient-centred care may result in important clinical benefits, in addition to 
meeting patient needs and expectations.
Nevertheless, some studies have included the patient's opinion by evaluating fertility 
care using interviews,1415 and questionnaires.141671 Some of these studies indicate that 
infertile couples are generally satisfied with the care received.1971 However, satisfaction 
surveys provide an overoptimistic picture of patients' experiences with healthcare, 
and generally fail to discriminate between good and bad clinical practice.22 An infertile 
woman may be satisfied about her treatment even when the care is not properly 
delivered. Moreover, only poor evidence supports the view that satisfaction results 
from the fulfillment of patient expectations and needs.2374
In addition, current patients are generally assertive, and the internet can no longer be 
left out of consideration in the modern medical world.2577 It is thus conceivable that 
patients' needs in fertility services and facilities have changed considerably the last 
decade. Therefore, documenting patients' experiences with fertility services could 
indicate weaknesses and strengths in the currently delivered care, but it would be 
valuable to uncover their current needs as well. Subsequently, tailored improvement 
programmes can be deployed with a more patient-centred fertility care as a result. 
Given its explorative properties, qualitative research is very suitable to identify relevant 
experiences and needs in fertility care.2879 However, as qualitative research generally 
relies on a relatively small sample size, this technique is not suitable for determining 
the magnitude or impact of any experience or need identified. To set priorities for 
care improvement, the extent of these experiences and needs should be verified and 
quantified. Combining both qualitative and quantitative methods in a single study 
and drawing inferences using both techniques is called mixed-method research.
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Mixed-method studies have recently achieved respectability and are now increasingly 
reported.3031
The purpose of this study was (i) to identify different aspects of fertility care relevant 
to patients, and (ii) to investigate whether patients regard these aspects as weaknesses, 
strengths or needs in current fertility care.
Materials and Methods
Study design and population
Given the mixed-method approach used, this study was carried out in two phases. 
The first phase comprised documenting aspects of fertility care relevant to patients, 
by conducting a focus group study with infertile couples. Results of these focus 
groups were used to design a patient questionnaire about experiences and needs in 
fertility care. The second phase concerned a survey with this questionnaire, to 
investigate which of these care aspects are regarded as strengths, and which as 
weaknesses and needs in current fertility care.
Couples eligible for participation in both phases of this study had completed at least 
one cycle of ovulation induction (01), intrauterine insemination (III I), in-vitro fertilization 
(IVF) or intracytoplasmic sperm injection (ICSI).
Focus groups
The aim of the focus groups in this study was to identify care aspects in current fertility 
care relevant to patients. The focus group discussion is a valued qualitative technique, 
where group interaction is explicitly used to generate data. Focus groups are 
particularly suited to study attitudes and experiences, and can encourage participation 
from those who are reluctant to be interviewed on their own.32 Moreover, the 
collective nature of the group interview decreases the power of the interviewer in 
relation to the participants and validates their choices and experiences.32 
Participants, originating from four fertility centres (one tertiary, two medium-sized 
and one small rural clinic) in the Eastern region of the Netherlands, were purposively 
sampled to encompass a representative sample with a varying range in age, duration 
of infertility and current type of fertility treatment. Although the intention was to 
recruit couples, patients were allowed to take part alone. The focus group meetings 
were convened in a non-clinical setting, and were facilitated by an independent 
moderator as well as an observer.
The moderator mainly posed open questions. For instance: 'How did you find the 
information received about your treatment7 or 'Could you tell us about your hospital's 
accessibility by phone7 We developed a topic guide with catchwords concerning 
fertility care. To prevent missing care dimensions, the topic list was checked using the
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'Picker' concept of patient-centred care as a framework.33 (www.pickerinstitute.org) 
This concept contains eight care dimensions that have appeared to be salient and 
relevant in several European countries and in the USA before,34 namely: accessibility; 
information and communication; partner and family involvement; respect and 
autonomy; care organization; continuity of care; physical comfort; and emotional 
support. Additionally, the topic guide was checked for completeness using the 
National Health Service Outpatients Experiences Questionnaire. 
(http://surveynet.essex.ac.uk/sqb/qb/surveys/nhsp/0405outpatient.pdf)
Participants gave their permission to participate and be tape-recorded. They were 
also asked to complete a brief demographic questionnaire (e.g. level of education and 
obstetric history). Altogether, four focus groups were conducted in August and 
September 2007. During these meetings, participants were asked to share their 
experiences concerning the different dimensions of patient-centredness and to name 
weighty needs they felt in current fertility care. Each focus group lasted for 
approximately two and half hours.
Analysis of the focus group
The tape-recorded focus group discussions were transcribed verbatim. The same 
eight-dimension Picker model served as a theoretical frameworkfor categorizing the 
emerging care aspects relevant to patients. The transcripts were analyzed 
independently by two researchers (IvE, EvL). Analyses were jointly discussed for 
achieving unanimity. Differences in interpretation were minimal and consensus was 
mostly promptly achieved. A third researcher (WN) reviewed the identified care 
aspects to ensure they were consistent with the data.
Questionnaire development
The number of 233 identified care aspects was reduced by scoring each item positive 
on four selection criteria (IvE, WN), in order to end up with a feasible number of care 
aspects for the future questionnaire. These criteria were: the care aspect had to be 
frequently mentioned (in at least two focus groups or by at least five different 
participants); it had to be susceptible for improvement; it had to be clearly and 
objectively defined; and, the majority of the target population had to be able to judge 
the care aspect. For instance, a statement about choice in number of embryos 
transferred would never be applicable to patients undergoing a non-IVF treatment. 
Of the 94 care aspects that met all selection criteria, eleven were needs. Needs were 
care aspects regarding non-standard care. In other words, needs had to do with 
hospital services that were not available for all patients of the 13 clinics, for instance, 
having access to one's own medical record.
The 94 care aspects were converted into mostly positively formulated statements, 
and then categorized into the eight Picker dimensions. For instance, this quote of a
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focus group participant '1 never had problems [with the hospital's accessibility] in the 
daytime, but at night, it is a different story Last week 10pm, when my hormone syringe 
broke down, I didn't know who to call,... Apparently, I should have called the gynaecologist 
on call.' led together with similar quotes to two statements in the questionnaire: 'the 
accessibility by phone in the daytime was good', and 'It was clear to me who to contact for 
urgent problems at nights/weekends'. Subsequently, statements were combined with a 
four point Likert-scale (1 = strongly disagree; 4 = strongly agree). Finally, a 'does not 
apply' category was provided for those items reflecting situations that did not apply 
for every patient (e.g. 'instructions on hormone injections'). Male-specific aspects 
proposed by men ended up in the questionnaire part for the partner. The first 
questionnaire draft was checked for face validity by an expert panel: two 
gynaecologists, an epidemiologist, and a psychologist. Then, infertile couples (n=10) 
commented on the content validity of the tool and ease of use. Feedback was 
incorporated into a revised version.
The final questionnaire consisted of 124 items, and was divided into three parts. In the 
first part, respondents were questioned about their demographics, infertility cause, 
and obstetric and infertility history using 30 closed questions with different answer 
possibilities. In the second part women were asked to evaluate their fertility care by 
scoring 77 statements. The last part of the questionnaire was developed and tailored 
exclusively to assess the care experiences and needs of the (male) partner. This 
resulted in a 17-item section with statements about 'information and communication' 
and 'partner involvement', and three items about needs. In addition, both women and 
men were asked to give one final mark for the care received, reflecting their overall 
satisfaction with fertility care.
Patient survey
The questionnaire was used within a cross-sectional survey to investigate which of 
the quantity care aspects identified in the focus groups were regarded as weaknesses, 
strengths or needs. Patient recruitment occurred in 13 Dutch fertility clinics with 
varying characteristics, to ensure that delivered care was representative for Dutch 
standards. These centres covered one geographical area in the East of the Netherlands, 
and comprised one large university clinic, and 12 small- to medium-sized public 
hospitals. Five of these clinics offered IVF. Infertile couples from these 13 clinics were 
eligible if they had an appointment at the fertility outpatient department between 
March and June 2008. Beforehand, the number of questionnaires to distribute was 
determined for each clinic, depending on the size of their outpatient clinic for 
infertility. Until the required number was reached, all couples eligible were 
consecutively sent or given the newly developed questionnaire, a covering letter, a 
refusal form, and a stamped addressed return envelope as well. Participation in the 
survey was voluntary and anonymity was guaranteed. Two weeks after the initial
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mailing, a reminder card was sent to all participants requesting them to complete and 
return the questionnaire. Another 2 weeks later we sent a second reminder to the 
non-responders only, accompanied by a second copy of the questionnaire. Couples 
were asked to fill out the questionnaire for their current fertility treatment.
Statistical analysis
Quantitative data from the survey were entered into a database of the SPSS Data Entry 
Station and were analysed using SPSS (SPSS 16.0 for Windows*', Data Entry 4.0, SPSS 
Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Means of women's and men's overall satisfaction marks were 
calculated and compared using an independent t-test. All items about experiences 
were examined with regard to missing data, by considering no response and 'does 
not apply' categories as a missing. Each item was scored from 1 to 4. For each of the 
eight Picker dimensions, a sum score was calculated adding up the accompanying 
item scores. Needs were not incorporated in the sum scores, but analysed separately. 
To enable comparison, the dimension sum scores with diverse maxima were 
transformed into marks from 1.00 (worst possible) to 10.00 (best possible), using the 
following formula: dimension mark = 9 * (actual sum score - lowest possible sum 
score / highest possible sum score - lowest possible sum score) + 1. For instance, the 
sum score of'accessibility' is composed of four items each with a score between 1 and
4. For this dimensions, a respondent's sum score ranges between 4 (lowest possible) 
and 16 (highest possible). Accordingly, a sum score of 13 means a dimension mark of 
7.75 [9 * (13 - 4/ 16 - 4) + 1], Dimension marks were compared using a paired t-test for 
consecutively women and partners. For complex or subjective constructs, the most 
frequently used estimate of internal consistency tends to be the Cronbach's alpha, 
which actually is a function of the number of test items and the mean inter-item 
correlation. Therefore, the internal consistency of the dimension scales was assessed 
by computing Cronbach's alpha coefficients. Alphas of 0.60 were regarded as 
acceptable. To check on redundancy (r > 0.80), inter-dimension correlations were 
calculated. To assess construct validity of the questionnaire, we correlated the 
dimension scores with the women's and men's overall satisfaction marks as dependent 
variables (Pearson correlation). P-values of < 0.05 were considered statistically 
significant. Descriptive statistics were used to determine the frequency of occurrence 
of the needs, experienced weaknesses and strengths in fertility care. Only for a simple 
presentation of the results, the four point Likert-scale was dichotomized into the 
categories 'agree' and 'disagree'. Care aspects were considered a real weakness in 
fertility care when more than one third of the respondents expressed negative 
answers about that care aspect in the questionnaire. Strengths were care aspects of 
which less than 10% of the respondents had negative experiences with. Needs were 
aspects regarding nonstandard care. The Picker dimensions were used as a skeleton, 
to clearly present the identified weaknesses, strengths, and needs.
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Results
Focus groups
Participants of the four focus groups were 20 infertile patients from 11 couples, and 
one ex-patient including one ex-patient and also a board member of'Freya', the Dutch 
infertility patients'association. Two women took part alone: one partner was unwilling 
to participate; the other had become ill on the day of the focus group. Main charac­
teristics of the 20 patients are summarized in Table I. Median age was 32.0 years for 
women and 33.0 years for men. About 45% of the participants were highly educated, 
and everyone had unlimited access to the internet at home. Of the 20 participants, 16 
had no former child.
In total 204 care aspects concerning positive and negative experiences, and 29 
aspects about needs were extracted from the focus group transcripts, of which 94 
satisfied all selection criteria. Some of the key quotes that exemplified frequently 
mentioned positive and negative experiences, and central needs are revealed below:
7 found it very informative that the doctor explained what he saw during my ultrasound 
examination.'— Woman after six cycles of IUI and two times IVF (positive experience 
with information and communication).
'It was 10pm when my hormone syringe broke down. Because I didn't know who to call, I 
consecutively phoned the local pharmacy, family doctor, and hospital pharmacy. 
Apparently, I should have called the gynaecologist on call.'— Woman undergoing her 
second ICSI (negative experience with the continuity of care).
'Since I have access to my personal health record, I understand the treatment protocol 
much better, and I feel myself more confident during clinic visits with the doctor as well.' - 
Male partner after second IVF (a satisfied need regarding a care organization aspect).
The surveyor! patient-centredness
Of the 369 invited couples, 286 women (78%) and 280 partners (76%) returned the 
questionnaire completed. Of all partners 278 (99%) were men. Of the 83 non­
responders, 19 couples returned a refusal form, and with various reasons for refusal 
(e.g. lack of time, questions too personal). The main characteristics of the survey 
participants are shown in the right column of Table I. Median duration of infertility 
was 30 months. Of all couples, 99% had unlimited access to internet.
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Table 1 Demographic characteristics of infertile couples
Characteristic Participants Participants
focus groups survey
(n=20) (n=286$/280C?1)
Median age (years)
Female 32(25-41) 33 (22-42)
Male 33 (29-39) 35 (24-60)
Non-Dutch ethnic backgrounda (%) 0 3
Level of education13 (low/ medium/ high)
Female 18/36/45 13/46/41
Male 22/33/44 20/46/34
Median duration of infertility (in months) 25 (8-146) 30 (3-171)
Last treatment (%)
01 15 25
IUI (with and without ovarian 
stimulation)
35 42
IVF, ICSI, or cryopreservation 50 33
Childless couples (%) 80 71
Couples with one living child (%) 20 26
Couples with two or more children (%) 0 3
a The ethnic background of the couple: wa: determined by the origin of both partner: Non-Dutch i: defined 
a: both partner: o f the couple are not of Dutch origin
b Low= primary or lower vocational education; Middle 
High= higherprofe::ional education or univer:itv
= :econdarv or intermediate vocational education;
Means for women's and men's overall satisfaction marks were respectively 7.49 (SD 
0.94) and 7.27 (SD 1.06). The overall marks of women and men were moderately 
correlated (0.47, P< 0.01) and were significantly different from each other (P=0.009). 
Seven items were removed from the item pool, because they were skipped or marked 
as being not applicable by over 35% of the respondents (e.g. accessibility on weekends, 
information about adoption, and transition fluency of medical record to another 
fertility centre). The remaining number of items per questionnaire dimension ranged 
from two for 'physical support' to 16 for 'respect and autonomy'. Subsequently, a 
confirming factor analysis was performed on the 10 dimensions scales (eight for 
women, two for men) that covered the 76 lasting experience items. With the exception
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of the dimension 'physical support' (Cronbach's alpha coefficients 0.11), all dimension 
scales had a good to acceptable internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha coefficients 
between 0.64 and 0.91, Table II), indicating that these items were grouped appropriately 
and were measuring similar concepts. Therefore, the two items of the dimension 
'physical support' were excluded from further presentation of the results. The mean 
dimension marks ranged from 5.45 for the worst rated dimension (emotional support) 
to 7.87 for the best rated dimension (partner involvement) (Table II).
Table II Questionnaire content: the dimensions of patient-centredness with their 
number of items and alpha's
Dimensions" Number of Dimension Chronbach's
items marks alpha 
Mean (sd)
Access to care 4 7.83 (2.15) 0.73
Information and communication 15 7.30(1.79) 0.91
Respect and autonomy 16 7.78(1.30) 0.85
Care organization 11 7.23 (1.30) 0.64
Continuity of care 7 6.47 (1.93) 0.72
Emotional support 5 5.45 (2.27) 0.74
Physical support 2 7.01(2.08) 0.11
Partner involvement 5 7.87 (1.79) 0.71
Information and communicationb 7 7.14(2.16) 0.88
Partner involvement13 4 7.73 (1.98) 0.82
‘ According to the Picker ln:titute': model o f patient-centred care 
b The p a r tn e rp a r t  of the questionnaire
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Compared with the other dimensions, female participants had significantly more 
negative experiences with emotional support and continuity of care (P < 0.01) and 
significantly more positive experiences with access to care, respect and autonomy, 
and partner involvement (P < 0.01). The (male) partners had significantly more positive 
experiences with their own involvement in treatment than with the information they 
received (P < 0.01).
Women's dimension marks were positively correlated with their overall satisfaction 
mark (r = 0.45 - 0.67) as were men's (r = 0.55 and 0.67) confirming that the scales had 
measured a related construct. Furthermore, high correlations (0.63 and 0.72) were 
found between women's and men's dimension marks on respectively partner 
involvement, and information and communication. Interdimension correlations did 
not show any redundancy: relationships between dimensions were significant and 
generally moderate, with a mean of 0.54 and a range from 0.29for'partner involvement' 
with 'accessibility' to 0.72 for 'respect and autonomy' with 'information and 
communication'.
Weaknesses and strengths
Of the 76 care aspects measured, 16 (21%) appeared to be a weakness in the Dutch 
fertility care (Table III). The majority of these weaknesses were about two dimensions: 
continuity of care and emotional support. Key items that contributed to negative 
evaluations of continuity of care included conflicting information from medical staff, 
seeing too many different doctors in one treatment cycle, and ambiguity about who 
to call for an urgent treatment-related problem at night or during weekends; over half 
of those surveyed would not call the person or institution they should (gynaecologist 
on call). Weaknesses reported on the emotional support included inadequate 
information about emotional support possibilities (e.g. social work, a psychologist, 
and the Dutch patient association for infertility). Moreover, many patients reported 
that it was difficult to discuss their anxieties and concerns with the medical staff. 
Furthermore, over 6 in 10 respondents indicated a lack in transparency in quality and 
performance of the neighbouring fertility clinics.
There were also strengths in current fertility care (Table III), as, for example, 96% of 
those responded did receive a sound instruction for injecting hormones. Moreover, 
care aspects regarding respect and autonomy were also well appreciated by the 
majority of the participating women: nearly all participants had positive experiences 
with privacy, shared-decision making, the doctor's understanding, and the 
opportunities to ask questions or to take a treatment break.
Needs
The quantification of the 11 most relevant needs obtained from the survey is presented 
in Table IV. Key needs expressed by the focus group participants were also felt by a
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Table III Weaknesses and Strengths in fertility care
Dimension a Weakness Percentage 
of agreeing 
participants
Information & Inadequate information about long-term 59
communication consequences
Unclear which drugs and treatments are reimbursed 50
Inadequate information about the causes of male 
infertility13
43
Respect & No free choice to select a medical doctor of 47
autonomy preference
Not receiving feedback after being discussed in the 
team
36
Continuity of Unclear who to contact for urgent problems at 54
care nights/weekends
Insufficient advice on dealing with inconveniences 
arising at home
45
Too many different physicians involved in my 
treatment
44
Large discrepancy in way of acting between doctors 38
1 have received conflicting information 36
Care organization No transparency in quality/performance of fertility 
clinics
61
Too much time before a treatment plan was provided 47
Emotional Inadequate information about Freyac 56
support Inadequate information on howto get emotional 
support
53
No attention paid to impact of infertility on (sexual) 
relationship
52
My doctor did not deal well with my treatment- 
related feelings of anxiety/depression
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Table III Continued
Dimension" Strength Percentage 
of agreeing 
participants
Information & My doctor explained things in a way 1 could 96
communication understand
1 received a sound instruction on howto inject 
hormones
96
Clear explanation by doctors during ultrasound 
examinations
93
Clear information about the reproductive system's 
physiology
91
Respect & My doctor acted cautiously my privacy 97
autonomy Always room to propose a break in my treatment 96
period 92
My doctortreats me with understanding 92
Enough room for asking questions 
Shared-decision making in treatment processes 
sufficient
91
Care organization Right number of clinic visits with a doctor 95
A skilled team of health professionals 94
No cancelled or double planned hospital 
appointments
93
Partner
involvement
My partner is actively involved in our treatment 91
a According to the Picker Institute's model of patient-centred care
b Experience of the partner
r- Freva is the Dutch patient association for infertility
large part of the survey population. Infertile women as well as men strongly desire to 
have free and unlimited access to their own medical record. At the time of the survey, 
only 7% of the participants (originating from one hospital) had (electronic) access to 
their own medical record.35 Men and women's most mentioned reasons for wanting 
this access were: 'for a better understanding of my own treatment protocol'; 'for 
preparing myself for a consultation with the doctor'; 'for keeping in check my record 
for possible mistakes'; and, 'for making choices that are more considered'. Furthermore, 
almost all women in the survey expressed their need for more continuity of doctor 
during their treatment: nine out of ten women felt it was important to have clearly 
one team member designated for addressing, and 89% wished to see the same doctor
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Table IV Quantification of the 11 needs identified in the focus group study
Dimension a Need Percentage 
of agreeing 
participants
Information and Written information 94
communication Information provision with visual aids (e.g. pictures) 55
Autonomy and Leaving difficult or sensitive topics to a planned 89
respect evaluation
Continuity of Clearly having one doctorto address oneselfto (lead 90
care physician)
Every in-between evaluation with the same doctor 89
Care organization Free and unlimited access to own medical record 89
Free and unlimited access to own medical recordb 86
Ability to contact the team by email in case of non­
urgent questions
52
Emotional Contact with fellow patients 57
support Contact with fellow patients'3 41
Physical support A private room for semen collection in each fertility 
clinic13
70
a According to the Picker Institute's model of patient-centred care 
b Need of the partner
during their intermediate treatment evaluations. Moreover, 89% would prefer leaving 
difficult or sensitive conversation topics, such as poor semen results, to these planned 
evaluations.
Discussion
The present study was designed to investigate possible weaknesses, strengths and 
needs in the current Dutch fertility care by measuring patients' specific experiences. 
As expected, overall satisfaction marks were high for both women and men, and also 
undifferentiating as underlined by the relatively small standard deviations. However, 
using our mixed-method design, we were able to reveal 16 care aspects for which 
more than a third of all participants had negative experiences with in current fertility 
care.
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The weaknesses mainly concerned the continuity of care and emotional support of 
fertility services. Of our respondents 36% claimed having received conflicting 
information from medical staff. This serious finding may be explained by the fact that 
almost one in two patients was seeing many different doctors in one treatment cycle. 
Moreover, 38% of the respondents experienced a large discrepancy in way of acting 
between different doctors. Improvements in interpersonal continuity of care may be 
made by assigning one lead physician to each infertile couple who is responsible for 
every in-between evaluation with the couple. Such an intervention will meet patients' 
needs very well (Table IV). Another point of concern is the indistinctness on who to 
call for an urgent treatment-related problem at night or during weekends. As infertile 
women undergo quite complicated treatments for which they have to inject 
themselves with hormones, it is important they know when to call and who to contact 
when problems arise at home. Currently, contact information often has to be extracted 
from lengthy booklets. Offering patients a separate card with relevant contact 
numbers and names may be a simple but valuable addition.
We discovered 13 strengths in fertility care as well. Most patients were very positive 
about respect and autonomy. This care dimension, which largely represents the 
doctor's attitude, is also highly rated by infertility patients in other studies.16'2021 To 
complement this, we identified eleven needs that should be fulfilled by present-day 
fertility care according to infertile couples, such as free and unlimited access to their 
own medical record.
Compared with patients with other medical conditions, infertile patients seem to be 
more negative on emotional support, and equally negative on continuity of care.24 
For obtaining the most meaningful information about a clinic's performance according 
to patients, concrete experiences should be measured in a representative sample 
using a valid and tailored instrument.22'2627 In our opinion, a representative sample for 
fertility care implies women plus partners, including childless couples as well as 
couples with offspring. Some previous studies conscientiously reported about 
patients' experiences regarding various aspects of fertility services.16'20'2128. Haagen et 
al.'6 comes up with comparable results, but focused solely on IUI care. Schmidt etal,20 
concentrated on gender differences in satisfaction, but they evaluated the fertility 
services on only 13 items. The study of Souter et al.2' was somewhat more extensive 
(20 items), but their data, collected in 1995-1996, may be a bit dated. Redshaw ef o/.2,8 
provide a solely qualitative study and only investigated subfertile women who ended 
up with a baby, a generally more satisfied group.1,8
We performed a profound mixed-method study on patients' experiences and needs, 
considering both infertile women and men with various types of fertility treatments. 
We had similar rates of negative experiences as Souter etal.,2' but found relatively 
high rates compared with other studies.1620 It may be that the Dutch fertility care is 
less well organized than that of Denmark, for instance, because Denmark's clinics
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became aware of the qualitative study results much earlier.15 However, repeated 
measurements of patients' experiences are needed for determining the real effect on 
the development of tailored improvement programmes in fertility care. Another 
explanation for our high rates of negative experiences could be that our measurement 
instrument is more sensitive than the previously used questionnaires and less subject 
to ceiling effects. An explanation for this can be that this instrument comes close to 
the various care processes itself. A contributing factor to this is the mixed-method 
design of this study, where strengths of both qualitative and quantitative research 
were combined. Mixed-method designs can yield richer, more valid, and more reliable 
findings than evaluations based on either the qualitative or quantitative method 
alone.39 Because of the miscellaneous treatment background of the focus group 
participants (01, IUI, IVF or ICSI), few aspects of fertility care remained untouched. 
Moreover, we used the valued and proven concept for patient-centredness of the 
Picker Institute as a framework.22'34-36 This way, we were able to develop an up-to-date 
questionnaire purely based on experiences and needs propounded by the target 
population, thus guaranteeing the patients' perspective. Consequently, this study 
was tailored for assessing fertility care of the 21st century. Accordingly, some needs 
had not yet been studied before in infertile couples; for instance the need for 
contacting the medical team by email, or the need for free and unlimited access to 
the patient's own medical record.
However, a number of caveats need to be noted regarding this present study. First, 
our questionnaire was quite long (124 items), although this seemed not to have 
affected the response rate(78%). A further drawback is that the questionnaire 
investigates chiefly general aspects of fertility care, and consequently less population- 
specific aspects of, for instance, IVF-care. However, this can also be considered as 
strength, as the questionnaire is perfectly suitable for measuring the experiences of 
the majority of a fertility clinic's population. Besides, questionnaire items for the 
partner were restricted to those care aspects proposed by partners during the focus 
groups, resulting in 17 items especially for partners, compared with 77 for women. 
Some experiences and needs in care are just gender-specific. For example, the male 
participants in our focus groups explicitly expressed the need for a private room for 
semen collection in all fertility clinics. For best tailoring fertility care to the needs of 
the target population, it would be preferable to study couples instead of women 
alone. Another limitation is the relatively local setting of the study: 13 clinics in the 
East of the Netherlands. Nevertheless, probably many of the revealed weaknesses, 
strengths, and needs in this study will be recognizable for fertility clinics, nationally 
and in other countries. Moreover, the methods used for this study may be applied to 
other fertility clinics elsewhere in the world. The questionnaire, which seems valid 
and had a good internal reliability, has proved to be suitable for assessing experiences 
of Dutch patients with various fertility treatments. However, an extensive cross-national
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validation with a larger sample is needed before a questionnaire can become the 
national standard for surveying patient-centredness in fertility care.
We identified the main weaknesses and needs in current fertility care in 13 clinics, but 
what is the best way to tackle them? A possibility is to provide participating clinics 
with a detailed feedback report. Another option is to find the clinics' organizational 
characteristics that predict the patients' positive experiences with fertility care, so 
that clinics can act on this. On account of the 99% penetration of Internet in our 
population, health information technology tools can be considered to meet patients' 
needs.40 Additionally, it would be interesting to compare clinics' experienced 
weaknesses and strengths of the provided fertility care on a national and international 
level. A validated instrument for monitoring patients' experiences with patient-cen- 
tred fertility care would increase transparency herewith.
In conclusion, in spite of high satisfaction rates, patients perceive many weaknesses 
and needs in current fertility care. These results show that improvement is necessary 
in the patient-centredness of fertility care. Moreover, patients' experiences are crucial 
for monitoring fertility care performance, in addition to the common indicators, such 
as live birth and complication rates.
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Patient-centred fertility care: 
a qualitative study to listen to the patient's voice
CHAPTER 4
Abstract
Background: High-quality care for patients faced w ith infertility should be patient- 
centred. Few studies have provided in-depth insight into the patient's perspective 
on care and, to the best of our knowledge, no study provided a model of the 
complex concept 'patient-centred fertility care'. Therefore a qualitative study aimed 
at understanding 'patient-centred infertility care' from the patient's perspective was 
conducted.
M ethods: Fourteen focus group discussions were organized w ith patients (n=103) 
from two European countries to find out about patients' positive and negative 
experiences w ith fertility care. Content analysis of the transcripts and analysis of 
patient priority lists were conducted.
Results: The patient-centredness of fertility care depends on 10 detailed dimensions, 
which can be divided into system and human factors, and there is a two way 
interaction between both kinds of factors. System factors, in order of patient's priority, 
are: provision of information, competence of clinic and staff, coordination and 
integration, accessibility, continuity and transition and physical comfort. Human 
factors, in order of patients' priority, are: attitude of and relationship w ith staff, 
communication, patient involvement and privacy and emotional support. 
Conclusion: This study provides a detailed patient's description of the concept 
'patient-centred fertility care' and an interaction model that helps to understand the 
complex concept. Fertility clinics are encouraged to improve the patient-centredness 
of their care by taking into account the detailed description of the dimensions of 
patient-centred fertility care, and by paying attention to both system and human 
factors and their interaction when setting up 'patient-centred improvement 
projects'.
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Introduction
There are numerous reasons for fertility clinics and staff to provide patient-centred 
care. Firstly, 'patient-centredness' is important to all segments of healthcare, and it is 
defined as one of the six dimensions of quality of care.1 Secondly, despite the success 
of current Medically Assisted Reproduction (MAR)2 one third of the infertile couples 
finally do not deliver a child.24 Hence process indicators, such as patient-centredness, 
are very important in addition to outcome indicators. Thirdly, recent reports confirm 
that besides effective medical treatment, patients also want patient-centred fertility 
care.5 8 Fourthly, in fertility and its treatment involve a physical and emotional burden 
for both women and men,916 and that burden contributes to high drop-out rates from 
treatment.1718 For instance, patients who voluntary dropped out from treatment 
reported the impact of the psychological burden (72%) and the lack of staff empathy 
(32%) on their decision.18 This implies that a lack of patient-centredness of care can 
cause patients to drop out from treatment for non-medical reasons. These four 
reasons clearly indicate the need for reproductive medicine to focus on other 
quality dimensions besides 'effectiveness' (pregnancy rate), in particular the 'patient- 
centredness' of care.
However, in order to provide patient-centred fertility care, an insight into the patient's 
perspective on fertility care is required. A recent literature review made a first effort 
to define patient-centred fertility care w ith 10 dimensions.5 This review, however, does 
not provide a detailed description of what patients want for each dimension, nor does 
it give insight into the relationship between the dimensions. Indeed, the review 
concluded w ith the need for qualitative research into patient-centred reproductive 
medicine. Therefore, the present qualitative study aims at providing an in-depth 
understanding of the concept 'patient-centred fertility care' from the patient's 
perspective.
Materials and Methods
An international, multicentre, monolingual study w ith focus groups (FG's) was 
conducted in two Dutch-speaking European countries (the Dutch-speaking part of 
Belgium and the Netherlands), and was analyzed w ith constant comparison content 
analysis.
Ethical approval was obtained from a multicentre Ethics Committee (s51509) in 
Belgium; and was not required in the Netherlands. Potential participants received 
both oral and w ritten information, and in Belgium participants gave their w ritten 
consent.
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Data collection
Eligible patients were couples who consulted one of the 20 participating fertility 
clinics across Belgium and the Netherlands for one of the following MAR treatments: 
timed intercourse, intrauterine inseminations (IUI), in v itro  fertilization (IVF) or intra 
cytoplasmatic sperm injection (ICSI). The aim was to recruit couples, but individual 
patients w ith a partner not w illing or unable to take part could also participate. 
Patients received study information from their physicians and were telephoned 
afterwards by the researchers. FG's were organized between August 2008 and 
December 2009 at neutral locations. FG's included 4 to 11 participants and lasted two 
hours. The number of FG's was determined by data saturation.19 
A short questionnaire collected data on the participant's demographic and medical 
characteristics.
The FG's were moderated by female qualitative researchers and observed by research 
assistants. Participants were asked to discuss the ir most positive and negative 
experiences w ith fertility care. Additional open-ended questions were asked based 
on patient's stories and on a topic list, in order to prevent missing relevant care 
aspects. The topic list was based on a literature review,5 pilot study7 and expert panel 
(consisting of physicians, nurses and psychologists). Focus groups were recorded 
digitally and transcribed verbatim. Transcript accuracy was checked.
At the end of each FG, participants were asked to independently draw up an individual 
prio rity list of the five care aspects (self formulated) most important to them, ranked 
in order of importance.
Analysis o f th e  focus g roup  discussions
Data were analyzed using content analysis w ith constant comparison.20 Each category 
was searched for in all FG's, and all meaningful units were compared until no new 
categories could be identified.20 22 This method comprises four stages: 1) comparing 
meaningful units between categories; 2) integrating categories; 3) delim iting the 
theory; 4) w riting the theory.20 The first two stages resulted in the development of a 
coding tree, and stages three and four resulted in an interaction model for patient- 
centred fertility care.
Development o f a coding tree
Firstly, a coding tree22 was developed for each country. This was based on the ten 
dimensions of patient-centred fertility care5 in order to limit the differences between 
the countries. W ithin each country, data were analysed by two independent researchers 
(i.e. investigator triangulation) and discussed until consensus was achieved. If necessary, 
a senior researcher (WN, PR) was consulted. Data were analyzed concurrently w ith the 
data collection. This way insight from analysis was used to guide further data collection, 
and the credibility of identified themes was checked in subsequent FG's.
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Secondly, the Dutch coding tree (based on all seven Dutch FG's) and the Belgian 
coding tree (based on the first six Belgian FG's) were merged into one communal 
coding tree by the international coding team (ED, IvE, PR, WN) using an established 
consensus process.24 The 7th Belgian FG was coded using the communal coding tree.
Development o f an interaction model
Firstly, the ten dimensions of patient-centred fertility care were divided into 'system 
factors' and 'human factors' based on FG participant's description of the actual care 
situation. The terms were derived from healthcare safety literature, distinguishing the 
system approach and the person approach.25 26 'System factors' are determined by the 
organization and can be modified at an organizational level. 'Human factors' are 
determined by what occurs in the staff-patient interface and can be changed at a 
personnel level (e.g. by staff training).
Secondly, the interaction between human and system factors was detected. The 
direction (one-way versus two-way) and the meaning of the interaction were 
examined. The specific system and human factors that interacted were examined.
Format o f data presentation
For each dimension and kind of interaction an exemplifying quotation from the 
transcripts was selected and identified w ith the first letter of the country (B/N) and FG 
number (FG1-7).
Analysis o f th e  patient's  p rio rity  lists
Care aspects in patient's priority lists were first allocated to a dimension of patient- 
centred fertility care using the communal coding tree. Subsequently, the respective 
dimensions received a score according to their ranking on the patient's priority lists. 
Care aspects ranked first received five points, second four etc. Each patient could 
allocate 15 points. If one care aspect on a list included two dimensions, the score 
based on the ranking was split over both dimensions. If two separate care aspects 
relevant to two separate dimensions were mentioned on one place in a ranking list, 
both dimensions received scores. Finally, adding up the scores of all patients resulted 
in total scores for the dimensions.
Results
Partic ipants (Table I)
Participants, 57 women and 46 men (mean age= 33.5), were evenly spread throughout 
the Netherlands (7 FG's) and Belgium (7 FG's). Forty-six heterosexual couples, 1 lesbian 
couple and 9 individual women from a heterosexual relationship took part. Most
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participants (76.7%) had a (university) college degree. The majority (63.1%) were 
childless and non-pregnant. All but four patients had already gone through fertility 
treatments (4.5 cycles on average; often different treatments types). Sixty-two percent 
had experienced IVF/ICSI, 53.4% IUI and 36.9% timed intercourse.
Table 1 Demographic characteristics of patients and physicians who completed 
the DCE questionnaire
Characteristic Subgroup N (%)
Country The Netherlands 
Belgium
54 (52.4%) 
49 (47.6%)
Mean Age (SD) 33.5 (4.91)
Gender Female
Male
57 (55.3%) 
46 (44.7%)
Education status Low1
Medium1'
High,:
24 (23.3%) 
54(52.4%)
25 (24.3%)
Parental status No children
Pregnant (both partners) 
Children
59 (57.3%) 
4 (3.9%)
40 (38.8%)
Experience w ith  fertility  treatm ent No, end o f  investigation phase 
Yes, in treatment phase
4 (3.9%) 
99(96.1%)
Median num ber o f treatm ent cycles (range) 6(1 - 16)
Treatments experienced0 01 ’ with timed intercourse 
¡UP
IVF/ICSIa
36 (35%)
53(51.5%)
64(62.1%)
' Lew  e du ca tio n  status in B elg ium  in c lu de d  '£50, TSO, .450'. In the  N etherlands this in c lu de d  'Mavo, LBO, Havo, VWO' 
'M e d iu m  e d u c a tio n a l s tatus in  B e lg ium  inc ludes 'H c g e rO n d e rw ijs '. In the  N e the rlands  this in c lu d e d  MBO, HBO ' 
'H ig h  e d u c a t io n  s ta tus  in c lu d e d  a U n iv e rs ity  deg re e  in  b o th  B e lg iu m  a n d  the  N e th e rla n d s  
1 P a tie n t w h o  d id  n o t  ve t s ta r t  w ith  t re a tm e n t in = 4 ) w ere  e x c lu d e d  fro m  th is c a lc u la t io n  
01 =  o v u la t io n  in d u c t io n
IU I =  In tra u te r in e  in s e m in a t io n  F rom  the  55 p a t ie n ts  w h o  e xp e rie n c e d  IUI (besides o th e r  tre a tm e n ts  o r  n o t), 
som e h a d  IUI w ith  01 (n=32), so m e  w ith o u t  01 (n = l5 ) ,  a n d  so m e  e x p e rie n c e d  b o th  (n=S).
'A l l  IVF/ICSI t re a tm e n ts  in c lu d e d  o v u la t io n  in d u c t io n
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The coding tree  (A ppendix  I)
For the Dutch coding tree, which was based on seven FG's, data saturation was 
reached by the sixth FG. For the Belgian coding tree, which was based on six FG's, data 
saturation was reached by the fifth FG. Finally, data saturation was confirmed for the 
communal coding tree by the seventh Belgian FG. The Dutch and Belgian coding 
trees were closely comparable. The ten dimensions are described in detail below. For 
even more detail, the communal coding tree is presented online in Appendix I.
The in teraction  m odel o f p atien t-cen tred  fe r t ility  care (Figure I)
Patient-centredness of fertility care depends on six 'system factors' and four 'human 
factors' and both types of factors interact.
Figure I The interaction model of patient-centred fertility care
PATIENT-CENTRED FERTILITY CARE
SYSTEM FACTORS
INTERACTION
HUMAN FACTORS
Information 
Competence of clinic and staff 
Coordination and Integration 
Accessibility 
Continuity and Transition 
Physical Comfort
Attitude of and relationship with 
Staff
Communication
Patient Involvement and Privacy
Emotional Support
System factors (A ppendix  I)
The system factors of patient-centred fertility care can be described by the following 
6 dimensions, listed according to patient's priority: 'information', 'competence of clinic 
and staff', 'coordination and integration', 'accessibility', 'continuity and transition' and 
'physical comfort'.
Information
Patients expressed concrete information needs, including general and personal 
information. Patients expressed their ideas about appropriate information channels 
(e.g. face to face) and addressed the nature of the information (e.g. the timeliness):
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A lo t o f  the com m un ica tion  an d  exp lana tion  comes afterwards an d  th a t is o f  course very 
frus tra ting ' (B,FG1). Furthermore, patients appreciated hands-on injection training.
Competence o f clinic and sta ff
Clinical expertise, including a thorough diagnostic investigation and good medical 
follow-up w ithout unnecessary care, was important to patients. Patients liked to be 
referred on time and disliked disorder: 'Three times in  a row  the same questions o f  the 
gynaecologist, and  three times the files g o t lost. That does really bo the r m e ' (B,FG6). 
Patients appreciated it when staff stuck to appointments, had a complete file and 
were prepared for consultations. Furthermore, patients attached importance to the 
competence of their clinic and staff and valued quality management.
Coordination and integration
Patients appreciated minimal waiting times for appointments, for receiving results of 
examinations, for starting a subsequent cycle and due to fertility clinic's holidays: 
'Once you are in, i t  a ll goes very fast a nd  she doesn't miss o u t on any o p p o rtu n ity ' (B,FG4). 
Additionally, patients wanted minimal waiting time in waiting rooms and appreciated 
a smooth organization (e.g. coordination between staff). Furthermore, patients 
expressed some concrete organizational needs, for example, the need to be invited 
for periodically planned evaluations of treatment(s). Patients commented on the 
financial administration.
Accessibility
Patients emphasized the importance of telephone accessibility of their clinic. They 
appreciated accessibility for emergency. Patients hoped for flexib ility towards the 
time of their appointments: ’The three times a week ultrasounds can on ly  be done in the 
m orn in g  between 8.30-9.30am. There w ou ld  be a big difference in travel tim e an d  tra ffic  
ja m s  i f  we cou ld  com e la te r' (N,FG1). Some patients suggested telephone consultations 
and collaboration w ith professionals closer to their homes in order to limit their travel 
time. Others experienced the travel time to be worthwhile.
Continuity and transition
Patients appreciated continuity of staff, but did not agree on how necessary it is. 
Some wanted absolute continuity, some did not, and others expressed a need for a 
lead physician, i.e. someone who is responsible for their case and sees them on 
scheduled evaluations but who could be replaced by others for technical procedures. 
Patients appreciated it when staff stuck to a consistent medical policy and shared 
information w ith in  the ir team: To prevent con trad ic to ry  in fo rm a tion , i t  w ou ld  help i f  
physicians w ou ld  discuss trea tm ent possibilities together, fo rm u la te  one advice an d  write  
this dow n  in the pa tien ts ' file ' (N,FG3). Paying attention to the transition of patients and
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documents between clinics was important when clinics collaborated or when patients 
changed clinics. Furthermore, patients wanted follow-up care after medical procedures 
and assistance w ith injections, if necessary. Patients wanted to be cared for when 
definitely ending treatment and upon referral to another clinic. Patients appreciated 
fertility clinics following up their early pregnancy, but disagreed on the need to follow 
up their entire pregnancy.
Physical comfort
Patients valued adequate pain medication during oocyte retrieval. Furthermore, clinic 
accommodation was important to patients. They preferred waiting rooms and 
consultation rooms to be exclusively used by infertile (not obstetric) patients. 'During  
o u r last c lin ic  visit, we saw  an enorm ous a m o u n t o f  p re gnan t lad ies ... A nd  th a t is qu ite  
p a in fu l i f  you  are there fo r o th e r reasons. It  was really con fro n tin g ' (N,FG4). Furthermore, 
patients wanted accommodation to offer privacy, comfort and a homely environment 
and to be spacious, peaceful and well maintained. Patients preferred receiving all care 
in the same hospital.
Hum an factors (A ppendix  I)
The human factors of patient-centred fertility care can be described by the following 
four dimensions, listed according to patient's priority: 'attitude of and relationship 
w ith staff ', 'communication', 'patient involvement and privacy' and 'emotional 
support'.
Attitude o f and relationship with staff
Patients attached importance to the attitude of every staff member. Certain attitudes 
were always appreciated (e.g. being friendly), 'they are always as friend ly  as ever. I haven't 
m et any un friend ly  person, n o t anyone in  a bad  m o o d ... an d  it  makes m e ho ld  o n ' (B,FG2). 
Some attitudes were experienced positively by some and negatively by others (e.g. 
enthusiasm). O ther attitudes were always considered negative (e.g. being disrespectful). 
Patients valued the quality of their relationship w ith staff and described inappropriate 
staff behaviour and appropriate staff appearance.
Communication
Communication w ith fertility clinic staff was very important to patients. Patients felt 
staff should take time, and provide opportunities to ask questions. Communication 
skills of staff were important (e.g. introducing themselves). 'Bad news conversations' 
required specific skills (e.g. allowing time to cope). Some patients reported 
unprofessional communication (e.g. inducing fear). Patients appreciated staff 
communicating about what to expect during treatment, including a time schedule. 
Furthermore, communication needed to be to the point and reliable. Patients did not
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agree on the (dis)advantage of honesty. All communication needed to be 
understandable: 'To m e it's very im p o rta n t h o w  they com m unicate , w hether they speak 
n o rm a l Dutch o r ju s t abracadabra w hich nobody is w a iting  fo r ' (N,FG4). Communication 
w ith and explanations from nurses was particularly appreciated.
Patient involvement and privacy
Patients emphasized the importance of their autonomy and appreciated informed 
shared decision-making. 'They a llow ed  m e to decide on w hether to con tinue  tim ed  
intercourse o r to s ta rt w ith  IUI. It was m y  ow n  decision, w h ich I really apprecia ted ' (N,FG6). 
Staff needed to be open to patient's input and critical reflections. Concrete wishes for 
openness were on access to personal health records and recognition of errors. Patients 
valued personalized care. Patients wanted to be addressed as a couple and appreciated 
staff actively involving their partner. Respect for their privacy mattered to patients, 
especially at sensitive moments (e.g. semen collection) and regarding confidentiality 
of w ritten data. Patients did not want to be confronted w ith data on other patients. 
Furthermore, patients wished that only a limited number of staff members (and 
trainees) were present during consultation.
Emotional support
Patients expected to receive emotional support especially from doctors and nurses 
during their daily care. This support included providing information, paying attention 
to emotional wellbeing and discussing emotional topics. Patients wanted live support 
group sessions and valued online contact w ith other patients. Additionally, patients 
appreciated support offered by specialized staff (e.g. psychologists) accessible at 
emotional emergency: 'At a certa in m om e n t som eth ing  inside m e broke, so I went to see 
the social worker o r even the psycho logist a t the hospital, ju s t to g e t things lined  up and  
regain courage. It really helped a lo t ' (N,FG7). Furthermore, patients specified when they 
particularly required emotional support (e.g. the weeks before the pregnancy test).
In teraction
There was a two-way interaction between all dimensions related to system factors on 
the one hand, and all dimensions related to human factors on the other. Two different 
forms of interaction were identified: compensation and reinforcement.
Compensation
Weaknesses concerning system factors (e.g. poor accommodation) were compensated 
w ith strengths on the human level (e.g. friendly and empathic staff). An example: 7
th ink  the s ta ff is ex tra -o rd ina ry  friend ly  and  e m p a th ic .. .In m y  op in ion  th a t makes p a rtly  
up fo r the acco m m o d a tion ' (B,FG6).
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Compensation was also reported the other way around. Weaknesses concerning 
human factors of care were compensated w ith strengths on the system level.
Reinforcement o f a weakness or strength
Strengths (or weaknesses) related to system factors resulted in strengths (or 
weaknesses) related to human factors. Reinforcement was also reported the other 
way around. Weaknesses (or strengths) concerning human factors (e.g. no time taken 
for discussion) resulted in weaknesses (or strengths) related to system factors (e.g. lack 
of personalized information). An example: 'Every second is timed. Some things are said  
while  they are a lready standing u p ... That is frus tra ting  sometimes, because friends o r 
fa m ily  o ften  a s k a fte ra  consu ltation "w hat does th a t mean? Can't you  prevent that?" an d  I 
ca n n o t answer those questions.' (B,FG4)
Patient's p rio rity  (Table II)
The three dimensions that received patient's highest priority (each w ith 12.5-19% of 
the total allocated scores) are: 'information', 'attitude of and relationship w ith staff' 
and 'competence ofclin icand staff'.The dimensions 'emotional support'and 'physical 
comfort' received least scores.
Table II Participants' ranking for importance of the dimensions of patient-centred 
fertility care
Ranking Dimension of patient-centred  
fe rtility  care
Total score allocated per dimension  
by 103 patients, n (%)
1 Information provision 284.5 (19.3%)
2 Attitude of and relationship w ith staff 246.0(16.7%)
3 Competence of clinic and staff 180.5 (12.3%)
4 Communication 160.0(10.9%)
5 Patient involvement and privacy 159.5 (10.8%)
6 Coordination and Integration of care 125.5 (8.5%)
7 Accessibility of care 105.5 (7.2%)
8 Continuity and transition of care 103.0 (7.0%)
9 Emotional support 90.5 (6.1%)
10 Physical support 18.0(1.3%)
Total score allocated 1473 (100% )
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Discussion
The debate on the exact term and content of the concept patient-centred fertility 
care was ongoing,527"8 but was not based on the direct input from infertility 
patients.
An electronic database search, focussing on journal articles only, in October 2008,5 
identified only 11 qualitative studies w ritten in English on the patients' perspective on 
care.2“'38 Only seven of these studies had examining the patients' perspective on care 
as their primary aim and these studies each describe only a few dimensions of 
patient-centred fertility care.5 These interesting studies contributed to the initial ten 
dimension framework used for our qualitative analysis. The current study contributes 
to the literature by: 1) conceptualizing 'patient-centred fertility care' through directly 
listening to patients and describing in detail what patients want per dimension, 2) 
providing an interaction model that gives a deep understanding of the complexity of 
patient-centred fertility care and 3) providing a scientific basis how to improve the 
patient-centredness of care.
This qualitative study validates the suggestion of our previous review5 to add the 
dimensions 'fertility clinic staff's attitude' and the 'clinic's and staff's technical skills'for 
fertility care to the eight dimension framework of patient-centred care for medical 
and surgical patients.39 Additionally, certain dimensions were rephrased and/or 
adapted to better describe patient's perspective.
Complimentary to our previous review5 the current qualitative study provides more 
details and leads to new interesting findings. For example, although patients valued 
the presence of psychologists in fertility clinics, they primarily expected emotional 
support from doctors and nurses. This supports placing the cure model (associated 
w ith physicians) and the care model (associated w ith nurses) on a continuum instead 
of being separate objectives40 The dimensions of patient-centred care (PCC) have also 
been described in the general healthcare literature and literature on ambulatory care. 
Offering patients 'opportunities to participate in care and decision-making' was, like 
in our concept, a component of PCC in all the previous work. Also 'partnership and 
respect in the patient-provider relationship' and 'information provision' were 
repeatedly (in 5 and 4 studies respectively) discussed in the other PCC studies.41'47 We 
presently describe an interaction model for patient-centred fertility care, which 
extends former models like the one described by Mead and Bower46 that covered only 
the ability to provide patient-centred care46 and not the different interactions in care.
Through listening to patients, we learned that fertility clinics currently do not 
sufficiently meet patient's needs. The interaction model provides useful insights for 
those striving to improve the patient-centredness of the ir fertility clinic.
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Firstly, the coding tree provides clinics w ith a detailed description of what patients 
want (e.g. 12 specific aspects of general information).
Secondly, the interaction model, together w ith insight from safety literature, helps to 
understand why a lack of patient-centredness occurs and how patient-centredness of 
fertility care can be improved by two approaches. The 'system approach' starts from 
the premise that errors have their origin in system factors (organizational processes) 
and can be prevented by changing the conditions under which staff work.25 For 
example, changing the time schedule for consultations can tackle long waiting times 
in waiting rooms. The 'person approach' focuses on unsafe acts that occur due to 
human factors, such as inattention, and specifies that errors can be prevented by 
focusing on the staff. 2526 For instance, staff education can tackle problems w ith 
patients experiencing a lack of empathy from staff.
Thirdly, due to the interaction process an improvement project designed to directly 
tackle one weakness can indirectly stop the reinforcement of another. Additionally, 
new strengths can reinforce other strengths and compensate for other weaknesses. 
Fourthly, Table II helps to prioritize the aims of quality improvement projects.
Efforts were made to guarantee the three aspects of trustworthiness of our qualitative 
data.21 Firstly, credibility of data analysis was enhanced by sample diversity, investigator 
and space triangulation,19 careful selection of meaningful units, and contextualization 
of the data. Exemplifying quotations enhanced the credibility of data presentation. 
Secondly, dependability was improved by using an interview guide and topic list and 
by regular discussions during data collection and analysis. Thirdly, transferability of 
the data was improved by describing: the context, participants, data collection, 
analysis and data saturation, and by providing interview quotations.
This study is based on 14 focus groups (i.e. the unit of analysis), enabling us to 
incorporate the perspectives of 103 patients. In reproductive medicine, few qualitative 
studies questioned over 100 individuals. One interviewed 130 individuals,48 another 
conducted 20 focus groups w ith 176 individuals.49 The number of our FG's was based 
on our goal to achieve data saturation.50
A potential lim itation of this study is that the FG's were conducted and analyzed 
by 2 different research teams (Belgium, The Netherlands). Homogeneous data 
collection was, however, ensured by using the same questions and topic lists and 
by researchers attending FG's in neighbouring countries. To ensure a homogeneous 
analysis, both teams started the analysis w ith the same framework and had regular 
discussions.
Multi-country qualitative study are quite exceptional. The complexity of this study 
was controllable because one language (Dutch) was used by patients and investigators. 
The results from two Dutch-speaking countries could be combined into one study 
because the cultures in the two countries are comparable. This decision was supported
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by the strikingly comparable coding trees of both countries. Group differences were 
not evaluated, as this is not the aim of qualitative research.
Patients w ith a higher education were overrepresented in the sample, as they seemed 
more motivated to participate voluntarily. Nevertheless, the sample did include 
patients from all kinds of education.
It would be interesting to examine if patient-centred fertility care is a universal concept 
and whether patients from other (European) countries put importance to the same 
dimensions. An instrument to monitor the patient-centredness of fertility care 
quantitatively, among patients from the Netherlands has recently been developed 
and validated.8 It would be interesting to develop and validate such an instrument, 
based on an international multilingual qualitative study, which can be used 
internationally. The instrument would allow international benchmarking and 
cross-country comparison of the patients' perspectives on infertility care. In addition, 
more research on interventions to improve the patient-centredness of fertility care 
is needed.
Conclusion
This study describes the ten dimensions of the concept patient-centred fertility care 
in detail and provides insight in the concepts' complexity w ith the aid of an interaction 
model, discriminating between system and human factors. Fertility clinics are 
encouraged to improve the patient-centredness of their care by taking into account 
the detailed description of these dimensions, and by paying attention to both system 
and human factors and their interaction.
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Physicians underestimate the importance 
of patient-centredness to patients: 
a discrete choice experiment in fertility care
CHAPTER 5
Abstract
Background: High-quality healthcare should be effective, safe and patient-centred. 
How important patient-centredness is in relation to effectiveness of fertility care has 
never been investigated. This study aimed to determine and compare the importance 
of patient-centredness relative to pregnancy rates to patients and physicians. 
Methods: A discrete choice experiment (DCE) was designed. Participants had to 
choose between hypothetical fertility clinics differing in following attributes: travel 
time; pregnancy rate (effectiveness); physicians' attitude; information on treatment; 
and continuity of physicians (the latter three represent patient-centredness). A total of 
1378 patients and 268 physicians from eight Dutch and Belgian fertility clinics received 
the DCE-questionnaire. The attributes' relative importance was analysed using 
multinomial logistic regression. Additionally, patients' actual choice behaviour was 
investigated.
Results: In total, 925 patients and 227 physicians participated. Pregnancy rates were 
relatively more important to physicians. Patients assigned more value to patient- 
centredness (p<0.001) and were w illing to trade-off a higher pregnancy rate for 
patient-centredness than physicians recommended them to do (p<0.05). For example, 
patients considered pregnancy rates 1.5 times as important as an interested physician's 
attitude, whereas physicians considered this 2.4 times as important (p<0.001). The 
willingness to trade-off pregnancy rate for this attitude was 9.8% for patients and 
6.3% for physicians (p<0.001). A lack of patient-centredness was the most cited 
non-medical reason for changing fertility clinics.
Conclusions: Patients and physicians put considerable value to pregnancy rates. 
However, physicians significantly undervalue the importance of patient-centredness 
to patients. Clinics aiming to optimize the quality of their services should be aware of 
the substantial importance their patients assign to patient-centredness.
THE IMPORTANCE OF PATIENT-CENTRED NESS
Introduction
Delivering high-quality care is the ultimate but challenging goal of healthcare. In all 
fields of healthcare, effectiveness and safety are the most acknowledged quality 
dimensions. Although crucial, true high-quality care goes beyond this scope, and is 
also patient-centred.14 Patient-centred healthcare, defined as care responsive to 
individual patient needs and guided by patient values, is gaining ground as an 
important quality dimension.1'3'5'5 Governments of Western countries increasingly 
acknowledge the importance of incorporating patients' views in the organization of 
healthcare.79 Healthcare professionals, however, still have a hard time ensuring that 
healthcare is patient-centred.21011 While definitely being hindered by organizational 
issues, such as time constraints, numerous professionals still apply a doctor-centred 
approach (habits an d  rules o f  doctors an d  nurses com e firs t) rather than a patient- 
centred approach (needs o f  the p a tie n t com e first) in every day care.1213 
Although patients do attach importance to patient-centredness, it is unknown 
whether they are w illing to trad e-off critical healthcare outcomes, such as effectiveness 
of treatment, for more patient-centred care. Therefore, it is unknown whether 
physicians sufficiently value the importance of patient-centredness to patients. 
Clearly, it would be interesting and relevant to investigate the importance of patient- 
centredness in relation to effectiveness of treatment, and to compare the points of 
view  of patients and physicians. For several reasons, it is especially interesting to study 
this in reproductive medicine. First, effectiveness is evidently important to both 
fertility patients and physicians and can unambiguously be translated into 'pregnancy 
rate'.1416 Second, several studies document that patient-centredness is important to 
fertility patients,151718 but how important exactly is unknown. Third, although most 
patients report to be satisfied w ith fertility care,1920 measuring patients' experiences 
w ith specific aspects of fertility care indicate there is still much room to improve the 
patient-centredness of care.111821 Fourth, fertility patients are likely to travel significant 
distances for better quality of care, because of: (i) their generally good physical 
condition (ii) the non-urgent nature of fertility problems (iii) the significant variation 
in pregnancy rates and patient-centredness among fertility clinics.1822'23 
A discrete choice experiment (DCE) is the best available method to investigate the 
relative importance of outcome and process attributes of multi-dimensional concepts 
(e.g. quality of care) and allows the calculation of respondents ' trade-offs between 
attributes.2428 In a DCE, respondents have to choose repeatedly between scenarios, 
described by attributes w ith varying levels.
Therefore, we aimed to determine and compare the importance of patient-centredness 
in relation to pregnancy rates to fertility patients and physicians by using DCE.
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Materials and methods
Study design
A DCE was used to elicit patients' and physicians' preferences regarding fertility care. 
Participants were sent a questionnaire w ith choice sets developed to represent 
hypothetical but realistic fertility clinics. Patients were asked which fertility clinic they 
would choose. Physicians were asked which clinic they would recommend to their 
patients, assuming that physicians would recommend what they believe is the best 
care for their patients, based on their (professional) point of view.
In Belgium, multicentre ethics committee approval was acquired for this study (S51861; 
ML5954). In the Netherlands, approval was proposed but not required.
Development of a DCE-questionnaire
Attributes and levels
As recommended, the attributes and levels were based on a literature review, 
qualitative research and an expert panel.29 32 The literature review focused on factors 
influencing the choice for a fertility clinic.1517'22'22'22'24 Qualitative research comprised 11 
focus groups including 82 Dutch and Belgian fertility patients.25 The expert panel 
included five fertility experts (physicians, a nurse practitioner and a psychologist). 
Five attributes were finally selected: (i) travel time from home to clinic; (ii) ongoing 
pregnancy rate per IVF-cycle; (iii) physicians' attitude towards patients; (iv) information 
on treatment; and (v) continuity of physicians. The last three attributes represent pa- 
tient-centred fertility care.1718 Each attribute was divided into three meaningful levels 
that covered the 'realistic range'.26 For example, the levels of'pregnancy rate' ranged 
from 20% to 35%, which is consistent w ith the range of the mean ongoing pregnancy 
rate per IVF-cycle in Dutch and Belgian fertility clinics.27 29
Questionnaire design
The combination of attributes and levels resulted in 243 (35) possible scenarios which, 
for obvious practical reasons, could not all be included in a questionnaire. Therefore, 
a fractional factorial design, both orthogonal and balanced, was created according to 
published principles.40 Our design was based on an 81 array orthogonal main effects 
plan.41 To realize 'choice sets' w ith maximum differentiation between scenarios, a 
fold-over technique (22222) was applied to each of the 81 scenarios, resulting in 
"mirror" scenarios. Hence, in Figure 1 the choice set's left scenario (coding 22110) led 
to its right scenario (code 11002). Consequently, 162 of the 243 different scenarios 
were included.
The design's efficiency, calculated according to Street and Burgess,42 was 100%, 
ensuring the informative value of an optimal design.
Previous studies indicate that respondents can handle up to 17 choice sets.274244
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Therefore, the final 81 choice sets were randomly divided over five questionnaire 
versions (four w ith 16 and one w ith 17 choice sets) and controlled for level balance.
Questionnaire addenda
To clarify the method, the choice sets were preceded by detailed instructions. 
Physicians were asked to select the clinic they would recommend to the ir patients. 
Physicians choices are specified as "physicians' preferences" in the manuscript. The 
instructions also included an example choice set, where respondents had to select 
the ir preferred airline ticket for a holiday.
Furthermore, the patient questionnaire included 10 questions on demographic and 
medical characteristics, and five questions on the respondents' actual choice 
behaviour (e.g. 'Have you ever changed clinics?') of which three were open-ended (e.g. 
W hat was the reason fo r changing  clinic?).
Questionnaires for physicians included three demographic questions.
Pilot testing
The prelim inary DCE questionnaire was tested w ith a total of eight couples during 
four consecutive test rounds of cognitive interviewing. During the interviews, the 
questionnaire's comprehensibility, amount of choice sets and content valid ity of the 
attributes and levels were discussed. After each test round, changes were implemented. 
Patients' remarks resulted in changes in the order of the questionnaire, the exact 
formulation of the levels, and the DCE instructions.
Data collection
Setting
Four IVF centres and four 'transport clinics' from Belgium and The Netherlands 
contributed to patient recruitment. Transport clinics offer non-assisted reproduction 
techniques (ART) treatments, IVF stimulations and oocyte retrievals and transfer 
patients (and their oocytes) to a collaborating IVF centre for fertilization and embryo 
transfer. In The Netherlands, access to fertility care is guaranteed by the reimbursement 
of workup and treatment costs of up to three ART cycles per live birth. The Belgian 
government reimburses couples' IVF laboratory expenses for six treatment cycles in a 
lifetime.45
Patients
The five questionnaire versions were spread randomly over 689 sampled couples who 
were treated w ith medically assisted reproduction in one of the eight participating 
fertility clinics in the summer of 2009. Patients undergoing ART (e.g. IVF) as well as 
non-ART were included, during any stage of their fertility treatment.46 Both partners 
were addressed independently. Hence, 1378 coded questionnaires were distributed
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by mail. Questionnaires were accompanied by an invitation letter, an informed consent 
form (only for Belgian participants), a refusal form and a stamped returning envelope. 
Non-responders received two reminders. Participation was voluntary. Participants' 
names and addresses were stored separately from incoming questionnaire data to 
ensure an anonymous analysis.
Physicians
A letter (or email) was sent to invite 268 Dutch and Belgian physicians w ith expertise 
in reproductive medicine to participate in the study. The five questionnaire versions 
were randomly assigned and mailed to the physicians. Each questionnaire was 
accompanied by a refusal form and a stamped returning envelope. Non-responders 
received one reminder.
Statistical analysis
After entering data of incoming questionnaires in the Statistical Package for the Social 
Sciences (SPSS; version 16.0 for Windows*1, Chicago, IL, USA) descriptive analyses on 
the demographic and medical questions were performed. Characteristics of Dutch 
and Belgian patients were compared using independent t-tests.
The DCE-analysis was performed w ith STATA Software (version 11.1.). The attributes' 
relative importance was estimated using multinomial logistic regression. Respondents' 
propensity to opt for a scenario (the benefit) is the model's dependent variable; 
coefficient weights of attribute levels were the independent variables. An attribute's 
coefficient shows the change in benefit for a one-unit change in the attribute. The 
'attribute levels' were the units in the categorical attributes of patient-centredness, 
while 'minutes' and 'percent' were the units for the continuous variables 'travel time' 
and 'pregnancy rate', respectively. A statistically significant coefficient indicates that 
respondents considered that attribute important. Absolute values of the dependent 
variable and coefficients, however, have no direct interpretation.30 
Trade-offs that respondents are w illing to make between attributes can be calculated 
by dividing one coefficient (Coeff) by another. For example, Coeffattitude/Coefftrave|tirne 
reflects willingness to incur additional travel time (in minutes) for a better physician's 
attitude (a higher level).
Given its key position, effectiveness (pregnancy rate) was considered the 'gold 
standard' to benchmark the other attributes. Therefore, the willingness to trade-off 
pregnancy rate (WT ) for other attributes was calculated (Coeff , ,,/Coeff ).1 '  preg' '  attributeX pregnancy_rate/
Confidence intervals (95%) for the WT were computed using a non-parametric 
bootstrap approach (2000 replications).
To investigate heterogeneity in preferences between subgroups of patients, we 
included interaction terms in the model (i.e. confounders' tests). P-values of < 0.05 
were considered statistically significant.
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Finally, descriptive analyses were performed on the questions concerning patients' 
actual choice behaviour in SPSS. Answers to open-ended questions were analyzed 
qualitatively using content analysis. Data were categorized and frequencies calculated.
Results
Respondents
In total, 925 patients (67%) and 227 physicians (85%) completed the DCE-questionnaire. 
Characteristics of all participants are shown in Table I. Patients and physicians had a 
median age of 34 years and 48 years, respectively. The proportion of men was higher 
among physicians (59%) than among patients (48%, p<0.001). Both patients and 
physicians were evenly spread between The Netherlands and Belgium. Physicians' median 
work experience in reproductive medicine was 13 years (range 0-44) and patients' 
median duration of infertility was 2.8 years (range 0-16.8). Most patients (75%) received 
ART-treatment. Dutch patients were older (35 versus 33 years, p>0.001) and had a
Table 1 Demographic characteristics of patients and physicians who completed 
the DCE questionnaire
Characteristic Patients
(n=925)
% or median  
(range)
Physicians
(n=227)
%  or median 
(range)
Age, in years 34(21 -73) 48 (25 - 75)
Gender (male / female) 48/52 59/41
Ethnic backgrounda {Native/W estern/non-W estern) 94/3/3 -
C oun tryb (The Netherlands/ Belgium) 53/47 48/52
Level of education c {Low-m edian/H igh) 48/52 0/100
Experience in reproductive medicine, in years n/a 13 (0 - 44)
Duration of infertility, in years 2.8(0-16.8) -
Treatment type (ART/ rtort-ART6) 75/25 -
“ R e sponden ts  w ere  a sked  fo r  th e ir  n a t io n a l i ty  b y  a n  o p e n -e n d e d  q u e s t io n . A c c o rd in g  to  the  'S ta tis tics  
N e th e r la n d s 'c la s s if ic a t io n , a nsw e rs  w ere  c a te g o r iz e d  in to : (i) N a tiv e  (D u tc h  o r  B e lg ia n ), ( i ll W estern  (Europe, 
USA, C a n a d a , A u s tra lia , N e w  Z e a la n d , J a p a n  a n d  Israel) a n d  (m l N o n -W e s te rn  ( im m ig ra n ts  fro m  re m a in in g  
c o u n tr ie s , in c lu d in g  M o ro c c o  i i  Turkey) 
b A re s p o n d e n t's  'c o u n t ry ' w as d e te rm in e d  b y  th e  lo c a t io n  o f  the  c lin ic  w h ic h  was a tte n d e d  o r  w o rk e d  in  
c L o w -m e d iu m  =  p r im a ry  a n d  s e c o n d a ry  v o c a t io n a l e d u c a t io n ;  H ig h  = h ig h e r  p ro fe s s io n a l e d u c a t io n  o r  
u n iv e rs ity
TART e n c o m p a s s e d  IVF a n d  ICSL N o n-A R T  in c lu d e d  o v u la t io n  in d u c t io n  a n d  in tra u te r in e  in s e m in a t io n
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longer duration of infertility when compared w ith Belgian patients (3.2 versus 2.3 
years, p>0.001).
Only 140 choice sets (0.8%) were not completed by the 1152 respondents, resulting in 
18,399 choice sets for analysis.
Attributes defining the choice for a fertility clinic
Results from the DCE regression analysis for patients and physicians are shown in Table II. 
All five attributes were important for patients' and physicians' choice of a fertility clinic 
(p<0.001, i.e. all attributes contributed significantly to respondents' stated choices for a 
fertility clinic). The negative coefficient of travel time (-0.021) indicates that respondents 
preferred a clinic w ith shorter travel time from home. The positive coefficients of patient­
centredness and pregnancy rate show that participants would sacrifice something else 
(e.g. they accept a longer travel time) to move up a unit of patient-centredness or 
pregnancy rate (e.g. to receive clear and customized information instead of general 
information only, see Table II). This supports theoretical validity of the model.
Table II allows comparison of the attribute's importance to that of any other attribute. 
The higher a coefficient, the more important was an attribute level compared w ith its 
worst level. For example, physicians considered a friendly and interested attitude 
three times as important for patients than one lead physician (2.07/0.69). Another 
example: patients were w illing to incur 139 minutes of travel time for receiving clear 
and customized information instead of contradictory information (2.77/-0.02). 
Comparison also shows that having a pregnancy rate of 30% instead of 20% [coeff. 
0.29*(30—20) = 2.90] was about equally important to patients as seeing a friendly, 
interested physicians instead of an uninterested, unfriendly physician (2.83).
Willingness to trade-off ongoing pregnancy rate (WT re )
Both patients and physicians were w illing to trade-off mean ongoing pregnancy rate 
for a decrease in travel time or for more patient-centred care (Table III). For example, 
patients were w illing to sacrifice 9.8% of pregnancy rate for seeing a friendly, interested 
physician instead of an unfriendly, uninterested physician (2.83/0.29). Another 
example: for a 45-minute decrease in travel time, physicians recommend to trade-off 
2.7% in pregnancy rate (-45x-0.02/0.33).
Differences between patients and physicians
Within the range of the levels presented, the attributes' order of importance is the 
same for patients and physicians: (i) pregnancy rate; (ii) physician's attitude; (iii) 
information on treatment; (iv) travel time; and (v) continuity of physicians. However, 
the relative importance of all attributes except travel time differed significantly 
between patients and physicians (p<0.001): attributes of patient-centredness were 
more important to patients, whereas pregnancy rates were more important to
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Table III Willingness to trade off pregnancy rate for decreased travel time and 
increased patient-centredness*
A ttribute Level Patients 'trade­
off percentage" 
(95% -CI)b
Physicians'trade­
off percentage" 
(95% -CI)b
Travel tim e to clinic 90 minutes 0 0
45 minutes 3.1% (2.8; 3.6) 2.7%c (2.5 ; 3.5)
15 minutes 5.2% (4.7 ; 6.0) 4.5% (4.1 ; 5.8)
Physician's attitude Unfriendly and uninterested 0 0
to patient Friendly but distant 7.9% (7.4 ; 8.8) 5.7% (4.8 ; 6.5)*
Friendly and interested 9.8% (9.2; 10.9) 6.3% (4.9 ; 6.7)*
Inform ation on Contradictory information 0 0
treatm ent Only general information 5.6% (5.1 ; 6.3) 3.4% (2.5 ; 4.0)+
Clearand customized 
information
9.6%d (9.0; 10.8) 5.5% (4.1 ; 5.8)*
Continuity of 
physician
Seeing a different physician 
almost every visit
0 0
Having one lead physician 3.2% (2.8 ; 3.7) 2.1 % (1.5 ; 2.8)*
Always seeing your own 
physician
4.0% (3.5 ; 4.7) 2.6% (2.0 ; 3.2)*
Footnote : pa tien ts  (n=925) a n d  physicians (n -2 2 7 ),
a is ca lcu la ted  by d iv id in g  the a ttr ib u te 's  coeffic ien ts (Table it) by  the con tinuous co e ffic ie n t o f  
p regna ncy  rate.
b N o n -p a ra m e tric  95% -Confidence in te rva l is based on  b o o ts trap p ing  w ith  2000 replications, 
cF o ra  45 -m inu te  decrease in  trave l tim e, physicians recom m end to tra d e -o ff 2.7% in  p regna ncy  rate (45 x  
0.02/0.33)in p regna ncy  ra te.
dPatients are w illin g  to sacrifice 9.6% in  p regna ncy  rate fo r  receiving c lea r an d  custom ized instead o f  
co n tra d ic to ry  in fo rm a tio n  (2 .7 7 /0 .2 9  =  9.6).
*P<0.05 difference physicians versus patien ts ;  fP<0.01 difference physicians versus patien ts ; *P<0,001 
difference physicians versus pa tien ts
physicians (Table II). For example, when compared w ith a friendly and interested 
attitude, physicians considered a pregnancy rate of 35% instead of 20% 2.4 times 
[0.33x(35-20)/2.07] as important, while patients felt this was 'only' 1.5 times (0.29x 
(35-20)/2.83) as important (Table II). Considering the mean pregnancy rate presented, 
being 28.3% [(20+30+35)/3], patients were w illing to sacrifice a third (9.6%/28.3%) in 
pregnancy rateforreceiving clearand customized instead of contradictory information, 
whereas physicians recommended to trade-off only a fifth (5.5%/28.3%, p<0.001, Table III).
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Differences among patients
Subgroup analyses according to the demographic variables (Table I) revealed that all 
attributes were important to each subgroup of patients (p<0.05). However, the 
following significant differences between patients were found.
Men and women differed (p<0.001) in the ir WT for attitude and information.' preg
Women were w illing to sacrifice a higher percentage of pregnancy rate for a more 
pleasant physician's attitude and for customized information. Dutch and Belgian 
patients also differed in their WT for information and continuity of care (p<0.001): 
Belgians were w illing to trade-off a higher percentage of pregnancy rate for receiving 
customized information and seeing the same physician. The older the patient, the 
lower was the WT for patient-centred care (p<0.001). For example, under the age of 
23 years, patients preferred a clinic w ith clearand customized (instead of contradictory) 
information over a clinic w ith pregnancy rates of 35% (instead of 20%). Patients w ith a 
low level of education had a higher WT for the patient-centredness attributes,
preg 1 '
whereas travel time and pregnancy rates were more important to patients w ith a high 
level of education (pcO.OOl). For example, WT for a friendly, interested physician 
was 12.6% and 8.1% for patients w ith a low- and high level of education, respectively 
(pcO.OOl). The WT for patient-centred care was also higher in patients w ith non-ART 
treatment than for ART-treated patients (pcO.OOl). The WT for a positive physician's 
attitude increased w ith an increase in patient's duration of infertility (pcO.OOl).
Patients' actual choice behaviour
Data on patients' actual choice behaviour could be analysed for 838 of the 925 
patients.
Half of these 838 patients (n=430, 51%) went to the nearest fertility clinic, and had 
never changed clinics during treatment.
A quarter (n=209, 25%) started at a fertility clinic nearby, but changed clinics during 
treatment. Of these patients, 95 (45%) changed for medical reasons (e.g. IVF required 
yet no IVF facilities). The other 114 patients (55%) cited the following non-medical 
reasons for changing clinics: 70 (61%) experienced a lack of patient-centredness in the 
first clinic (e.g. disrespectful staff or contradictory information); 27 patients (24%) 
changed owing to a lack of success or disagreement w ith treatment policy, and are 
hoping to achieve pregnancy elsewhere; the remaining 15% (n=17) changed clinics 
for practical reasons (e.g. moving to another city).
The last quarter (n=199, 24%) chose to travel immediately to a clinic further away from 
the ir home: 43% (n=85) travelled fu rther on medical grounds (e.g. complicated 
medical history already known in academic hospital) and 57% (n=114) on non-medical 
grounds. Various specific non-medical reasons were cited: 38% (n=43) relied on 
positive stories of other patients about the clinic's patient-centredness; 27% (n =31) 
had practical reasons (e.g. close to work); 25% (n=29) was attracted by the clinic's
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reputation (high-standard care in its entirety); and 10% (n=11) chose specifically for 
the clinic's high pregnancy rates
Ninety-four percent of the patients stated that, in case of disagreement w ith their 
partner on which fertility clinic to attend, the women's preference would be 
decisive.
Discussion
This study demonstrates that both patients and physicians attach significant 
importance to pregnancy rates, patient-centredness (in terms of physician's attitude, 
information on treatments, and continuity of care) and travel time of fertility care. 
A lthough all five attributes were valued by both, notable differences were found 
between patients' choices and physicians' recommendations.
The fact that both patients and physicians attach great importance to pregnancy 
rates is not surprising. However, the value patients attached to the patient-centredness of 
care is remarkable and significantly higher than physicians would recommend: 
patients were w illing to trade-off up to a third (9.8%) of pregnancy rate for more pa- 
tient-centred care, whereas physicians recommended to trade-off up to 6.3%. 
A lthough infertile couples' wish for a child is very strong, many are overwhelmed by 
the physical and emotional burden of fertility treatments,47 which accounts for the 
high drop-out rates4849 and might explain couples' need for patient-centred care as 
well. Studying patients' actual choice behaviour revealed that lack of patient-centredness 
was the most common reason for patients to change clinics. This finding validates 
patients' stated preferences in the DCE and supports the importance of patient- 
centredness to patients. However, physicians underestimate the percentage of pregnancy 
rate that patients are w illing to sacrifice for more patient-centredness (physicians 6%, 
patients 10%). This difference might appear small, but is clinically relevant for three 
reasons: (i) 10% comes down to a one-third reduction in the chance to get pregnant, 
whereas 6% means 'only' a one-fifth reduction; (ii) actual differences in pregnancy (or 
live birth) rates among fertility clinics are often restricted to a few percent;39 50 and, (iii) 
patients really change clinics because of a lack of patient-centredness.
A number of studies w ith in  reproductive medicine were designed to investigate 
patients' preferences for fertility care,151733 but these did not compare results w ith 
physicians' preferences.
Our study is the first DCE-study to compare patients' and physicians' preferences in 
reproductive medicine. In otherfields of medicine, on lyfive other DCE-studies directly 
compared patients' and physicians' healthcare preferences.51“55 Owing to differences 
in study context, error terms and attributes, results of DCE-studies can be compared 
qualitatively, but not quantitatively. Ourfindings corroborate earlierfindings indicating
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that physicians are more focused on effectiveness of treatment than patients5152 and 
that patients assign relatively more value to process attributes (e.g. treatment 
burden).52 One DCE-study found considerable commonality in general practitioners' 
and patients' preferences regarding cervical screening.55 Another study found many 
differences in preferences of stakeholders of pediatric daycase surgery.54 As in our 
study, the physicians (anaesthesiologists) underestimated the value of a friendly staff 
attitude to patients.
Non-DCE studies comparing patients' and physicians' perspectives56 59 support the 
fact that physicians overestimate the importance of biomedical outcomes (e.g. 
survival time) and underestimate the importance of 'softer' dimensions of healthcare 
(e.g. respectful attitude) to patients.
This difference may be explained by the fact that evidence-based medicine is disease- 
oriented and d o c to r-centred, as it focuses on doctors' interpretation of scientific 
research rather than on patients' individual needs and preferences.2'50'61 Additionally, 
patients and physicians have different healthcare concerns.62 For example, to patients, 
discontinuity of care results in the need to explain the same personal story repeatedly 
to different physicians, whereas to physicians, ensuring continuity implies extra 
organizational efforts. Furthermore, despite increased attention for the patients' 
perspective in quality assessments,62 65 physicians' stature and respect from peers is 
still mainly derived from traditional measures of success.12'56
Subgroup analyses can provide extra information that facilitates tailoring care to 
individual patients' needs. Although the two previous DCE-studies that conducted 
subgroup analyses5155 did not identify significant determinants of patient preferences 
,except for income,55 we did find several differences between subgroups of patients. 
For example, women considered patient-centredness in relation to pregnancy rates 
more important than men. This may be explained by the fact that fertility treatment 
entails more physical and emotional discomfort for women.67'58 Another interesting 
subgroup finding is that pregnancy rates were relatively more important to Dutch 
than to Belgian patients. This between-country difference may be explained by the 
fact that Dutch patients were older. The difference might also be explained by 
dissimilarities in the countries' healthcare policy. For example, the reimbursement 
system differs and single embryo transfer is, unlike in the Netherlands, obligatory in 
Belgium for all patients under 36 years.69 Furthermore, cultural differences could have 
contributed to the between-country difference. However, a qualitative study w ith 
Dutch and Belgian patients25 indicated considerable similarities in their perspective 
on fertility care. Differences in fertility clinic organization are less likely to have caused 
the between-country difference since the huge organizational differences among 
clinics w ith in each country (e.g. in waiting times) are expected to outshine the 
between-country differences.
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There is much literature on reasons for drop-out from fertility treatment, whereas 
reasons for patients to drop-out from a fertility clinic (i.e. change fertility clinics) are 
underinvestigated. The current study shows these reasons are not the same. 
Psychological distress, the most common reason for treatment discontinuation,48'49'7071 
was not identified by this study as a reason for drop-out from a clinic. In contrast, lack 
of patient-centredness has been reported as a reason for drop-out from both clinic 
and treatment (e.g. a lack of staff empathy71; lack of continuity of care70). Questioning 
actual choice behaviour reveals that, in total, 13.4% of our sample chose their current 
fertility clinic (8.3% changed clinics, 5.1% initially travelled further) based on 'patient- 
centredness'. Clinics striving to enlarge their share of the competitive ART-market 
should therefore be encouraged to improve the patient-centredness of their care. 
Improving patient-centredness, (e.g. by assigning one lead physician to each infertile 
couple) might be more feasible than preventing that patients change clinics for 
medical reasons (e.g. by ensuring that all transport clinics have their own IVF laboratory 
as well).
A key strength of this study is the direct comparison of physicians' preferences w ith 
those of patients using the same DCE. For establishing patient-centred care, it is not 
only essential to study and document patients' preferences, but also to document 
and if necessary improve physicians' knowledge of patients' preferences. A second 
strength is our methodologically strong DCE-design, which was both orthogonal and 
balanced, w ithout correlation between attributes or overlap between scenarios, and 
w ith the informative value of an optimal design. Furthermore, we involved two 
countries, had a robust sample of participants, and satisfying response rates. A fourth 
strength is that we complemented the stated preferences (intention) w ith data on 
actual choice behaviour.
A number of limitations should be taken into account when interpreting our findings. 
First, although DCE is the best available method to elicit stated preferences, it remains 
unclear whether patients would trade-off as much pregnancy rate for patient- 
centredness in real life as they intended to in the DCE. However, we found that 'positive 
stories a b o u t a clinic's patient-centredness' was an important reason to travel to a fertility 
clinic further away and that la c k  o f  patient-centredness' was patients' most cited 
non-medical reason to change fertility clinics. This actual choice behaviour adds 
external va lid ity to the estimated importance of patient-centredness to patients. 
Second, although the response rates were high, some response bias may have 
occurred. Non-native, lower-educated, and non-ART patients seem underrepresented 
in this study, probably because of language problems, complexity of DCE, and clinic 
selection, respectively. Since patients w ith  lower education and a non-ART treatment 
were w illing to trade-off a higher percentage of pregnancy rates for receiving patient-
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centred care, the relative importance of patient-centredness to the entire Belgian and 
Dutch infertile population may be even underestimated in this study Third, the 
DCE-technique allows the uncovering of subgroup differences but does not allow 
adjustment for these differences. A fourth limitation is that we did not include all 
aspects of patient-centred fertility care. Additional aspects, such as accessibility and 
emotional support, need to be taken into account too for clinic's patient-centredness.1135 
Additionally, other outcome attributes, such as complication rates, could have 
influenced patients' and physicians' choices. However, the study aim was to compare 
patients' and physicians' preferences on patient-centredness and effectiveness of 
fertility care w ith a feasible number72 of basic and recognizable attributes. Moreover, 
as outlined in the methods, the included attributes were those identified by the focus 
groups, literature review, and expert panel. Finally, unfortunately we did not collect 
data on how many treatment attempts and treatment failures a patient had had. 
Therefore, we were not able to perform subgroup analyses w ith these patient 
characteristics.
Implications for practice and future research
Our study shows that fertility physicians considerably underestimate the value of 
patient-centredness to the ir patients. Why should physicians care about this? 
Delivering care that is not only effective, but also patient-centred has a number of 
benefits: (i) it comes up to patients' preferences and needs; (ii) it can prevent patients 
dropping out of treatment because of distress;48'4973 and (iii) it enlarges a clinic's market 
share, since: (a) more patients (from far away) come to the clinic; and (b) fewer patients 
leave for non-medical reasons.
Fertility treatments are (largely) reimbursed in the countries studied. Pregnancy rates 
may be more important to patients who are paying a considerable amount of money 
for every single treatment. Countries w ithout reimbursement of treatment might 
need to take this into account.
To allow patients to make an informed decision about clinic choice, information on all 
quality aspects of clinics should be publicly available. A number of countries already 
publish centre-specific pregnancy rates (e.g. in Europe, and USA).39 5074 In contrast, 
comparative and reliable data on the patient-centredness of fertility clinics was 
never available. From now on, however, such information can be generated by a new 
benchmark-instrument for patient-centredness.1,8
Further research is required to investigate how fertility care professionals can best 
improve the patient-centredness of their care. Future studies should focus on 
interventions to increase physicians' knowledge of the ir patients' preferences, and 
on the implementation of structural benchmarking of fertility clinics on patient- 
centredness. Studies to estimate the economic impact of improving patient- 
centredness in fertility care are also recommended. Last, it would be valuable to
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explore whether patients w ith recurrent treatment failure or ART-related miscarriage 
differ in any respect in their preferences and needs regarding fertility care. This would 
allow providing care that meets the needs of this vulnerable patient group even 
better.
In conclusion, effectiveness of fertility care is particularly valued by both patients and 
physicians. However, patients also attach considerable value to patient-centredness 
of care, and physicians significantly undervalue the importance of this to patients. 
For delivering high-quality care, it is essential to take into account the preferences of 
the most important stakeholder in healthcare: the patient.
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Abstract
Background: High-quality fertility care should be effective and safe, but also patient- 
centred. However, a suitable instrument for measuring patient-centredness is lacking. 
This study aims to develop and validate an instrument that can reliably measure 
patient-centredness in fertility care: Patient-centredness Questionnaire-lnfertility 
(PCQ-infertility).
Methods: The PCQ's content, addressing 53 care aspects, was generated by seven 
focus groups w ith 54 infertile patients. Besides background questions, the 
questionnaire included one 'experience item' and one 'importance item'for each care 
aspect. Th irty Dutch fertility clinics were invited to participate in the validation study. 
The questionnaire was sent at random to 1200 infertile couples. Psychometric tests 
included inter-item and reliability analyses. Importance-scores were calculated. 
The discriminative power was determined using multilevel analysis.
Results: The questionnaire was completed by 888 infertile couples (net response 
75%) from 29 clinics. The ultimate PCQ-infertility, comprising 46 items and seven 
subscales, appeared reliable and valid for measuring patient-centredness in fertility 
care. Of the seven subscales, 'communication' received the best ratings and 'continuity' 
the worst. 'Honesty and clearness on what to expect from fertility care' appeared 
most important to patients. Significant differences between clinics were found, even 
after case-mix adjustment.
Conclusion: This study resulted in a valid, reliable, and strongly discriminating 
instrument for measuring patient-centredness in fertility care. The PCQ-infertility can 
identify shortcomings on patient-centredness and can be adopted for quality 
improvement. From now, fertility care cannot be monitored and benchmarked on live 
birth and complication rates only, but also on patient-centredness.
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Introduction
Integrating all elements of high-quality care into daily care is one of the challenges 
healthcare providers face today Core elements, such as (cost-)effectiveness and 
safety, but also patient-centredness should be integrated to accomplish the best 
possible emotional and physical health in each patient.13 Patient-centred care, which 
is guided by patients' values and is responsive to individual patients' needs, will bring 
patients many benefits.1 It enables them to be heard and their ideas, concerns, and 
expectations to be addressed4 eventually leading to positive care experiences. 
Patient-centred care could also contribute to better co-operation between patients 
and care providers, which w ill reduce misunderstandings, complaints and litigations, 
and makes the healthcare system more cost-effective.5
In reproductive medicine, quality measures mainly concentrate on effectiveness (e.g. 
pregnancy rates) and safety (e.g. frequency of multiples), while patient-centredness is 
neglected.6 8 Although infertile couples experience many weaknesses and needs in 
their care,9 patient-centredness is increasingly recognized as important for the quality 
of reproductive medicine.10 Given the high drop-out rates together w ith substantial 
physical and emotional burden of fertility treatments, infertile couples would 
particularly benefit from care tailored to the ir individual needs.1113 
Patient-centredness is ideally monitored by surveys measuring patients' specific 
experiences, rather than by surveys measuring global satisfaction.51415 For reliably 
monitoring and benchmarking patient-centredness in fertility care, a validated 
measurement instrument is needed which is appropriate for patients w ith all kinds of 
Medically Assisted Reproduction (MAR) and applicable to all sorts of fertility clinics.910 
However, such an instrument does not exist.
Therefore, this study aims at developing a valid and w idely usable instrument 
[patient-centredness questionnaire-infertility (PCQ-infertility)], that can (1) reliably 
measure patient-centredness in fertility care, and (2) discriminate in the extent of 
patient-centredness between fertility clinics.
Materials and Methods
For the development of the PCQ-infertility, qualitative methods (focus groups) and 
quantitative methods (validation survey) were used, both supported by a literature 
study.
Focus groups
Patients' preferences are best elicited by focus groups.16 We organized focus groups 
w ith infertile patients to conceptualize patient-centredness w ith in  the infertility
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context and to generate questionnaire items. This strongly contributes to the new 
measurement instrument's content validity. For obtaining a varied, representative 
focus group sample, both childless couples and couples w ith offspring were invited. 
A total of 24 couples and six additional women were recruited, originating from 13 
fertility clinics situated in three Dutch regions (East, West, and North). Patients were 
subdivided into seven focus group discussions, which were conducted by three 
researchers (I.W.H.v.E, D.A.H and W.L.D.M.N) in autumn 2008. All participants were 
undergoing or had completed MAR. Focus groups were moderated using the Picker 
Institute's established general model of patient-centredness (www.pickerinstitute. 
org) comprising eight domains: accessibility; information, communication and 
education; involvement of family and friends; respect for patients'values; coordination 
and integration; continuity and transition; physical support; and emotional support. 
To elicit care aspects important to patients and discover what 'patient-centred fertility 
care' implies, patients' positive and negative care experiences were discussed using 
open-ended questions. Patients were also asked to complete a short questionnaire 
on demographics (e.g. age and obstetric history).
Focus groups discussions lasted 7}h hours on average. All were recorded and 
transcribed verbatim. Transcripts were thematically analysed by two researchers 
(I.W.H.v.E and D.A.H) independently and discussed among them to increase coding 
reliability. A third researcher (W.L.D.M.N) reviewed the identified care aspects to 
ensure consistency w ith the original data. Differences in interpretation between 
researchers were small and consensus was mostly promptly achieved. Finally, 729 
relevant quotes were extracted from the transcripts. Quotes were grouped into 81 
care aspects that together constituted the concept 'patient-centred fertility care1.
Questionnaire development
Fifty-three of the 81 care aspects were selected for the pilot version of the PCQ- 
infertility, based on their frequency and intensity in the focus groups.17 Before the 
remaining care aspects were converted into questionnaire items, the structure of 
several questionnaire families had been stud ied.18-21 Then, two researchers (I.W.H.v.E 
and J.W.M.A) independently formulated one 'experience item'and one 'importance 
item' for each remaining care aspect. Discussion between three researchers (I.W.H.v.E, 
J.W.M.A. and W.L.D.M.N) led to consensus on the best items formulations. Since the 
aim was to develop a manageable questionnaire that is easy to complete for most 
fertility patients and that does not include 'skip items', we chose to tailor the 
questionnaire to couples instead of to women and men separately. To facilitate 
patients in answering the questions, the best-fitting answer category per item was 
chosen. For the 53 experience items four answering formats were selected: (a) no, yes 
(nine items); (b) never, sometimes, usually, always (19 items); (c) definitely no, somewhat 
no, somewhat yes, definitely yes (eight items); and, (d) no, yes but insufficiently, yes
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definitely (11 items). Six items received answer categories tailored to that specific 
question. All importance items had the same format ( 'how  im p o rta n t d id  you  fin d  it  
hav ing ...? ') and same answer categories (not important, fairly important, important, 
and extremely important). For the questionnaire's order of items, the patient's care 
pathway was followed. Items on diagnostics came thus before items on treatment. 
For describing the study population and examining case-mix differences, 20 questions 
on patients' background were added to the questionnaire, such as age, ethnic 
background, and treatment type.
The draft PCQ-infertility was pretested among 15 infertile couples and five care 
professionals (gynaecologists, fertility nurses, psychologist) and consequently some 
last alterations were made. The pilot version of the PCQ-infertility consisted of 127 
items: 53 items on patient's experiences regarding patient-centred care aspects; 53 
items about patients' importance regarding the questioned care aspects; 20 
background questions; and, one satisfaction mark (range 0 - 10) to express patients' 
global satisfaction w ith care. The questionnaire's final page was reserved for written 
comments about patients' personal experiences w ith the clinic and for suggestions to 
improve the questionnaire.
Data collection
Th irty fertility clinics in the Northern, Eastern and Western parts of the Netherlands 
were invited by three regional coordinating gynaecologists (B.J.C., J.A.M.K and J.S.E.L) 
for participation in the validation study. After approval to participate, clinics were 
asked to extract from their diagnosis treatment combination (DBC) coding system the 
address files of all patients who underwent MAR in their clinic between April and June 
2009. Patient data were entered in an excel database. Duplicates were removed. From 
the database including 3061 individual patient couples, a random sample of 1200 
couples was taken. The number of sampled couples per clinic depended on the size 
of their infertility out-patient clinic, ranging from 25 couples for smaller clinics to 75 
for the largest IVF-centres. The 1200 couples were sent the pilot PCQ-infertility 
between July and September 2009. Since 11 questionnaire packages were returned 
unopened, probably because of wrong addresses, 1189 couples received a 
questionnaire package. The questionnaire was accompanied by an instruction, a 
refusal form and a stamped return envelope. Couples were asked to complete the 
questionnaire together. Participation in the survey was voluntary and anonym ity was 
guaranteed. In the Netherlands, institutional ethics committee approval was not 
required for this survey. All couples were sent a reminder card 3 weeks following the 
initial mailing. Subsequently, 2 weeks later non-responders received a reminder w ith 
a copy of the questionnaire. Data of incoming questionnaires were entered into SPSS 
(version 16.0 for Windows*1, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA).
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Analyses
The aim was obtaining a measurement instrument that: (1) is feasible, reliable, and 
valid; (2) can identify fertility care's most important weaknesses according to patients; 
and (3) can discriminate in patient-centredness between fertility clinics. Hence, 
respectively (1) the PCQ's psychometric properties, (2) quality improvement scores, 
and (3) the PCQ's discriminative power were determined.
Psychometric properties
The PCQ's feasibility, reliability, and validity we assessed by testing the (a) appropriateness 
of items; (b) internal consistency; and (c) construct validity.
Appropriateness o f items
First, negatively posed items (Q6, Q7, Q32, Q47, Q48, Q49 and Q52) were mirrored. For 
each care aspect the experience score (0 = most negative, 3 = most positive), 
importance score (0 = not important, 3 = extremely important), and proportion 
negative experiences (percentage of respondents w ith an experience score of 0 or 1) 
was calculated. Subsequently, patients' w ritten comments were analysed. When many 
comments were made regarding a certain item, rephrasement or exclusion of the 
item was considered. Furthermore, items selected for omission were (1) extremely 
skewed items (>90% in extreme answer category); (2) items w ith a high non-response 
(> 5% missing values); (3) relatively unimportant items (importance score < 1.5); and, 
(4) redundant items (Pearson's p between two items > 0.80).
Internal consistency
Then, guided by the Picker model of patient-centredness, the internal consistency of 
thetota l scaleand subscales wasassessed by computing Cronbach'salpha coefficients 
and item-total correlations (ITCs). Alphas from 0.70 and higher were aspired; scales 
w ith alphas lower than 0.60 were considered unacceptable. Items not contributing to 
subscale reliability (ITC >0.20) were omitted.2223 Furthermore, it was checked if each 
item was in the right subscale by correlating items w ith the subscale means. Items 
that correlated more highly on subscales other than the one it was assigned to were 
displaced if plausible, and otherwise eliminated.24 Then, subscales w ith the ir items 
have been established. For patient-centredness (total scale) and each reliable subscale, 
a mean score was calculated (range 0 - 3) by summing up the responses to the 
individual items and dividing these sum scores by the number of items filled in. 
Patients who filled out half or less of the items w ith in a subscale were excluded from 
fu rther analyses of that subscale.
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Construct validity
To assess the questionnaire's construct valid ity w ith in infertile couples, the following 
hypotheses were tested, based on previous studies w ith in fertility care context:925“27 
(1) patients who experience more patient-centredness are more satisfied w ith their 
care; (2) each instrument's subscale aims at measuring a part of the same construct 
(patient-centredness) and is therefore positively and significantly correlated w ith 
other subscales; (3) patients who had (a) access to their medical records; (b) a lead 
physician; (c) received w ritten information; and (d) scheduled treatment evaluations 
are more positive regarding the patient-centredness of their care than patients 
w ithout these conditions; (4) patients who achieved pregnancy have experiences 
more positive regarding patient-centred care; and (5) patients receiving assisted 
reproductive technology (ART) are more positive regarding the patient-centredness 
perceived than patients receiving non-ART treatments, like intrauterine insemination.
Finally, the ultimate PCQ-infertility was reciprocally converted from Dutch into English 
by a bilingual translator.
Quality improvement scores
To identify aspects of patient-centred care that have prio rity for improvement, quality 
improvement scores (Ql scores) were calculated. This score represents the maximum 
mean score of 3 - the perceived mean experience on a care aspect, multiplied by the 
importance score of the same care aspect (range 0-3). Consequently, Ql scores could 
vary from 0 to 9; the higher the score, the more need there is for improvement.
Discriminative power
An elaborate multivariate multilevel regression analysis was performed w ith two 
purposes in mind: (1) to assess the PCQ's ability to measure differences in patient- 
centredness between fertility clinics (benchmark capability), and (2) to evaluate if 
case-mix adjustment is necessary when measuring patient-centredness. First, 
correlation analyses were performed to evaluate col I i nea rity between patients' 
background characteristics using a non-para metric correlation coefficient (Spearman's 
p). In case of two strongly correlating variables (p >0.40), the clinically most relevant 
characteristic was kept. Secondly, univariate multilevel regression analyses were 
performed w ith remaining variables on patient characteristics and (sub)scale mean 
scores. Characteristics w ith p<0.20 in the univariate analysis were allowed in the 
multivariate regression model. Subsequently, a multivariate multilevel analysis w ith 
manual backward elimination was performed using the remaining patient 
characteristics. Two nested models were fitted to the data. The first model was a 
random-intercept model w ithout explanatory variables (0-model). Characteristics 
were entered and fixed in the final model. P-values of < 0.05 were considered
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statistically significant. Separate multilevel analyses were performed for the total scale 
and its reliable subscales. To assess how much variance in each 0-model is attributable 
to differences in patient characteristics (case-mix), the proportional change in variance 
(PCV) was calculated according to Merlo ef a/.28
Per clinic, case-mix adjusted mean dimension scores were calculated using a general 
linear model (univariate). To determine any between-clinic differences on patient­
centredness, one-way ANOVA analyses were performed on uncorrected and case-mix 
adjusted mean scores.
Finally, the PCQ-infertility's benchmark capability was determined by calculating 
intra-cluster correlation coefficients (ICCs). The ICC accounts for the relatedness of 
clustered data (e.g. patients clustered in fertility clinics) by comparing the variance 
w ith in  clusters w ith the variance between clusters.29 That means the ICC provides an 
estimate of the total variance in experienced patient-centredness attributable to 
differences between fertility clinics. For each reliable subscale, an ICC was calculated 
in both the 0- and final model, w ith random intercept at the clinic level.
Analyses were performed using SPSS (version 16.0 for Windows*1, SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, 
USA).
Each participating clinic was sent a detailed feedback report of their performance 
regarding patient-centredness, including a personalized list of quality improvement 
scores and their subscale mean scores compared w ith the national scores.
Results
Respondents
Detailed information on the focus group participants is given in Table I (left column). 
In the validation study, 29 of the 30 invited clinics participated. In total, 888 respondents 
(75%) filled out the PCQ-infertility. Sixty-three percent of the respondents filled out 
the questionnaire together w ith their partner. Respondents' characteristics are 
presented in the last column of Table I. Sixty-two couples returned a refusal form. 
Various reasons were given for non-participation, for example having language 
problems, being too emotional, or having too little experience w ith the fertility clinic. 
There was no difference in age between responders and non-responders (p=0.56). 
No differences in responses were found between the responding couples and women 
who filled out the questionnaire alone. Respectively 15% and 12% of the women and 
partners had an ethnic background other than the Dutch. At the time of the study, 
19% of the women were pregnant.
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Table I Demographic characteristics of focus group and survey participants
Characteristic
Median age (years, range)
- Women
- Partner
Ethnic background" (%)
Dutch /  Western /  non-Western
- Women
- Partner
Level o f education1 (%)
Low-medium /  high
- Women
- Partner 
Lesbian couples (%)
Median duration o f in fertility (months, range) 
Median experience in fe rtility  care (months, range) 
Childless couples (%)
Diagnosis (%)
Male factor11 / female factor6/ both'/ unexplained 
Treatm ent type (%)
ART9/ non-ARTh
Pregnant at tim e o f the study (%)
Self-reported health (%)
Bad / not good, not bad / (very) good
Focus groups 
(24 couples 
and 6 wom en)
33 (2 4 - 41 )
36 (26 -  44)
100/ 0/0
9 6 / 0 / 4
57/43
4 6 /5 4
3.3
n.r.c
n.r.c
67
5 0 /5 0
7
Survey
(n=888 couples)
33 (20 - 45) 
35 (21 - 61)
8 5 / 5 / 1 0
8 7 / 3 / 9
5 8 /4 2
6 2 /3 8
1
34 (2 - 174) 
20(1 - 164)
71
2 7 / 2 6 / 1 0 /3 7
51 /  49 
19
1 /  10 /  89
" F o r e th n ic  b a c k g ro u n d  th e  'S ta t is t ic ;  N e th e r la n d s  c la r i f ic a t io n  w a : used  This D u tc h  g o v e rn m e n ta l  
in s t i tu t io n  classifies e th n ic it y  a c c o rd in g  to  c it iz e n s ' c o u n t ry  o f  b ir th  a n d  to  t h a t  o f  th e ir  p a re n ts . Im m ig ra n ts  
in c lu d e  b o th  those  w h o  a re  fo re ig n -b o rn  ( f irs t g e n e ra t io n )  a n d  those  w h o  h ave  a t  le a s t o n e  fo re ig n -b o rn  
p a re n t  (se co nd  g e n e ra t io n )  C a teg o rie s  w e re  (I) D u tc h , (2) W estern (E urope ; USA, C a n a d a , A u s tra lia , N e w  
Z e a la n d , J a p a n  a n d  Israel), (3) N o n -W e s te rn  ( im m ig ra n t ;  fro m  re m a in in g  c o u n tr ie ; ,  in c lu d in g  M o ro c c o ,  
S u r in a m  a n d  Turkey).
b L o w =  p r im a ry  o r  lo w e r  v o c a t io n a l e d u c a t io n ;  M id d le - ;e c o n d a ry  o r  in te rm e d ia te  v o c a t io n a l e d u c a tio n ;  
F h g h =  h ig h e r  p ro fe ; ; io n a l  e d u c a t io n  o r  u n iv e r ; i tv  
cn.r. =  n o t  re g i; te re d  
" L o w  ;e m e n  q u a li t y
I r re g u la r  o v u la t io n ,  p o ly c y ; t ic  o v a ry  :v n d ro m e , tu b a  fa c to r, e n d o m e tr io ; i; ,  rn u c u ; h o ; t ih tv  
' B o th  m a le  a n d  fe m a le  in fe r t i l i t y  d ia g n o ; r ;  fo u n d
s.A ;; i; te d  re p ro d u c tiv e  te c h n o lo g y  (ART), e n c o m p a ; ;e d  IVF, ICSI, c ry o p re ;e rv a t io n  a n d  T e ;t ic u la r  S pe rm  
E x tra c t io n
11 N o n -A R T  in c lu d e d  o v u la t io n  in d u c t io n  a n d  in tra u te r in e  m ;e m in a t io n  w ith  o r  w ith o u t  c o n tro lle d  o v a r ia n  
S im u la t io n
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Analyses
Psychometric analyses
A ppro priateness of item s
The seven omitted experience items that did not meet the psychometric criteria are 
presented in Table II together w ith their reason for exclusion. For instance, item Q53 
was excluded because patients commented that transition problems could be caused 
by both their previous and current clinic.
Table II Omitted items w ith reason of omission
O m itted  items (n=7) Reason for om ission
Q1 Staff handed useful websites with reliable information on Relatively unim portant
infertility & ART
Q8 Staff handed useful websites for having contact with fellow Relatively unim portant
patients
Q16 It was clear what to do each day during the treatment period Extremely skewed
Q33 Serious investigation or treatment results reported at Extremely skewed
unexpected m oment
Q37 Having offered several options when making a new Not contributing to scale
appointm ent reliability
Q38 Treatment was also possible on weekend days Not contributing to scale 
reliability
Q53 Smooth transition o f  medical records from previous clinic Many negative comments
Internal co nsistency
Internal consistency analyses determined there were seven domains in which patient­
centredness could be reliably measured: accessibility; information; communication; 
patient involvement; respect for patients' values; continuity and transition; and 
competence. After correlating all items w ith the subscale means, two items had to be 
displaced (Q4 from p a tie n t invo lvem ent to respect, and Q6 from com m un ica tion  to 
com petence). Mean scores and Cronbach's alphas of these subscales were adapted. 
Table III provides the final items per subscale, together w ith the subscale mean score 
and alpha. On average, 'communication' was best rated by patients; 'continuity and 
transition' was rated worst. The ITCs and proportion of negative experiences per item 
are also presented in Table III. Item responses diverged considerably among patients, 
even when items came in succession. For instance, 52% of the respondents reported
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to have received no or insufficient information on possible side effects of medication 
(Q17), whereas only 4% was negative regarding the hormone injection instructions 
(Q18). Bias caused by the halo-effect (answering patterns) is therefore less likely,30 
which contributes to the PCQ's va lid ity
The domain 'care organization', comprising three items, had an unacceptable low 
alpha of 0.46. Therefore, no mean score for this domain could be calculated. For its 
sufficient ITCs and importance, items Q39, Q40 and Q41 were kept in the final 
questionnaire, but need to be considered as single items. This altogether makes the 
final PCQ-infertility being a reliable scale (alpha 0.92) composed of 46 experience 
items.
Construct v a lid ity
All hypotheses could be accepted, which confirms the PCQ's construct validity. 
Patients who experienced more patient-centredness in their care were more satisfied 
(p=0.73, p=0.01). All PCQ's subscales were positively and significantly (p=0.01) 
correlated w ith each other (p=0.18-0.76). Patients w ith access to their medical records 
experienced more patient-centredness in their care than patients w ithout this access 
(pcO.OOl). The same applied to patients who had a lead physician (p<0.001), received 
w ritten information (p<0.001), and had scheduled treatment evaluations (pcO.OOl). 
Furthermore, pregnant patients and ART-patients experienced a higher level of pa- 
tient-centredness than patients who were not pregnant (p=0.034) and received 
non-ART treatments (pcO.OOl). In view  of respondents' w ritten comments, four of the 
46 questions were slightly adapted. One answer category had been added to Q4 ('1 
don't know'), Q7 (Around the pregnancy test') and Q45 ('Yes, but I saw him/her 
sporadically'). Additionally, items Q45 and Q46 were rephrased to improve clarity. The 
English version of the PCQ-infertility is available as a p p e n d ix  i i  to this thesis.
Q u a lity  im p ro v e m e n t scores
The twelve care aspects w ith the highest Ql-scores are presented in Table IV. Given its 
Ql-score of 4.15, Assigning each patient one contact person (e.g. a nurse) for questions' 
should have the highest priority for improving patient-centredness. This care aspect 
also received the highest mean negative experience score. As can be seen in Table IV, 
Q11 (Supplying patients w ith an overview of the treatment plan and a time schedule) 
received a high Ql-score too (3.46), since it was scored as highly important yet 
insufficiently met. Of all 46 care aspects, the most important was Q3 ('Honesty and 
clarity on what to expect of the fertility services'). This item got an importance score 
(I) of 2.8 out of 3. 'Comprehensiveness of information on treatment' (Q14, 1=2.76) was 
the second most important care aspect.
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Table III The fi nal PCQ-lnfertility item description and psychometric properties
Item Dimension scales w ith  accompanying items Mean score 
(SD)
% nEa ITCb a c
Accessibility (2 items; FQ1 - 2 ; n  =  886d) 2.13 (0.78) 0.70
Q35 Telephonic access of the hospital 22 0.55
Q36 Accessibility of the team for guestions (by email or phone) 30 0.55
Information (11 items;FQ3 -1 3 ;n  =  885) 2.03 (0.63) 0.71
Q2 Receiving written information 22 0.35
Q5 Contact numbers for urgent problems at nights or weekends 42 0.32
Q7* Treatment situations when instructions by a nurse were missed 25 0.33
Q9 Information on how and where to get psychosocial support 63 0.38
Q10 Comprehensiveness of information on investigations 9 0.41
Q11 Receiving an overview of treatment plan w ith time schedule 50 0.38
Q13 Several treatment options were discussed 28 0.41
Q14 Comprehensiveness of information on treatment 6 0.51
Q17 Clear explanation on possible side-effects medication 52 0.40
Q18 Sound instructions on how to  inject hormones 4 0.32
Q50 Periodical evaluations to overlook treatment period 54 0.35
Com munication ( 7 items; F Q 1 4 -2 0 ;n =  887) 2.53 (0.50) 0.81
Q3 Honesty and clarity on what to expect of the fertility services 15 0.50
Q12 Physician discussed the results of investigations w ith you 19 0.42
Q19 Physician listened carefully 8 0.60
Q21 Physician took you seriously 5 0.64
Q23 Physician took enough time 11 0.70
Q32* Staff were talking about you instead of taIking to you 3 0.43
Q34 Staff's willingness to talk about errors or incidents 24 0.54
Patient involvem ent (3 items;FQ21 - 2 3 ; n =  881) 2.38 (0.64) 0.72
Q15 If preferred, decision-making was shared w ith you 21 0.49
Q22 Physician was open to your opinion and ideas about treatment 13 0.64
Q24 Opportunity to ask physician guestions 9 0.55
Respect for patient's values (7 items; FQ24 -  30; n =  885) 1.98 (0.76) 0.83
Q4 Having access to own medical records 67 0.38
Q20 Physician had empathy w ith your emotions and actual situation 13 0.66
Q25 Physician took interest in you as a person 32 0.67
Q28 Staff involved your partner in your treatment 24 0.65
Q29 Staff paid attention to the emotional impact of infertility 43 0.71
Q30 Personal attention and support of nurses 52 0.59
Q31 Nurses showed understanding for your situation 20 0.61
Continuity and transition ( 7 items; FQ31 -3 7 ;n  =  886) 1.95 (0.56) 0.64
Q43 No more than 4 different physicians involved in your treatment 26 0.35
Q44 Regularity in seeing the same physician 43 0.52
Q45 Having a lead physician for evaluation and decision-making 34 0.44
Q46 One caregiver as central point for problems or guestions 66 0.32
Q47* Having received contradictory information or advice 5 0.31
Q48* Need to repeat the same story to different physicians 9 0.38
Q49* Contradictory policy adhered by different caregivers 4 0.35
Com petence (6 items; FQ38 -  43; n =  888) 2 .4 5(0 .39 ) 0.71
Q6 Staff used difficult words w ithout explaining them 2 0.33
Q26 Physician was well prepared for your appointments 16 0.54
Q27 Professional skills physician(s) 3 0.52
Q42 Seen w ithin 15 minutes of appointment time 71 0.34
Q51 Fertility outpatient department well organized 8 0.50
Q52* Staff worked disorderly 2 0.44
Care organization® (single items; F Q 4 4 -4 6 )  0.46
Q39 Being seen w ithin 3 wks after physician's appointment was made 11 0.29
Q40 Waiting time between first visit and receiving treatment plan 27 0.30
Q41 'Unnecessary'waiting time between two treatments 18 0.29
Overall patient-centredness (46 items; n=887) 2.19 (0.43) 0.92
“ In  the  o r ig in a l g u e s tio n n a ire , these ite m s w ere  n e g a t iv e ly  posed . F o r analyse':., these ite m s  w ere  m irro re d . “ n£ =  the  p ro p o r t io n  o f  n e g a tiv e  e xpe riences  w ith  t h a t  aspec t, in  %. 
b C o rre c te d  ite m  to ta l c o r re la tio n  (ITC) fo r  e ach  ite m  w ith in  a  d o m a in  a re  s h ow n . c C ro n b a ch 's  a lp h a  o f  w h o le  d o m a in s  (a) a re  sh o w n . The c a lc u la te d  a lp h a ’s o f  a ccess ib ility , 
in fo rm a t io n ,  c o m m u n ic a t io n ,  p a t ie n t  in v o lv e m e n t, re s p e c t fo r  p a t ie n t ’s va lues, c o n t in u i ty  a n d  tra n s itio n , c o m p e te n c e , a n d  ca re  o rg a n iz a t io n  a re  b ase d  o n  re s p e c tiv e ly  747, 649, 
312, 364, 513, 363  363  a n d  725 p a tie n ts . FQ =  the  ite m  n u m b e r(s ) in  the  f in a l g u e s tio n n a ire . dn =  the  n u m b e r  o f  p a t ie n ts  w h o  w ere  c a lc u la te d  a  s u b s c a le ’s m e a n  score. ‘ Care  
o rg a n iz a t io n  was n o t  a  re lia b le  d im e n s io n . Therefore , Q39, Q40, a n d  Q41 n ee d  to  be in te rp re te d  as s in g le  item s.
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Table IV Twelve highest quality improvement scores
Item Quality aspect la nExpb Qlc
Q46
Assign each patient one staff member (e.g. a nurse) for 
guestions/problems
2.08 1.99 4.14
Q11
Supply patients w ith an overview of the treatment plan and a 
time schedule
2.31 1.50 3.47
Q4
Make each patient get access to own medical records during 
treatment
1.80 1.91 3.44
Q17
Provide information on possible side-effects of prescribed 
medication
2.34 1.36 3.18
Q43
Assure no more than 4 different physicians are involved in 
patient's treatment
2.01 1.51 3.04
Q50
Schedule periodical evaluations w ith physician to overlook 
treatment period
2.05 1.45 2.97
Q44 Guarantee patients regularity in seeing the same physician 2.06 1.38 2.84
Q9
Provide information on how and where to get psychosocial 
support
1.54 1.83 2.82
Q5
Provide contact numbers for urgent problems at nights or 
weekends
2.08 1.26 2.62
Q30 Personal attention and support of nurses 1.79 1.45 2.60
Q45
Make each couple has a lead physician for evaluations and
2.38 1.03 2.45
decisions
Q29 Pay attention to any emotional impact of fertility problems 2.29 1.02 2.34
a I =  im po rtance  score, w ith  possible range from  0 to 3, The h ig h e r I, the m ore  im p o r ta n t the care aspect was 
to patients,
bnExp  =  m ean negative experience score =  the m a x im u m  m ean score o f  3 -  the perceived m ean experience 
on the care aspect. The nExp has a possible range from  0 to 3, The h ig h e r the nExp, the m ore negative  
experiences pa tien ts  had.
CQI = I x  nExp. Ql's have a possible range from  0 to 9. The h ighe r the Qi, the h ig h e r is the im p rovem en t 
po ten tia l.
Discrim inative pow er
Table V demonstrates the results of the multilevel analyses. The intercepts in both 
models represent patients' mean scores on overall patient-centredness and the seven 
subscales (possible range 0 - 3). High scores represent positive experiences w ith care. 
For all mean scores, variation on the patient's level significantly differs from zero in 
both the 0-model and final model (seventh column Table V). Significant variation at 
clinic level was found for overall patient-centredness and for the subscales information, 
communication, respect, continuity, and competence. For patient involvement, 
significant variation was found only in the 0-model. Regression coefficients (column
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3-6) show that patient characteristics 'type of treatment', 'women's level of education', 
'partner's gender' and 'achieved pregnancy' are significantly associated w ith the 
outcome variables. For instance, undergoing ART is associated w ith experiences more 
positive regarding patient-centredness in terms of information, patient involvement, 
respect, and overall patient-centredness. Conversely, being highly educated results in 
lower scores on patient-centredness and several subscales. The Proportional Change 
in Variance ranged from 0.0% to 18.6% (Table V, column 9). This means the above 
mentioned patient characteristics explain only a small part of the total variance 
detected in the 0-models, except for the information subscale. O ther characteristics 
did not explain any variation in perceived patient-centredness.
Case-mix adjusted mean scores for overall patient-centredness ranged from 2.53 (SE 
0.10) for the best scoring clinic to 1.66 (SE 0.13) for the worst. Per dimension, clinics' 
case mix-adjusted mean scores ranged from 2.63 (SE 0.23) to 1.65 (SE 0.21) for 
'accessibility';from 2.45 (SE 0.15) to 1.09 (SE 0.23) for 'information'; from 2.82 (SE 0.14) to 
1.88 (SE 0.15) for 'communication'; from 2.82 (SE 0.24) to 1.74 (SE 0.24) for 'patient 
involvement'; from 2.62 (SE 0.28) to 1.21 (SE 0.31) for 'respect'; from 2.63 (SE 0.09) to 
1.44 (SE 0.12) for 'continuity'; and from 2.74 (SE 0.06) to 1.97 (SE 0.10) for 'competence'. 
For each scale, significant differences in both uncorrected and adjusted mean scores 
between clinics were found (p>0.001). Since our total patient sample included only 
eight lesbian couples, mean scores were not adjusted for partner's gender.
In the final model, differences between participating fertility clinics appeared to be 
responsible for 11 - 21% of the variance in domains of patient-centredness (ICCs, last 
column).
Discussion
This multicentre study resulted in the first validated instrument for measuring patient- 
centredness in fertility care. By using the PCQ-infertility, patients' experiences w ith 
patient-centred fertility care can be reliably surveyed and benchmarked.
O verthe  past decades, several questionnaire studies have been conducted to evaluate 
patients' perspective of fertility care.31'38 According to Dancet et a lm studies w ith the 
best quality are those by Souter etaSF1 and Haagen et a l.16 Both were multi-centric, 
w ith questionnaires based on both qualitative research and literature review. However, 
the questionnaire of Haagen ef o/.36 is tailored to intrauterine insemination patients, 
concentrates only on a part of the patient-centredness concept, and is not fully 
validated. The questionnaire of Souter et a 1.12 encompasses the entire concept of 
patient-centredness, but is not validated at all: its psychometric properties are unknown. 
The PCQ measures patients' specific experiences rather than their global satisfaction, 
and can accordingly be adopted for improving the quality of fertility care.14 First,
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Table V  Model fitting results multilevel analysis for the domains of patient-centred fertility care
Intercept Treatm ent Education 
type" women"
Gender partner" Achieved
pregnancy"
Var
Patientb
Var
Clinic'
PCVd ICC®
Accessibility
0-model 2.14(2.06;2.22) 0.590* 0.021 Reference n.c.f
Final model 2.23 (2.15;2.32) -0.21 (-0.32;-0.11) 0.583* 0.017 1.8% n.c.
Information -
0-model 1.92 (1,78;2.05) 0.297* 0.118* Reference 0.28
Final model 2.52 (2.07;2.97) 0.37 (0.28;0.46) -0.09 (-0.16;-0.02) -0.73 (-1.16; -0.29) 0.11
(0.02;0.20)
0.274* 0.064* 18.6% 0.19
Communication
0-model 2.50 (2.43;2.57) 0.226* 0.029* Reference 0.11
Final model 3.03 (2.63;3.42) -0.55 (-0.93; -0.16) 0.11
(0.03;0.19)
0.222* 0.028* 1.9% 0.11
Patient
Involvem ent
0-model 2.36 (2.29;2.43) 0.384* 0.023* Reference 0.06
Final model 2.89 (2.38;3.41) 0.15 (0.05;0.24) -0.06 (-1.12; -0.12) 0.15
(0.04;0.25)
0.380* 0.017 2.3% n.c.
Respect
0-model 1.91 (1.78;2.04) 0.492* 0.094* Reference 0.16
Final model 1.83 (1,69;1.96) 0.24 (0.13;0.36) -0.11 (-0.21 ;-0.02) 0.14 0.485* 0.071* 5.1% 0.13
(0.01 ;0.26)
Continuity
0-mod el 
Final model 
Com petence
0-mod el
Final model
Patient­
centredness
0-mod el
Final model
1.95 (1,85;2.05)
2.40 (2.01 ;2.80)
2.41 (2.34;2.48) 
2.80 (2.51 ;3.08)
-0.45 (-0.83; -0.07)
-0.05 (-0.10;-0.00) -0.36 (-0.63; -0.09)
2.15 (2.07;2.22)
2.62 (2.29;2.95) 0.15 (0.08;0.21) -0.08 (-0.13;-0.02) -0.51 (-0.84;-0.19) 0.09
(0.03;0.16)
0.249* 0.067* Reference 0.21
0.249* 0.066* 0.0% 0.21
0.129* 0.028* Reference 0.18
0.127* 0.028* 1.3% 0.18
0.157* 0.031* Reference 0.16 
0.152* 0.023* 7.5% 0.13
* p  < 0.05
“ Reference g roups  are  fo r  tre a tm e n t type 'patients w ith  a  non -A R T  tre a tm e n t'; fo r  e d u c a tio n  w o m e n  lo w -m e d iu m  e d u c a tio n '; fo r  g e n d e r p a r tn e r  'male '; a n d  fo r A ch ieved  p re g n a n c y ' =  'no 
p re g n a n c y  ach ieved:
b Var p a t ie n t  =  variance  a t  the  p a t ie n t  level 
c Var c lin ic  =  variance  a  t  the  h o s p ita l level.
“  PCV =  P ro p o rtio n a l c h a n g e  in  va riance  =  ( to ta l va r 0 -m o d e l -/'- to ta l v a r f in a l m o d e l) /T o ta l va r 0 -m o d e l 
‘  ICC (in tra -c lass co rre la tio n ) =  v a r h o s p ita l /  (va r p a tie n ts  + va r hosp ita l)
1 n .c .= n o t ca lcu la ted . The ICC is n o t  ca lc u la te d  since the va riance  a t  the h o s p ita l leve l (va r c lin ic ) was n o t  s ign ifican t.
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tailored information on fertility clinics' performance provides professionals insight 
into the clinic's weaknesses through their patients' eyes.926 Despite some professionals' 
scepticism,5 unsatisfactory results from 'internal feedback' appear to be an incentive 
for quality improvement.14'39'40 Second, since the PCQ can distinguish 'weak' from 
'strong' performing fertility clinics, it can be adopted for benchmark purposes on pa- 
tient-centredness. Public image threat makes that benchmark information can 
stimulate quality improvement as well, especially when a clinic scores significantly 
lower than others.41'43 Another use of public performance data on patient-centred- 
ness is patients' opportun ity to compare fertility clinics on accessibility, information, 
competence, and so on. This way, patients can make an informed choice for a fertility 
clinic, which will strengthen their position.39
Particularly continuity of care, respect for patient's values, and information could be 
markedly improved in the clinics studied. Furthermore, two-thirds of the participants 
had a negative experience w ith the information provision about how and where to 
get psychosocial support (Q9). A possible explanation for this regrettable finding is 
that psychosocial care is not always an integral part of fertility care in the Netherlands, 
especially not in smaller non-ART clinics. Quality improvement scores can help health 
professionals in prioritizing which aspects to pay attention to first, to improve care 
more accurately. Quality improvement scores have been presented before in a similar 
study for Breast Care,44 but their priority list for quality improvement showed 
completely different items than those in the current study. This illustrates the 
significance of surveys customized per care type.5
A strength of the PCQ-infertility is its thoroughly developmental and validation 
process using both qualitative and quantitative methods.45 For instance, focus groups 
analysis and questionnaire's item formulation were carried out by two researchers 
independently, which increases valid ity and reliability.4647 Validity was carefully tested 
by many hypotheses and was not disturbed through bias by the halo-effect.30 To 
fu rther establish construct va lid ity in future research, it would be interesting to test 
whether patients who have experienced repeated treatment failure have also more 
negative perceptions of fertility care. Furthermore, the PCQ's discriminative power 
can be considered as strength, given the high ICCs compared w ith similar instruments 
that intend benchmarking on patients' experiences.21'4849 One-way ANOVA confirmed 
significant clinic differences in patient-centredness. These differences are illustrated 
by the large differences in mean scores between clinics found. For example, mean 
scores for information ranged from 1.20 (SD 0.63) to 2.50 (SD 0.40) on a scale from 0 to 
3. Some mean scores, though, have quite high standard deviations, presumably 
caused by the small number of respondents per clinic (15-20 for smallest clinics). A 
fourth strong point is the large patient sample of the validation study (n=888), which 
was random, and diverse. Together w ith the satisfying response rate (75%), this careful 
sampling ensures representativeness for the entire Dutch fertility population and
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contributes to the PCQ's general applicability. Since the PCQ's items are not specific 
for the Dutch care setting only, the instrument is probably easily applied in other 
countries, although applicability should be assessed before using it outside the 
Netherlands.
However, some limitations of our study and questionnaire need to be addressed. First, 
the PCQ includes only items on care delivered by gynaecologists, fertility physicians, 
and fertility nurses. Therefore, the PCQ cannot be adopted for evaluating fertility care 
delivered by other professionals of patients' fertility care network, like andrologists, 
psychologists, and embryologists. However, thanks to the focus on 'mainstream 
fertility care', the questionnaire is of convenient length, has an extremely low 
non-response per item (on average 1%), and fits most fertility care settings. Second, 
albeit w idely recommended,10;5° ;51 standardizing patient-centredness measurement 
remains a 'contrad ic tio  in term in is ' to some extent. The PCQ evaluates care aspects 
relevant to mainstream infertile patients, whereas needs, expectations, and priorities 
can differ somewhat among patients.38;52 Accordingly, tailoring care to the individual 
patient is still required. A third limitation is the reliability of the dimension 'continuity 
of care', which is acceptable (a = 0.64), but should be improved in future versions. This 
relatively low reliability may be explained by the dimension's diverse answering 
categories and its two dichotomous items (Q45 and Q46). Although Cronbach's alpha 
is the most w idely used index to estimate scale reliability,53 it underestimates the true 
reliability when scales include dichotomous items or items that are not strictly 
parallel.54 In the PCQ's final version, however, item Q45 has three answering categories 
instead of two, and the item description of Q46 has been improved. Therefore, a 
higher reliability of 'continuity of care' can be expected in future surveys.
Benchmark data on patient-centredness should reflect the actual performance of a 
specific clinic, and not its different composition of patient profiles. Therefore, we 
performed case-mix adjustment for three of the four determinants found significant 
in the multilevel regression analysis. Before 'adjusting' for lesbian couples as standard 
procedure, more research is deemed necessary to establish the impact o fthe partner's 
gender. Multilevel analysis is currently the best available tool for case-mix 
adjustment.5556 Interestingly, after adjustment for treatment type, level of education 
and achieved pregnancy, differences in mean scores between clinics were even larger 
than before adjustment. However, case-mix adjusters can unintentionally adjust for 
systematic differences in care delivery to different patient groups, but cannot adjust 
for bias caused by heterogeneity in as a result of differences in patients' expectations 
of care.57 For the "calibration" of responses, the use of anchoring vignettes can be 
investigated as alternative for case-mix adjustment.58
In conclusion, this study provides a valid, reliable and strongly discriminating 
instrument to measure patient-centredness in fertility care: the PCQ-infertility. It can 
offer clinics detailed insight in their performance according to patients, and allows
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tailored quality improvement and benchmarking. From now on, the quality of fertility 
care cannot only be monitored and benchmarked on live birth and complication 
rates, but also on patient-centredness. Future cross-national research should establish 
the PCQ's value for infertile populations beyond the Netherlands.
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Differential healthcare reporting by patients; 
an example from fertility care
CHAPTER 7
Abstract
Background: Patient ratings on the quality o f healthcare may be incom parable due 
to  measurement bias. More specifically, systematic differentia l item func tion ing  (DIF) 
causes healthcare providers w ith  identical quality to receive d iffe rent ratings. 
Therefore, patient ratings o f quality o f care need to be adjusted for DIF. The purpose 
o f this study was to investigate w hether anchoring v ignettes describing fixed quality 
states o f fe rtility  care can be used to detect systematic factors tha t may predict DIF. 
M aterials and Methods: A tota l o f 2000 patients from  30 Dutch geographically 
spread fe rtility  clinics received a questionnaire w ith  anchoring v ignettes and items to 
assess the quality o f the ir care. We used ordered prob it regression to iden tify  factors 
related to DIF for patients' experiences w ith  fou r domains o f healthcare quality: (1) 
tim e taken fo r the patient; (2) the physician's sincere interest in the patient (3) patient- 
physician com m unication; and (4) overall quality o f healthcare.
Results: In total, 1451 patients from  29 clinics participated. We found evidence of 
systematic reporting differences for each o f the four healthcare domains we tested. 
Rating scales differed more for "sincere interest", "patient-physician com m unication" 
and "overall quality o f healthcare", than fo r "tim e taken fo r the patient". Group factors 
tha t affect response differences m ost are sex and self-reported health. W hether a 
patient achieved the desired health outcom e (pregnancy) did not appear to be a 
consistent significant group factor.
Conclusions: Our results emphasize the need to account for systematic differences in 
patients' reporting o f healthcare quality. Reporting differences prove to differ between 
cut-po in ts o f answer categories, which makes hierarchical ordered prob it regression 
an appropriate too l to  adjust fo r response differences on an ordered scale. Flowever, 
our results also indicate tha t patients w ho achieved the desired health outcom e have 
rated the care described in the anchoring v ignettes d iffe rently  from  the ir own care. 
This find ing  weakens the vignettes ' validity. Future research should investigate the 
'special status' o f background characteristics d irectly linked to patients' desired health 
outcom e, before w ide ly  adop ting  anchoring vignettes to detect factors for DIF 
adjustm ent.
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Introduction
Patient-assessed quality o f healthcare relies partia lly on the ir answers to subjective 
questions. Subjective questions are questions for which diffe rent respondents may 
use d iffe rent reporting scales. For example, respondents may classify an identical care 
experience as dissatisfactory, qu ite satisfactory or very satisfactory. In fact, satisfaction 
refers to an em otional response to patients' w ho le  experience in healthcare rather 
than to a cognitive assessment o f healthcare.1 Such differences in reporting healthcare 
may be systematically related to certain patient characteristics. This m ight harm the 
va lid ity  o f healthcare provider comparisons if they treat dissimilar groups o f patients. 
Over the last decades, more objective and concrete questions abou t patients' 
experiences were developed to replace subjective questions. An example concrete 
question is w hether patients had to w a it more than 15 m inutes to see the ir doctor. 
This has resulted in a shift from  the relatively subjective satisfaction surveys to more 
ob jective instrum ents measuring patients' specific experiences.2 8 Flowever, some 
parts o f healthcare quality, such as the comprehensibility o f patient inform ation, are 
very d ifficu lt to evaluate w ith  100% objective questions. Accordingly, subjective 
questions remain essential in instrum ents measuring patients' care experiences, such 
as the Consumer Q uality Index (CQI),9 in order to provide a com plete reflection o f the 
patient's perspective.
The use o f subjective questions in quality assessment becomes particularly 
prob lem atic when benchm arking is aimed, since it may hamper the com parability  o f 
d iffe rent providers. Users o f one provider may be more prone to  give positive ratings 
than the users o f another provider, even though they receive the same quality of 
care.10 Factors tha t have been related to differentia l reporting o f healthcare quality 
include self-rated health status, level o f education, sex, ethnicity, area o f residence, 
income, language spoken at home, and health conditions.1012 Differential reporting of 
healthcare quality  is caused by w hat psychologists refer to as differentia l item 
func tion ing  (DIF)12 or w hat economists refer to as response heterogeneity.14 As DIF 
may render d irect comparison o f healthcare providers less valid,15 many researchers 
have sought for m ethods to adjust it. Most o f them  ended up using m ethods to 
correct for confounding,910 even though the bias is caused by measurement error.16 
Conventional case-mix ad justm ent techniques to correct fo r confounding may correct 
for DIF, if the quality o f the healthcare provided is not correlated to the factors tha t are 
adjusted for. We w ill explain this using the fo llow ing  example. Consider tw o  providers 
w ho provide care o f equal quality  but w ho serve a popu lation tha t differs in age. If 
elderly people systematically rate the quality o f the ir care higher than younger people 
- w h ile treated equally - then the providers o f equal quality w ill obtain d ifferent 
ratings. In this example, conventional techniques w ou ld  adjust fo r age appropriately, 
and both providers w ill receive equal ratings after adjustm ent. Now consider the
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situation in which younger and older people use the same rating scale, bu t are treated 
d iffe ren tly  In this case, an ad justm ent would unwarrantedly equalize the ratings for 
providers whose true healthcare quality  differs over age groups.
In practice, researchers have little  tools to discrim inate between these situations. 
Moreover, reality is unlikely d ichotom ous: many groups o f patients w ill prove to both 
use d iffe rent rating scales and to be treated differently.17 Confounding or case-mix 
ad justm ent techniques do not d ifferentia te between DIF and true differences in 
quality between groups. Researchers are therefore le ft w ith  an un inform ed choice 
w hethe r or not to adjust, know ing tha t either decision leads to invalid comparisons.15 
A recently developed technique, which allows d irect identification o f reporting 
behaviour through the rating o f anchoring vignettes, may provide a bette r way to 
adjust.915 Such vignettes describe fixed levels o f healthcare w ith in  a given healthcare 
quality domain. Survey respondents are asked to rate these examples o f hypothetical 
healthcare. If respondents evaluate identical healthcare examples differently, there is 
evidence o f differentia l reporting. This technique w ou ld  a llow  the identification of 
systematic differences in rating scales and thus response thresholds in relation to 
patient characteristics.
Valid use o f anchoring v ignettes requires respondents to rate the v ignettes the same 
way as the ir own health or healthcare (response consistency). This allows the 
thresholds obtained from  the v igne tte  responses to be im posed on the model for 
reported healthcare experiences. Consequently the m ixture o f systematic differences 
between subgroups in healthcare quality  and reporting can be disentangled. As a 
result, one can estimate the healthcare quality tha t each group had reported if they 
all had used the response thresholds o f the reference group. That is, one can measure 
healthcare quality on a com parable scale.
The aim o f this study is to investigate w hether anchoring v ignettes can be a useful 
too l to detect systematic differences in patients' reporting o f healthcare quality. If so, 
vignettes can be used in a hierarchical ordered p rob it (HOPIT) regression analysis for 
ad justm ent o f differentia l item function ing .
Materials and Methods
S etting and study sam pling
A tota l o f 30 fe rtility  clinics in the northern, eastern and western parts o f the 
Netherlands were invited to participate. The geograph ic spread was considered 
representative fo r the entire Dutch population. A fter provid ing partic ipation approval, 
clinics were asked to extract the address files o f all patients w ho underw ent Medically 
Assisted Reproduction (MAR) in the ir clinic between April and June 2009 from  the ir 
registration database.18 From the database includ ing 3061 individual patient couples,
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a random sample o f 1200 couples was taken. The num ber o f sampled couples 
depended on the size o f the in fe rtility  ou tpa tien t clinic, ranging from  25 couples for 
smaller clinics to 75 fo r the largest centres. The questionnaire was sent to the couples 
between July and September 2009. Because this study was nested into another study, 
one th ird  o f 1200 questionnaires included on ly an 'anchoring v igne tte  section' for the 
wom en. The remaining tw o  thirds o f the questionnaires contained a separate v ignette  
section for bo th partners o f the patient couple. As a result, 2000 subjects (1200 w om en 
and 800 men) were asked to  rate the anchoring vignettes.
The questionnaire
The questionnaire used for this study included three parts: (1) 53 items abou t patients' 
experiences regarding specific aspects o f fe rtility  care; (2) fou r anchoring vignettes; 
and (3) 20 items on patients' background characteristics, including age, ethnic 
background and treatm ent type. More details abou t the first and th ird  part o f this 
questionnaire (the Patient-Centredness Q uestionnaire-in fertility) have been described 
in the validation study o f Van Empel and colleagues.19
Developm ent o f the anchoring  vignettes
In the second part o f the questionnaire, respondents were asked to rate fixed 
healthcare quality levels using anchoring vignettes. An anchoring v igne tte  is a 
description o f a fixed healthcare experience, representing a fixed level o f quality. We 
developed four v ignettes corresponding w ith  fou r o f the healthcare domains tested 
the first questionnaire part. These domains were related to: (1) tim e taken for the 
patient by the physician; (2) the physician's sincere interest in the patient; (3) patient- 
physician com m unication; (4) overall quality o f fe rtility  care.
To maximize the p robab ility  tha t respondents rate the v ignettes equal to  the way 
they w ou ld  rate the ir own healthcare (response consistency), we constructed 
anchoring v ignettes tha t were w ritten  in a language tha t patients use to describe 
the ir own experience, presented fic tional patients tha t are similar to the respondents, 
and represented fic tional healthcare tha t was likely to occur. Moreover, we asked 
respondents to evaluate the ir own healthcare fo llow ing  the anchor v ignettes.20 To 
optim ize the statistical properties, the research group tried to map the vignettes on a 
d is tribu tion  o f actual healthcare quality, based on healthcare providers' insights.1521
First, extensive focus group research w ith  54 in fertile  patients was perform ed to 
inform  the contents o f the v ignettes from  a consumer perspective. For instance, focus 
group participants were positive abou t the tim e taken for them  when the physician 
spoke calm ly to them. In contrast, patients were negative abou t the tim e taken for 
them  when a physician glanced at his watch repeatedly during the clin ic visit or when 
he did not w a it explaining th ings until the patient was dressed again after physical
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examination. This in form ation was integrated in the v ignettes o f 'tim e taken for the 
patient'.
Per domain, fou r concept v ignettes were developed, ranging from  high- to low -qua lity  
fe rtility  care. Five (ordinal) rating categories were added to each v ignette. To guarantee 
the answering categories were interpreted similarly by respondents, we made the 
categories corresponding w ith  the long standing Dutch rating system on prim ary 
schools: (a) bad (mark 1 -  4); (b) m oderate (mark 5); (c) average (mark 6 -  7); (d) good 
(mark 8); (e) excellent (mark 9 -  10).
Subsequently, the concept v ignettes were assessed and enhanced by 10 healthcare 
providers w ith  expertise in reproductive medicine. They were asked to assess w hether 
the v ignettes were described clearly, w hethe r the care portrayed was realistic, and 
w hethe r the v ignettes covered the actual d is tribu tion  o f the quality  o f fe rtility  care. 
Then, several rounds o f cognitive interviews were held to p ilo t the concept vignettes 
and to increase the probab ility  tha t each v igne tte  is perceived by all groups of 
respondents in the same way (v ignette equivalence). The cognitive in terview  sessions 
involved a selection o f 25 patients w ith  various characteristics (i.e. 14 wom en and 11 
men w ith  diverse fe rtility  treatments, ages, educational level, etcetera). Patients were 
asked to  th ink  aloud when reading and in terpreting the vignettes, and were asked 
several questions abou t the in terpretation and com prehensib ility  o f the vignettes 
afterwards. Each individual patient had to read and assess four random ly assigned 
concept v ignettes (one o f each domain). In the defin itive questionnaire, v ignettes and 
self-assessments were on purpose not com bined in a single d irect comparison, as this 
may induce inconsistent and considerably less inform ative responses.20 An example of 
an anchoring v igne tte  corresponding w ith  the self-assessment survey question about 
"sincere interest" (How often did your physician show an interest in your personal 
situation?) is illustrated in Box I.
The questionnaire was accom panied by instructions, a refusal form  and a postage-paid 
return envelope. Participation in the survey was vo luntary and anonym ity was 
guaranteed. All couples were sent a rem inder card three weeks fo llow ing  the initial 
mailing. Subsequently, tw o  weeks later non-responders received again a rem inder 
w ith  a copy o f the questionnaire.
Data analyses
The 20 questions on patient characteristics were used to describe the study popu lation 
and to examine group rating scale differences. We used ordered p rob it regression to 
iden tify  factors related to DIF for patients' experiences w ith  each o f the fou r quality 
domains (time; sincere interest; com m unication, and overall quality). Per dom ain and 
per group o f respondents (e.g. w om en and men; patients w ith  low  and w ith  high 
education), we first used an ordered prob it model w ith  one group characteristic as 
p red ic tor variable. This allowed us to test w hether some groups are more positive
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Box I An example o f an anchoring v ignette about the physician's sincere interest 
in the patient
Case
Mrs and Mr Cook come to the fertility clinic for a periodical evaluation with their physician to 
overlook their treatment period. When entering the consulting room, the physician shakes their 
hands. It seems he does not really recognize them, as he is frowning his eyebrows and searches 
for their names in his list. They have seen this physician a couple of times before. Then he asks why 
they wanted an evaluation. Mrs Cook answers sadly that their fertility treatment has failed again. 
They are uncertain whether to start a new treatment, since Mrs Cook's mother is very seriously 
ill. With a pensive face, the physician responds that they are - of course - completely free to guit 
treatment. He does not ask further about Mrs Cook's mother.
V ig n e tte  assessment
H ow  w o u ld  you  assess th e  level o f  sincere in te re s t th e  physic ian has fo r Mrs and M r Cook?
a) Bad (1 - 4 )
b) M o de ra te  (5)
c) Average (6 -  7)
d) G ood  (8)
e) Excellent ( 9 - 1 0 )
than others when confronted w ith  identical healthcare quality (the vignette). This is a 
test to de tect differences in patients' fram e o f reference, in other words, to de tect any 
intercept or index shift.
Additionally, we tested w hethe r there was evidence o f cu t-po in t shift. This test shows 
w hether groups d iffe r when classifying the v ignettes into each possible answer 
category. In o ther words, is the distance between cut-po in ts (e.g. m oderate and bad) 
on a rating scale the same for d iffe rent groups (e.g. young and old patients) when 
assessing care. For example, men w ho are less affected by the treatm ent may rate 
more m oderately then wom en when confronted w ith  identical healthcare. This would 
lead to men being less likely to rate at the extremes and thus apply cut-po in ts fo r the 
extremes that are further away from  the middle of the scale. This is illustrated in Figure I. 
To test w hether a llow ing fo r cu t-po in t shift im proved the models significantly, we 
used likelihood ratio test. We used a significance level o f 5% for each o f our tests. All 
statistical analyses were perform ed using Stata 11.2.
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Figure I Example o f cut-po in t shift w ith ou t index shift in rating healthcare
Care Li Cane L2
1 1 
1 1
i ! i 1 ! 1
Bad 1 j M odera te  ' Average
1
1
1 1 1
| I
Good j
1
1
Excellent
Bad | M odera te  Average 
1
Good  ^ j 
1
Excellent
Poor healthcare (Care LI) described in an anchoring vignette is perceived by the first person (P I e.g. a man) 
as 'moderate 'and by the second person (P2, e.g. a woman) as 'bad'. H igh-standard healthcare (Care L2) is 
perceived by the first person (PI) as 'good 'and by the second person as 'excellent' (P2).
Results
Respondents
O f the 30 clinics invited 29 approved to participate in this study. O f the 1200 
questionnaire packages distributed, eleven were returned unopened, probably 
because o f w rong addresses, and 887 were returned. O f the 2000 anchoring v igne tte  
sections distributed, a total o f 884 responses by wom en (74%) and 567 responses by 
men (71%) were valid for the analyses. Detailed descriptives are reported in Table I.
Analyses
The results o f our test for index shift are shown in Table 2. Results are presented 
separately fo r each domain, group factor and sex. Few individual estimates proved to 
be significant at the 5% significance level. No clear patterns o f index shift have arisen.
When we allow  cut-po in ts between each o f the answer categories to be affected by 
the group variables and sex, we obtain a very d iffe rent picture. Table III shows cu t-po in t 
shift fo r each dom ain fo r each o f the group factors and fo r each sex. For example, for 
the dom ain ’time for the pa tien t' the  cu t-po in t between the lowest and the second 
lowest answer categories was not s ignificantly d iffe rent between the age groups as 
the "agel" p-value equaled 0.92. The picture is d iffe rent for the difference between
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T a b le  1 Demographic characteristics o f survey participants
C haracteristic S urvey  (8 8 7  couples)
M e d ia n  a g e  (years, range)
-  W om en 33 (20 -  45)
-  Partner 35 (21 - 6 1 )
Ethnic b a c k g ro u n d a (%, D utch  /  W estern  /  non-W estern)
-  W om en 8 5 / 5 / 1 0
-  Partner 8 7 / 3 / 9
Level o f  ed u c a tio n  b (%, L o w -m e d iu m / h igh)
-  W om en 5 8 /4 2
-  Partner 6 2 /3 8
M e d ia n  d u ra tio n  o f  in fe r t il ity  (m on ths , range) 34 (2 -  174)
Childless coup les (%) 71
D iagnosis (%)
M ale fa c to rc/  fem ale  fa c to r /  b o th  /  u nexp la ined 2 7 / 2 6 / 1 0 / 3 7
T re a tm e n t t y p e d (%)
IVF-iCSi /  o th e r  fe r tility  tre a tm e n t 51 /  49
C o u p le s 'p re g n a n t a t t im e  o f  th e  s tudy  (%) 19
S e lf-rep o rted  h e a lth  e (%)
Bad /  n o t g oo d , n o t bad /  (very) g o o d 1 /  1 0 /8 9
“ F o r e th n ic  b a c k g ro u n d  th e  'S ta tis tics  N e th e r la n d s ' c la s s if ic a tio n w as used  This D u tc h  g o v e rn m e n ta l
in s t i tu t io n  classifies e th n ic it y  a c c o rd in g  to  c it iz e n s ' c o u n t ry  o f  b ir th  a n d  to  t h a t  o f  th e ir  p a re n ts . Im m ig ra n ts
in c lu d e  b o th  those  w h o  a re  fo re ig n -C ) W estern (n o n -D u tc h  E urope, USA, C a n a d a , A u s tra lia , N e w  Z e a la n d ,
J a p a n  a n d  Israel), (3) N o n -W e s te rn  ( re m a in in g  c o u n trie s , in c lu d in g  M o ro c c o , S u r in a m  a n d  Turkey)
b f o w  =  p r im a ry  o r  lo w e r  v o c a t io n a l e d u c a t io n ;  M id d le  =  s e c o n d a ry  o r  in te rm e d ia te  v o c a t io n a l e d u c a tio n ;
H ig h  =  h ig h e r  p ro fe s s io n a l e d u c a t io n  o r  u n iv e rs ity
cM a le  fa c to r  =  f o w  sem en q u a lity ;  F em a le  fa c to r  =  A n o v u la t io n , tu b a l fac to r, e n d o m e trio s is , m ucus h o s tility ;
l1IVF =  in  v it ro  fe r t i l iz a t io n ,  ICSI =  in t ra c y to p la s m ic  sp erm  in je c t io n  O th e r  fe r t i l i t y  tre a tm e n ts  in c lu d e d
o v u la t io n  in d u c t io n  a n d  in tra u te r in e  in s e m in a t io n
’-Acs m e asured  b y  o ne  c o rre spo n d ing  ite m  o f  the  F e rtiO oL -ques tionna ire . The FertiO oL is a  v a lid a te d  in s tru m e n t
th a t  a im s to  m easure  q u a lity  o f  life in  p e o p le  e xpe rie n c ing  fe r t i l i ty  p ro b le m s, (w w w .fe rtiq o l.o rg )
the sexes when classifying v ignettes for the dom ain “sincere interest". W omen shifted 
the cu t-po in t o f men between the tw o  lowest answer categories w ith  2.5 to the right, 
making wom en to be more likely to classify a v igne tte  describing low -qua lity  
healthcare in the very lowest category. This effect is statistically significant (p< 0.001). 
For healthcare o f higher quality, w om en shifted the men's cu t-po in t w ith  -8.96 
between the third and the fou rth  answer category and -7.97 between the fou rth  and 
the fifth  answer category. This indicates tha t wom en are more likely to classify
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healthcare o f higher quality  into the highest categories than men. Both cu t-po in t 
shifts were significant (p< 0.001). Another example: The value -8.00 (see * Table III) 
implies tha t pregnant wom en have the ir highest cu tpo in t 8.00 to the le ft compared 
to  non-pregnant wom en. In other words, they have a higher p robab ility  o f rating 
good com m unication o f the physician in the highest answering category.
Table II Ordered probit estimates o f index shift by sex
T im e  S incere C o m m u n ic a tio n  O verall
fo r th e  p a tie n t in teres t q u a lity
Coef- p-value Coef- p-value Coef- p-value Coef- p-value
A ge
W o m e n  -0.02 0.24 0.02 0.29 -0.01 0.54 0.00 0.77
M en -0.01 0.75 -0.01 0.42 -0.04 0 .0 3  0.01 0.49 
E ducation"
W o m e n  -0.11 0 .0 1 d -0.02 0.73 -0.09 0.08 0.04 0.39
M en -0.14 0 .0 1 d -0.05 0.37 0.01 0.84 0.10 0.08 
F o re ig n e rb
W o m e n  -0.04 0.63 0.12 0.07 0.08 0.28 -0.07 0.35
M en 0.09 0.48 0.23 0 .0 2  0.03 0.78 0.14 0.26 
P reg nan t
W o m e n  0.04 0.80 0.05 0.75 0.05 0.79 -0.15 0.40
M en -0.04 0.86 0.49 0 .0 2  0.28 0.22 -0.06 0.80 
S e lf-rep o rted  hea lth
W o m e n  0.06 0.61 -0.08 0.47 -0.05 0.70 -0.27 0 .03
M en 0.05 0.72 -0.04 0.77 0.08 0.58 0.08 0.60
“ E du ca tion  w a : d ic h o to m iz e d  in  lo w -m id d le  (p rim ary , s e con da ry  lo w e r a n d  in te rm e d ia te  v o c a tio n a l e du ca tio n )  
w h ic h  was the d e fa u lt  c a te g o ry  a n d  h ig h  (h ig h e r p ro fe ss io na l e d u c a tio n  o r  university) 
b E thn ic  b a c k g ro u n d  was based o n  the c la ss ifica tion  b y  'S ta tistics B ureau N e the rla n ds ' (See tab le  I) Foreigners 
in c lu de  b o th  those w h o  are fo re ig n -b o rn  (firs t g en e ra tio n ) a n d  those w h o  have  a t  least one  fo re ig n -b o rn  p a re n t 
(second g e n e ra tio n ) Categories were: ( I )  D u tch , (2) W estern (Europe, USA, C anada, A us tra lia , N e w  Zea land , Japan  
a n d  Israel), (3) N on-W estern  ( im m ig ra n ts  fro m  re m a in in g  countries, in c lu d in g  M orocco, S u rina m  a n d  Turkey) 
’'O rd e re d  p ro b it  regression c o e ffic ie n t th a t  reflects the  e ffe c t o f  an  increase o f  } on  the  x-sca le  on  the  la te n t 
v-vanable. W hile  a bso lu te  values o f  la te n t variables have no d ire c t in te rp re ta tio n , the signs o f  the  coeffic ients  a n d  
the irp -va lu e s  do.
“  F lo m c g e n e itv  o f  re p o rtin g  b y  e d u c a tio n  is re jected (p<0.05) fo r  the d o m a in  't im e  fo r  the p a t ie n t ' in  the case o f  
b o th  sexes.
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Table III Ordered probit estimates o f cut-po in t shift
T im e  S incere C o m m u n ic a tio n  O verall
fo r th e  p a tie n t in teres t q u a lity
Coef p-value Coef p-value Coef p-value Coef1 p-valut
A ge c tp t V 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.85 -0.01 0.48 0.02 0.46
A ge c tp t 2 -0.02 0.57 0.01 0.83 0.01 0.70 -0.02 0.64
A ge c tp t 3 0.04 0.28 0.05 0.13 0.05 0.19 -0.02 0.47
A ge c tp t 4 -0.06 0.06 0.00 0.92 -0.02 0.49 -0.03 0.42
W o m en  c tp t 1 -0.17 0.40 2.50 0 .0 0 1.90 0 .0 0 -4.63 0 .0 0
W o m en  c tp t 2 -0.26 0.37 0.62 0 .05 -0.26 0.39 12.28 0 .0 0
W o m en  c tp t 3 0.29 0.37 -8.96 0 .0 0 -10.09 0 .0 0 1.41 0 .0 0
W o m en  c tp t 4 0.41 0.15 -7.97 0 .0 0 0.64 0 .0 4 0.84 0.01
LR test 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00
E ducation c tp t 1 b -0.11 0.08 -0.01 0.84 -0.09 0.15 0.01 0.84
E ducation c tp t 2 -0.10 0.29 -0.10 0.30 -0.05 0.58 -0.18 0.09
E ducation c tp t 3 0.07 0.54 -0.04 0.70 0.04 0.69 0.04 0.69
E ducation c tp t 4 0.02 0.84 -0.05 0.56 -0.04 0.70 -0.08 0.38
W o m en  c tp t 1 -0.14 0.48 2.52 0 .0 0 1.93 0 .0 0 -4.61 0 .0 0
W o m en  c tp t 2 -0.26 0.37 0.62 0 .05 -0.27 0.39 12.32 0 .0 0
W o m en  c tp t 3 0.30 0.35 -8.95 0 .0 0 -10.10 0 .0 0 1.34 0 .0 0
W o m en  c tp t 4 0.38 0.19 -7.99 0 .0 0 0.62 0 .05 0.80 0.01
LR test 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00
Fo re igner c tp t 1c 0.03 0.83 0.01 0.92 0.03 0.77 -0.13 0.37
Fo re igner c tp t 2 -0.01 0.97 0.15 0.31 0.20 0.21 0.28 0.21
Fo re igner c tp t 3 -0.01 0.94 0.12 0.47 -0.08 0.67 0.16 0.38
Fo re igner c tp t 4 -0.13 0.50 0.06 0.74 -0.06 0.79 -0.04 0.85
W o m en  c tp t 1 -0.17 0.40 2.50 0 .0 0 1.89 0 .0 0 -4.63 0 .0 0
W o m en  c tp t 2 -0.25 0.38 0.60 0 .0 6 -0.27 0.37 12.27 0 .0 0
W o m en  c tp t 3 0.32 0.33 -8.96 0 .0 0 -10.06 0 .0 0 1.42 0 .0 0
W o m en  c tp t 4 0.42 0.14 -7.96 0 .0 0 0.65 0 .0 4 0.84 0.01
LR test 0.50 0.00 0.00 0.00
P reg nan t c tp t 1 0.07 0.77 0.19 0.47 0.06 0.82 0.02 0.94
P reg nan t c tp t 2 0.43 0.23 0.29 0.41 0.15 0.67 0.39 0.35
P reg nan t c tp t 3 -0.54 0.18 -0.40 0.32 -0.10 0.82 -0.38 0.34
P reg nan t c tp t 4 -0.31 0.37 -0.71 0.06 -0.31 0.41 -0.34 0.35
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Table III Continued
T im e  S incere C o m m u n ic a tio n  O verall
fo r th e  p a tie n t in teres t q u a lity
Coef1 p-value Coef1 p-value Coef1 p-value Coef p-valut
W o m en  c tp t 1 -0.16 0.43 2.50 0 .0 0 1.88 0 .0 0 -4.66 0 .0 0
W o m en  c tp t 2 -0.26 0.38 0.60 0.06 -0.24 0.43 12.34 0 .0 0
W o m en  c tp t 3 0.34 0.30 -8.95 0 .0 0 -9.98 0 .0 0 1.46 0 .0 0
W o m en  c tp t 4 0.39 0.17 -8.00* 0 .0 0 0.63 0 .05 0.86 0.01
LR test 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00
H ea lth  c tp t 1 0.33 0.06 0.36 0.06 0.44 0 .02 -0.06 0.78
H ea lth  c tp t 2 -0.41 0.09 -0.63 0.01 -0.64 0.01 -0.02 0.94
H ea lth  c tp t 3 -0.32 0.24 -0.34 0.19 -0.56 0 .0 4 0.00 1.00
H ea lth  c tp t 4 -0.37 0.11 -0.45 0.07 -0.57 0 .0 3 -0.20 0.43
W o m e n  c tp t 1 -0.13 0.51 2.54 0 .0 0 1.93 0 .0 0 -4.61 0 .0 0
W o m e n  c tp t 2 -0.32 0.27 0.55 0.08 -0.30 0.34 12.26 0 .0 0
W o m e n  c tp t 3 0.26 0.42 -9.00 0 .0 0 -10.14 0 .0 0 1.39 0 .0 0
W o m e n  c tp t 4 0.35 0.21 -8.02 0 .0 0 0.59 0.06 0.79 0.01
LR test 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00
0 Group characteristic followed by their cut-point, For example i f  the Age ctpt 1 is non zero, then the elderly patients 
respond differently than their younger counterparts when deciding how to classify a vignette between the lowest 
two answer categories,
b Education was dichotomized in low  (primary or lowervocational education) and middle (secondary or intermediate 
vocational education) which were the default category and high (higher professional education or university), 
c Foreignerwas based on ethnic background classification by 'Statistics Bureau Netherlands', This Dutch governmental 
institution classifies ethnicity according to citizens1 country o f birth and to that o f their parents. Foreigners include 
both those who are foreign-born (first generation) and those who have at least one foreign-born parent (second 
generation). Categories were: (1) Dutch, (2) Western (Europe, USA, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Japan and 
Israel), (3) Non-Western (immigrants from remaining countries, including Morocco, Surinam and Turkey). 
d Coef= Ordered probit regression coefficient that reflect the effect o f  an increase o f one on thex-scale on the latent y  
variable. While latent variables don't have a direct interpretation, the signs o f the coefficients and their p-values do. 
*Ctpt4 is the cut-point between the two highest answering categories (good and excellent).
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The overall likelihood ratio tests show w hether the models im prove significantly when 
we allow  for cu t-po in t shift. W ith few  exceptions, models tha t a llow  for cu t-po in t shift 
prove significantly be tte r than those that do not. For example, cu t-po in t shift models 
fo r sincere interest for all showed LR-test p-values < 0.001, irrespective o f the 
com bination o f group factors used.
Discussion
This study aimed to investigate the usefulness o f anchoring v ignettes for de tecting 
group differences in reporting scales, also called DIF. Ordered log it regressions of 
patient ratings o f fic tional fe rtility  care quality  showed that there is little  evidence for 
an index shift fo r the factors tested. A d iffe rent p icture emerges when we allow  the 
cut-po in ts between the answer categories to differ by each group factor. This indicates 
tha t rating is not sim ply more positive or negative from  one group to the next, but 
tha t groups rate d iffe rent from  cu t-po in t to cut-po in t. Because a hierarchical ordered 
p rob it regression (HOPIT) allows for cu t-po in t shift, it appears to be an appropriate 
too l to adjust fo r response differences on an ordered scale.
C ut-po in t differences proved significant fo r each o f the healthcare quality aspects 
tested, a lbe it to a lesser extent for the tim e taken fo r the patient. This proved that 
systematic differences between groups o f people existed and that unadjusted 
comparisons between healthcare providers were less valid. In our study, the most 
significant adjusters were sex and health.
Sex may be im portan t in this setting because the fe rtility  care experience is more 
intense fo r wom en. This seems reflected by the ir tendency for more outspoken 
classification o f the vignettes. A lower self-reported health may cause people to  be 
more critical, bu t the pattern is not consistent. Pregnant w om en seem slightly more 
likely to  classify v ignettes describing h igh -qua lity  healthcare into the highest ratings. 
This seems true for each o f the domains. Flowever, these results are not significant 
and the ir tendency to rate more positive ly does not appear to be true for vignettes 
describing low -qua lity  healthcare.
A lim ita tion o f using anchoring v ignettes to standardize the reporting o f healthcare 
quality is tha t it relies on the assumption tha t individuals rate the v ignettes in the 
same way as they rate the ir own healthcare experience (response consistency). This is 
inherently d ifficu lt to  test, bu t tw o  studies provide some ind irect evidence in favour 
o f it.1522 These show tha t the v igne tte  ad justm ent brings self-reports o f vision and 
drinking behaviour closer to ob jective measures. Am ong other factors, the p lausibility 
o f the assumption depends upon the w ord ing o f the v igne tte  descriptions, which is 
w hy we used a thorough p ilo t phase to  optim ize our vignettes.
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On the other hand, a study find ing  tha t does not support response consistency is the 
fact tha t partic ipating wom en w ho just achieved the desired health outcom e (i.e. 
pregnancy) did not rate the anchoring v ignettes consistently more positive ly than 
in fertile  patients w ho did not get pregnant. In other words, our results im p ly that 
patients w ho achieved pregnancy have rated the anchoring v ignettes d ifferently 
from  how they rated the ir own care. This is in contrast to w hat was expected on 
account o f a large am ount o f evidence showing pregnant w om en to systematically 
rate the ir own healthcare more positive than non-pregnant in fertile patients.19'2327 
Subjective items (e.g. Was the inform ation about your treatment comprehensive?) rather 
than ob jective items (e.g. Did you have one lead physician?) were rated significantly 
more positive ly by pregnant wom en,19 which implies tha t pregnant wom en do not 
receive bu t perceive a h igher level o f patient-centredness in the ir care. In contrast to 
w hat was concluded on account o f the anchoring vignettes, ad justm ent for the 
'pregnant state' is thus required when com paring patients' fe rtility  care experiences. 
Similar positive associations between patients'assessment o f healthcare and achieving 
the desired health outcom e were also found beyond reproductive m edicine,28'29 
w hich stresses the need to investigate w hether anchoring v ignettes are valid to 
iden tify  DIF o f outcom e variables.
A fu rthe r lim ita tion o f the anchoring v igne tte  m ethodo logy is tha t it requires the 
quality o f healthcare described by each v igne tte  to be perceived by all groups of 
respondents in the same way (vignette equivalence). This, again, is d ifficu lt to test, but 
is supported by a study in which v ignettes had to be ordered and in which the 
ordering proved very similar between groups.30 To optim ize the v igne tte  equivalence, 
we selected respondents from  each subgroup to evaluate our concept vignettes.
In general, we believe efforts should be made to ensure tha t perform ance scores 
reflect healthcare quality measured on a com parable scale. A fair comparison o f 
healthcare perform ance is essential in healthcare systems in which healthcare plans 
and providers are held accountable for the ir performance. In such context, even 
seem ingly small adjustm ents are im portant.
A lthough we had no in form ation on other characteristics than the self-reported char­
acteristics presented in Table I, we recognize tha t o ther factors, such as disease status 
and severity, com orbid ities, prior healthcare utilization, living standard, urban ity and 
religion m ight cause response differences. Additionally, it is unlikely tha t all systematic 
differences in responses can be captured in the background characteristics tha t are 
generally included in patient surveys. Probably, more com plex (psychological) factors, 
such as a respondent's norms and values, are involved in the differences in patients' 
expectations regarding healthcare.
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The aim o f adjusting for rating differences in patient experience surveys, like the PCQ- 
In fertility  and CAHPS, is not to explain differences between healthcare plans or 
providers, bu t to ensure fair comparisons. Anchoring v ignettes may help as a too l to 
iden tify  groups tha t systematically use d iffe rent rating scales. They differ from  
case-mix adjusters as they a llow  researchers to  disentangle response differences from  
genuine quality differences. However, the possible 'special status' o f background 
characteristics d irectly linked to patients' desired health outcom e should be fu rthe r 
investigated before w idely adop ting anchoring v ignettes to detect factors fo r DIF 
adjustm ent.
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Abstract
Objective: To iden tify  organizational determ inants o f positive patient experiences 
w ith  fe rtility  care, w ith  the goal o f im proving patient-centredness o f care.
Design: Cross-sectional survey
Setting: One large university clin ic and 12 medium-sized fe rtility  clinics in the 
Netherlands.
Patients: Three hundred and sixty-nine couples receiving m edically assisted 
reproduction in one o f the partic ipating clinics between March and May 2008. 
Intervention: None.
M ain O utcom e Measures: Organizational determ inants o f patients' experiences 
w ith  patient-centredness in fe rtility  care.
Results: O f the patients during the relevant period, 78% o f the wom en and 76% of 
the partners partic ipated in the study. Infertile couples w ho have a lead physician, 
have access to an e lectron ic personal health record, or see trained fe rtility  nurses have 
more positive experiences w ith  domains o f patient-centred care, like con tinu ity  of 
care and partner involvem ent. Moreover, receiving a treatm ent other than in vitro 
fertiliza tion  was negatively associated w ith  the perceived patient-centredness o f care. 
The identified determ inants explained 5.1 to 22.4% o f the tota l variance.
Conclusions: This study provides organizational determ inants o f patients'experiences 
w ith  fe rtility  care on numerous facets o f patient-centredness. These organizational 
determ inants can be used as valuable tools to enable clinics to  provide a more positive 
patient experience.
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Introduction
In fertility  and its accom panying treatm ents are associated w ith  a high psychological 
and physical burden.12 Since patient-centred care is responsive to patients' needs and 
values, it may benefit in fertile  patients.3 Patient-centredness is one o f the core 
elements o f h igh -qua lity  care.34 A suitable m ethod to m on ito r patient-centredness is 
measuring specific patient experiences w ith  care. Disclosing data on clinics' 
perform ance on patient-centredness can stim ulate quality im provem ents in health 
care.5
Infertile couples experience many care aspects as problem atic.6 For instance, patients 
receive insuffic ient in form ation abou t em otional aspects o f in fe rtility711 and 
(long-term ) health risks.81112 Furthermore, patients have problem s w ith  the large 
num ber o f physicians involved in the ir treatm ent1113 and the long w a iting  tim es for 
investigations and treatm ent.101314 Flowever, fo r selecting a suitable and effective 
quality  im provem ent strategy, we need data on determ inants for optim al care.15 
A lthough many studies have investigated determ inants o f optim al patients' 
experiences or satisfaction w ith  fe rtility  care,616 nearly all literature concentrates on 
dem ographic, medical, or psychological patient characteristics, like social class,17 
length o f in fe rtility ,10 and self-esteem.1,8 Flowever, for closing the quality chasm and 
achieving a patient-centred and professionally satisfying care, culture organizational 
arrangements are necessary.19 Factors related to organizational context are im portan t 
determ inants o f health care quality and its im provem ent,2021 bu t w ith in  fe rtility  care 
we know little  abou t the influence o f organizational issues on patients'care perception, 
such as physician d iscon tinu ity  on patient care perceptions. Because such 
organizational determ inants are relatively easy to alter, it is im portan t to investigate 
the ir influence on patients' care experiences. Therefore, the aim o f this study is to 
iden tify  organizational determ inants o f positive patient experiences w ith  fe rtility  care, 
to improve patient-centredness o f care.
Materials and Methods
Population and Study Design
In 2008, we conducted a cross-sectional survey am ong couples w ho visited 
consecutively one o f the partic ipating Dutch fe rtility  clinics in Spring 2008.11 Eligible 
couples had com pleted at least one cycle o f ovula tion induction  (01), intrauterine 
insem ination (IUI) or in vitro fertilization (IVF) /  in tracytoplasm ic sperm in jection (ICSI). 
For the survey, we used a patient questionnaire which was systematically developed 
on account o f literature and focus groups w ith  infertile couples.11 The Picker model 
o f patient-centred care served as a fram ew ork for the questionnaire (www.picker-
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¡nstitute.org). Both partners were asked to com plete the ir own questionnaire part. 
Participation to the survey was vo lun tary and anonymous. The 13 partic ipating clinics 
were public hospitals, includ ing one large university hospital and five clinics w ith  IVF/ 
ICSI facilities. In the Netherlands, institu tional approval is not required for this type of 
survey.
Data collection
For this study, we used 106 o f the original 124 questionnaire items, includ ing 30 closed 
background questions and 76 specific statements abou t patient's experiences w ith  
fe rtility  care. Statements were scored on a fou r po in t Likert-scale (1 = strongly disagree 
to  4 = strongly agree). To iden tify  organizational determ inants o f optim al patient 
experiences w ith  fe rtility  care, data were gathered on: (1) patients' experiences 
(dependent variables); (2) organizational determ inants (main independent variables); 
and (3) patient determ inants (independent variables for case-mix adjustment).
Patients' experiences
Survey data on tw o  overall satisfaction ratings and 76 statements were used to assess 
patients' experiences w ith  fe rtility  care (for wom en and partners separately). To reduce 
the num ber o f dependent variables, statements were categorized into the Picker 
dimensions o f patient-centred care. For example, the statem ent ‘My doctor explained 
things in a way I could understand' became part o f the dim ension 'in form ation and 
com m unication '.
O rgan iza tional determ inan ts
For considering possible organizational determ inants, an expert panel (researchers, 
gynaecologists, a psychologist, a fe rtility  nurse, and a quality officer) discussed which 
organizational facets could possibly influence patients' experiences. The panel's 
decision process was supported by evidence from  general and fe rtility  literature. Five 
organizational determ inants were selected: (1) clin ic size, by num ber o f beds;7'2” 3 (2) 
presence o f special fe rtility  consultation hours;12 (3) presence o f trained fe rtility  
nurses;2426 (4) having a lead physician during treatm ent;27 and (5) having free access to 
the ir own e lectron ic Personal Health Record (PHR).2829
Data on these facets were gathered by a short questionnaire sent to partic ipating 
clinics. Since allocation o f a lead physician had not been applied consistently w ith in  
clinics, these data were obtained d irectly via the patient questionnaire by scoring 
patients w ho 'strongly agreed' on the statem ent ‘one o f the doctors was evidently our 
lead physician during treatment'.
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Patient d eterm inants
Six o f the 30 background questions were selected for case-mix adjustm ent, based on 
the ir dem onstrated or expected effect on patients' perception o f fe rtility  care.7'9101217'30 
Included determ inants were: age; level o f education (demographics); previous medical 
history; in fe rtility  diagnosis; current treatm ent; and achieved pregnancy (patient 
medical characteristics).
Statistical analyses
We used SPSS version 16.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) fo r all statistical analyses. P < 0.05 
was considered statistically significant. Mean dim ension scores were calculated for 
partic ipants w ith  few  (less than half) missing values. These scores could range from  
1.0 (only negative experiences) to 4.0 (only positive experiences). Cronbach's alphas 
were calculated to  test the internal reliability. The tw o  overall satisfaction ratings and 
all mean dim ension scores w ith  an alpha > 0.60 served as dependent variables. 
Frequencies and means were calculated to describe organizational and patient char­
acteristics.
To allow  fo r the hierarchical structure o f data (patient nested w ith in  clinics), a m ultilevel 
analysis was executed to determ ine associations between dependent and independent 
variables. The determ inant analysis was started by conducting  a series o f univariate 
multilevel linear regression analyses fo r bo th partners. Gender-specific determ inants 
were com bined exclusively w ith  gender-m atching outcom e variables (e.g. women's 
age was not com bined w ith  partners' satisfaction). Determ inants w ith  P <0.20 in the 
univariate analysis were allowed in the m ultivariate analysis.
To evaluate collinearity between independent variables, correlation analyses w ith  
Spearman's p were perform ed. In case o f tw o  strongly correlating variables (p >0.40), 
the expert panel selected the least adaptable' determ inant fo r omission. For instance, 
adapting hospital size is more com plicated than allocating patients a lead physician. 
Using the remaining determ inants, we perform ed a m ultivariate m ultilevel regression 
analysis w ith  manual backward elim ination.
Two nested models were fitte d  to the data. The first model was a random -intercept 
model w ith o u t explanatory variables (0-model). In the final model, organizational and 
patient determ inants were entered and fixed. Separate m ultilevel analyses were 
perform ed fo r each dependent variable. To assess which part o f the variation in 
patients' experiences could be explained by our determ inants, the explained variance 
(R2) per final model was calculated.
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Results
Study popu lation
O f the 369 couples invited, 286 wom en (78%) and 281 partners (76%) com pleted the 
questionnaire. Two couples were lesbian. Mean age fo r wom en and partners was 33 
and 35 years respectively. O f the wom en, 41% was high ly educated and so was 34% of 
the partners. Median duration o f in fe rtility  was 30 m onths (range 3 to 171 months) 
and 62% had never been pregnant before (prim ary infertility). O f the couples, 29% 
had unexplained in fe rtility  and 97% had a fu ll-D utch or half-Dutch ethnic 
background.
Patients' experiences
For nearly all patients (>96%), the mean dim ension scores could be calculated. The 
mean dim ension scores o f reliable dimensions are presented in Table I. Nine in 10 
dim ension scales (seven for wom en, tw o  for partners) had an acceptable to good 
internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha 0.64-0.91). The dim ension 'physical support', 
having a Cronbach's alpha o f 0.11, was consequently om itted  from  fu rthe r analyses. 
Women's and men's mean overall satisfaction w ith  fe rtility  care were 7.49 (SD 0.94) 
and 7.27 (SD 1.06) ou t o f 10, respectively.
Table 1 The dimensions o f patient-centredness, including the ir reliability, number 
o f items, and evaluation by patients
D im en sion  scales" N u m b e r M e an  d im e n s io n  scoreb (SD) 
o f  item s
A ccessib ility  (a =  0.73) 4 3.34 (0.70)
In fo rm a tio n  a nd  c o m m u n ic a tio n  (a =  0.91) 15 3.17(0.59)
R espect a n d  a u to n o m y  (a =  0.85) 16 3.29 (0.44)
C are o rg a n iza tio n  (a =  0.64) 11 3.10(0.43)
C o n tin u ity  o f  care  (a =  0.72) 7 2.96 (0.59)
E m otio na l s u p p o rt (a  =  0.74) 5 2.50 (0.79)
P artn er in v o lv e m e n t (a =  0.71) 5 3.30(0.61)
In fo rm a tio n  a nd  c o m m u n ic a tio n 1 (a =  0.88) 7 3.07 (0.72)
P artn er in v o lv e m e n t' (a =  0.82) 4 3.22 (0.66)
N o te : S D = s ta n  d a  id  d e v  i a  ti on
“ A c c o rd in g  to  the  P icker In s titu te 's  m o d e  o f  p a t ie n t-c e n tre d  care
b The p a tie n t 's  m e a n  d im e n s io n  scores c o u ld  ra n g e  fro m  
c E xperiences o f  m a le  p a r tn e rs
/ to  4.
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O rgan iza tional and p atien t d eterm inants
Table II provides information on all initial determinants. Fifty-two percent o f the couples 
reported to have a lead physician, whereas only 23 couples (8%) had access to their 
electronic PFH R. The median number o f clinic beds was 488. One-third o f the participants 
received IVF/ICSI, and 12% o f the women were pregnant when com pleting the survey.
Table II Descriptives o f the initial organizational and patient determinants
D e te rm in a n t  
Clinic size (1)
A tte n d in g  clin ic w ith  specia lized  fe rt i lity  c onsu lta tion  hours (2) 
A tte n d in g  clin ic w ith  tra in e d  fe r t i l ity  nurses (3)
H aving  a lead  physician (4)
H aving  access to  e lec tro n ic  PHRb (5)
A ge (6)
Women
Partner
Level o f  ed u c a tio n  (7)c 
Women 
Low
M e d iu m
High
Partner
Low
M e d iu m
High
Serious m ed ica l h is to ry  (8)
Women
Partner
P reg nan t a t t im e  o f  th e  s tudy  (9)
In fe r t il ity  d iag nos isd
-  O ligo - o r a no vu la tio n  (10a)
-  M ale fa c to r (10b)
-  Tuba o cc lus ion  (10c)
C u rren t tre a tm e n t (11 )
O vu la tio n  in d u c tio n  
In trau te rine  inse m ina tio n  a lone 
In trau te rine  inse m ina tio n  w ith  o vu la tio n  in d u c tio n  
IVF, ICSI o r c ryoprese rva tion
%  o f p a tie n ts  or 
m ed ia n  (range)"
488  beds (203 -  953) 
72%
64%
52%
33 yrs (22 -  42) 
35 yrs (24 -  60)
13
46
41
20
46
34
26
15
12
a D ich o to m o u ; and  ca tegorical d e te rm in a n t; are g iven in percentage";. For continuous variable;, m ed ian  & range are given 
bAn Internet-based Personal Health  Record w ith  genera land  personal trea tm en t In fo rm a tio n  a nd  facilities for c o m m u n e  a tion  
w ith  fe llow  patients a nd  physicians
cL o w =  p rim a ry  o r lo w e r voca tiona l education; M idd le -  secondary o r in term ed ia te  voca tiona l education; H ig h =  h igher 
pro fessiona leduca tion  o r university
d Couples cou ld  have m ore  than  one  diagnosis, therefore rates c a n n o t be added up.
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Regression analysis
O f the initial determ inants (five organizational and six patient determinants), tw o  did 
not survive the described selection procedure. Due to collinearity, the determ inant 
'presence o f trained fe rtility  nurses' was selected at the expense o f determ inants 
'presence o f specialized fe rtility  consultation hours' and 'clin ic size'. Furthermore, in 
the univariate analysis no relationship (p<0.20) w asfound between women's 'previous 
medical history' and any outcom e variable. Therefore, this determ inant was excluded 
fo r wom en's analyses, but kept in the m ultivariate analysis for partners. Determ inants 
'age female', 'age partner' and 'in fe rtility  diagnosis male fac to r' had no significant 
im pact on any outcom e variable and were therefore not presented.
Table III Sig nificant effects o f organizational and patient determ inants for 
women's experiences w ith  patient-centred fe rtility  care
P aram eter
Tra ined  fe rt ility  nurses  
H aving  a lead  physician  
Access to  e lec tro n ic  PHR 
W om en's e d u ca tio n
-  low
-  M e d iu m
-  H igh 
Being p re g n a n t  
In fe r t il ity  d iagnosis
-  O ligo - o r  a no vu la tio n
-  Tuba occ lus ion  
C u rren t tre a tm e n t
-  01
-  IDI a lone
-  ILJI w ith  01
-  IVF/ICSI/cryo 
R2 ( % ) c
A ccessibility
0.21 (0.04; 0.38)
NS
0.23 (0.06; 0.41) 
0
0.31 (0.06; 0.57)
In fo rm a tio n  &  
C o m m u n ic a tio n
0.29 (0.06; 0.54) 
0.25 (0.11; 0.39) 
0.41 (0.12; 0.70)
0
0.34(0.13; 0.54)
0.31 (0.01; 0.60)
R espect 
a nd  A u to n o m y
0.20 (0.09; 0.30)
0
0.20 (0.05; 0.36)
0
5.1
0
16.0
NS
-0.26(-0.46; -0.06) 
-0.16 (-0.29; -0.02) 
0 
9 .0 d
Note: U nstanda rd ized  c o e ffic ie n t: w ith  95% con fidence  in te rv a l: (P<.05) are d e m on s tra te d  For ca lcu la tio n s  w ith  
w o m e n ’s experiences, th e ir m e a n  d im e ns ion  scores (range 1 to  4) were used
Crvo =  c ry o tre a trn e n t; IC5I =  m tra c y to p la s m ic  sperm  in je c tio n ; IUI =  in tra u te rin e  in sem in a tio n ; IVF =  in v itro  
fe rtiliza tion ; 01 =  o v u la tio n  in d u c tio n ; PHR =  p e rsona l h e a lth  record
“ E xam ple  I: For c o n tin u ity  o f  care; women w ith  a  le ad  p hys ic ian  h ad  a  0 3 2 -p o m t h ig h e r m e a n  d im e ns ion  score (i.e. 
m o re  pos itive  experiences) co m p are d  w ith  women w ith o u t le ad  p hysic ian
b E xam ple  2: For e m o tio n a l s u p p o rt/w o m e n  w ith  01 h a d  a  m e a n  d im e ns ion  score th a t  was 0.53 p o in ts  lo w e r (i.e. few er 
positive  experiences) tha n  the  d im ens ion  score o f  the  reference g ro up : wo m en w ith  an  IVF/ICS I/cryo-treatm ent.
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The effects o f the significant determ inants' effects on the experiences o f wom en and 
the ir partners are presented in Tables III and IV, respectively. Determ inants having 
significant positive effect (p< 0.05) on wom en's overall satisfaction appeared: trained 
fe rtility  nurses (0.41, p=0.27); having a lead physician (0.27, p=0.13); being low  (0.32, 
p=0.047) or m edium  (0.25, p=0.026) educated; being pregnant (0.75, p<0.001); and 
tuba occlusion (0.46, p=0.047). For instance, pregnant wom en scored averagely 0.75 
points higher on the 10-point satisfaction-scale than wom en w ho were not pregnant. 
Equally, partners w ith  a lead physician (0.32, p=0.012), access to the ir PHR (0.87, 
p=0.001), and a serious medical history (0.41, p=0.021) were more satisfied than 
partners w ithou t.
Care O rg a n iza tio n  C o n tin u ity  o f  C are  E m otio na l S u p p o rt P artn er In vo lv em e n t
- - - -
0.30 (0.21; 0.39) 0.32(0.19; 0.46)a - 0.20 (0.06; 0.34)
- 0.31 (0.00; 0.61) - -
NS - - -
0 .13(0.03; 0.22) - - -
0 0 0 0
0.25 (0.10; 0.39) 0.22 (0.02; 0.43) 0.44(0.17; 0.71) 0.29(0.08; 0.50)
0.15 (0.03; 0.26)
-0.26(-0.42; -0.11) -0.32(-0.51; -0.13) -0.58(-0.83;-0.33)b -0.44(-0.63;-0.25)
NS NS NS NS
-0.16(-0.28; -0.04) -0.29(-0.48; -0.11) -0.37 (-0.60;-0.14) -0.23(-0.41;-0.05)
0 0 0 0
22 .4 16.8 11.4 13.8
cTheR2 was calculated using this formula: (Total unexplained variance in the 0-model -  Unexplained variance from 
the model with predictors)/Total unexplained variance in the 0-model
d Example 3:Together, determinants 'having a lead physician' 'achieved pregnancy' & 'current treatment' explained 
9.0% o f the variance in patients'experiences regarding respect& autonomy.
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Women w ith  a lead physician had significantly more positive experiences w ith  seven 
o f the e igh t outcom e variables (p<0.05, Table III). W omen having access to  the ir PHR 
were significantly more positive abou t in form ation and com m unication (p=0.006), 
and con tinu ity  o f care (p=0.048). Additionally, w om en attending a clin ic w ith  trained 
fe rtility  nurses were overall more satisfied and had experiences more positive 
regarding in form ation and com m unica tion (p=0.020). The couples' treatm ent type 
also proved to be a recurrent patient determ inant. As shown in Table III, wom en 
undergoing IVF/ICSI had more positive care experiences than the wom en undergoing 
a non-IVF treatm ent (p<0.05) Furthermore, being pregnant proved to be a statistically
Table IV  Sig nificant effects o f organizational and patient determ inants for the 
male partner's experiences w ith  fe rtility  care
P aram eter
Tra ined  fe rt ility  nurses  
H aving  a lead  physician  
Access to  e lec tro n ic  PHR 
E ducation p a rtn e r
- Low  
-M e d iu m  
-H ig h
Serious m ed ica l h is to ry  p a rtn e r  
H aving  a p re g n a n t p a rtn e r  
O lig o - or an o v u la tio n  
T re a tm e n t ty p e
- 01 a lone
- IUI a lone
- IUI w ith  01 
- IV F o rlC S I 
R2 ( % ) c
In fo rm a tio n  
&  c o m m u n ic a tio n
0.29 (0.05; 0.52)
0.36 (0.02; 0.70)a
0.24 (0.02; 0.47) 
NS 
0
0.26 (0.03 
0.36 (0.11 
-0.26 (-0.43
0.49)
0.61)
-0.08)
0
17.6
P artn er in v o lv e m e n t
0.16 (0.01; 0.32) 
0.44 (0.09; 0.78)
0.36 (0.15; 0.56) 
NS 
0
0.25 (0.04; 0.46)
-0.35 (-0.57; -0.13)b 
-0.34 (-0.65; -0.03) 
NS 
0
16.6
Note: Unstandard ized coe ffic ien t: w ith  92% confidence in te rva l: (P<.05) are dem onstra ted  here: For the  ca lculations  
w ith  partne rs ' experiences, the ir m ean d im ension  scores (w ith  possible range  from  I to  4) were used ICSI =  m tra cy to - 
plasrm c sperm in jec tion ; IUI =  in trau te rine  insem ina tion ; IVF =  in v itro  fertiliza tion ; N5 =  n o t  statis tica lly  s ignifican t; 01 =  
o vu la tio n  in d u c tio n ; PHR =  personal hea lth  record
“ Exam ple I : For in fo rm a tio n  a nd  co m m u n ica tio n , partners h av in g  access to  the ir o w n  e lectron ic  PHR h ad  a 0 3 0 -p o m t 
h igh e r m ean d im ension  score (i.e., m o re  positive  experiences) c o m pared  w ith  partners w ithou t. 
b Exam ple 2: For the ir o w n  invo lvem ent, partners o f  a  coup le  receiving 01 h ad  a  0 .35-pom t lo w e r m ean d im ension  score 
(i.e., few er positive  experiences) c o m pared  w ith  the  reference g roup, partners w ith  an IVF/ICSI/cryo treatm ent. 
c TheR2 was ca lcu la ted  using this fo rm u la : (Total unexp la ined  variance in the  0 -m o d e l-U n e x p la in e d  variance fro m  the  
m o d e l w ith  p red ic to rs)/To ta l unexp la ined  variance in the  0 -m o d e i
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significant determ inant for all women's outcom e variables (p<0.05). In contrast, only 
one association was found between partners' care experiences and w hether the 
couple achieved pregnancy (Table IV).
For partners, having access to the ir e lectron ic PHR was a significant de term inant for 
having experiences more positive w ith  all outcom e variables (p<0.05). On inform ation 
and com m unication, for example, partners with  access to the ir PHR averagely scored
0.36 points h igher on the 4 -po in t Likert-scale than patients without. O ther recurrent 
determ inants o f positive partner experiences w ith  fe rtility  care are: having a lead 
physician; having a low level o f education; and having a serious medical history 
(p<0.05).
Together, organizational and patient determ inants explained 5.1 to 22.4% o f the total 
variance in patients' experiences w ith  fe rtility  care, respectively, and 16.1 and 7.1% of 
wom en's and partners' overall satisfaction, respectively.
Discussion
Our study identified organizational determ inants o f positive patients' experiences 
w ith  fe rtility  care in view o f im proving the patient-centredness o f care. Our main 
find ings were tha t positive patients' experiences w ith  fe rtility  care are associated w ith  
the fo llow ing : having a lead physician; having access to an e lectron ic PHR; and, seeing 
trained fe rtility  nurses. The in troduction  o f these organizational determ inants in 
fe rtility  clinics may im prove patient-centredness in fe rtility  care.
Our find ings closely correspond to patients' needs examined in a previous study.11 
Most couples desired free, un lim ited access to the ir PHR and 90% o f the wom en 
wished to have a lead physician. Even after case-mix adjustm ent, respondents w ith  a 
lead physician scored higher at alm ost all dimensions o f patient-centredness. This 
may be explained by a higher level o f trust between the patient and physician .313- 
O ther clarifications could be 'easier com m unication ' or 'be tte r physician's knowledge 
abou t the patient'.33 35 W ith in reproductive medicine, there are few  data on the 
influence o f interpersonal con tinu ity  on the perceived quality  o f care, bu t deficient 
com m unication and discontinuation o f the treatm ent plan are com m on when a 
continuous patient-physician relationship is lacking.10
Both w om en and men having access to the ir PHR were more positive abou t inform ation 
and com m unication. This was expected; the intensively used PHR provided personal 
in form ation and allowed online com m unication w ith  physicians and fe llow  patients, 
bu t it had not been dem onstrated before.28 Moreover, in fertile couples believe the 
PHR offers them  a bette r understanding o f the ir treatm ent protocol.11 W omen w ith  a 
PHR were also more positive regarding con tinu ity  o f care. This may be explained by
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the PHR site a llow ing questions to be answered on the m oderated forum  alm ost 24 
hours a day. Moreover, the PHR provided inform ational continu ity: it offers patients 
readily accessible, coherent and personalized in form ation,3436 which previously was 
on ly available in person. Em ploym ent duties preclude many partners from  regularly 
accom panying wom en on the ir clinic visits. It is therefore conceivable tha t the PHR's 
'placeless' nature contributes to partners' positive experiences.36 The PHR's forum  and 
chat room may also facilita te self-help, fo r instance by asking others for advice or 
seeking support.37 Partners w ho adop t such an active-confronting coping style have 
lower marital stress, which may positive ly influence the ir experiences w ith  care.38 
A lthough we aimed on iden tify ing organizational determ inants, also five significant 
patient determ inants emerged. For instance, having IVF/ICSI-treatment was associated 
w ith  more positive scores. This result corroborates the find ings o f Mourad etal.,u w ho 
suggested tha t invasive treatm ent types involve more tho rough  in form ation provision 
and contact w ith  specialized personnel. Furthermore, partners w ith  a serious medical 
history were more positive abou t fe rtility  care. Maybe, they developed be tte r coping 
skills than healthier partners or they had more realistic health care expectations prior 
to  treatm ent.3940 Patients w ith o u t unm et expectations after a consultation w ith  the ir 
docto r are more satisfied w ith  the ir care.41 However, w hy such association is not found 
fo r wom en is d ifficu lt to explain. A nother im portan t patient determ inant is w hether a 
couple achieved pregnancy. On all dimensions, the pregnant w om en were statistically 
s ignificantly more positive than the wom en w ho were not pregnant. Associations 
between achieving a desired health outcom e (e.g. pregnancy) and a positive care 
perception are frequently  described w ith in  the fe rtility  con text7'812'30 and beyond.42 43 
In this light, it is surprising tha t the positive effect o f pregnancy was found only once 
fo r partners. An explanation m ight be tha t w om en have a greater focus on childbearing 
as a life goal than men.44 Nevertheless, w hen benchm arking fe rtility  clinics on patients' 
experiences, ad justm ent for achieved pregnancy and treatm ent type would be 
recom m ended.
Our study had several strengths. First, we investigated adaptable  organizational 
determ inants, whereas other studies mainly concentrated on fixed patient character­
istics.7'8'12'17'1,830'45 Moreover, we executed an extensive, systematic m ultilevel analysis on 
patients' experiences. Given the clustered nature o f patient experience data (patients 
w ith in  clinics), m ultilevel analysis is the preferred m ethod for iden tify ing determ inants 
fo r care im provem ent: it allows both ad justm ent for case-mix and clinic-level 
variation.4647 Second, we, like some others,1748 clearly discrim inated between care 
experiences o f w om en and partners, whereas m ost studies w ith in  reproductive 
m edicine focus purely on experiences o f wom en or couples.7'91012'45 Third, our 
significant determ inants explained up to 22.4% o f the tota l variance in patients' 
experiences, which is high compared w ith  others examining patient care 
experiences.23'2743'49 51 Last, our organizational determ inants are not specific for the
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Dutch care setting, and may thus be easily applied to care settings o f other 
countries.
Lim itations o f the present analysis also need to be addressed. A main weakness is that 
the m ajority  o f the variance in patients' care experiences could not be explained by 
our determ inants. An organizational determ inant fo r fu ture  research could be a clinic's 
organizational culture.50 Cultures tha t stress teamwork, openness, and innovation 
appear positive ly related to  higher patient satisfaction.5253 Probably, we could have 
explained more variance by includ ing determ inants on the physician level too. 
However, because Dutch patients generally see many doctors,11 incorporating 
determ inants on this level was not feasible. Furthermore, psychosocial factors such as 
marital stress and self-esteem, or socioeconom ic factors such as income and social 
class could have explained more variance.1718 Inclusion o f these factors for case-mix 
ad justm ent w ou ld  have been useful, as they may d iffe r between clinics. Furthermore, 
a lthough it has been tho rough ly  developed and has reliable scales,11 ourquestionna ire 
has not been fu lly  validated for measuring patient-centredness. Such a validated 
instrum ent does not exist fo r fe rtility  care. However, using a self-developed instrum ent 
let us include all variables we expected to be relevant. A th ird  lim ita tion is the cross- 
sectional study design, w hich does not perm it drawing conclusions concerning causal 
relationships between the determ inants and patient-centredness.
Future random ized in tervention studies are needed to investigate w hethe r trained 
fe rtility  nurses, a lead physician, and access to an e lectron ic PHR do indeed lead to 
more positive patient experiences w ith  fe rtility  care. Our study provides three 
organizational determ inants associated w ith  positive patient experiences regarding 
the patient-centredness o f fe rtility  care. The organizational determ inants are 
adaptable, and these data offer im portan t insights for enhancements in fe rtility  clinic 
care organization in favour o f more patient-centredness.
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General Discussion
Patient-centredness, one o f the six key dimensions o f h igh -qua lity  care,1 is increasingly 
valued in healthcare and healthcare policy.23 Patient-centred care can be very 
rewarding, especially in conditions w ith  great em otional im pact,4 such as infertility. 
However, little  was known abou t patient-centredness in fe rtility  care. Hence, this 
thesis aimed to explore 'patient-centredness' in fe rtility  care includ ing its content, 
im portance, and the possibilities for measuring, benchm arking and im proving care.
This final chapter gives answers to the eight research questions. M ethodologica l 
lim itations w ill be discussed; im plications for practice w ill be posed, and recom m en­
dations for fu ture research w ill be given.
PART I. Exploration o f the concept and content o f patient-centredness in 
fe rtility  care
Question 1: W hat is the current position o f patient-centredness in fertility  care 
compared to other outcome measures, like effectiveness and  safety?
We found 'patient-centredness' to be barely addressed in the reproductive medicine literature. 
The performance model o f ART focuses mainly on the effectiveness and safety o f fertility care, 
whereas patient-centredness has been disregarded as principal quality indicator. In a debate, 
we proposed to add patient-centredness to the set o f principles for optimal performance in 
ART. (Chapter 2)
The H ippocratic trad ition  describes best practice healthcare by the principles 
'beneficence' and 'non-maleficence'. Follow ing this trad ition , best practice healthcare 
has to  be delivered by the ‘medicus gratiosus' or 'helpfu l physician'. This medicus 
gratiosus ough t to be approachable, helpfu l and altru istic on top  o f being skilled. 
Moreover, he (or she) should have real interest in h is/her patients and put the ir interest 
first.5 From a dimensional po in t o f view, this ancient description o f best practice has 
three dimensions in com m on w ith  the Institute o f M edicine de fin ition  o f healthcare 
quality1: effectiveness, safety and patient-centredness. Correspondingly, these three 
dimensions are the core quality dimensions in the am bitious conceptual fram ew ork 
o f healthcare performance, a m erger o f established fram eworks from  the UK, Canada, 
the WHO and others.6 In conclusion, we should no longer discuss on w hether 
healthcare should be patient-centred.
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Current literature research on patient-centredness is com plicated by a num ber of 
issues. First, various synonyms are used for the concept "patient-centred care", like 
"consum er-quality"7, "service experience" or "patient-reported service quality".8 
Second, its abstraction makes the term  "patient-centredness" easily interpreted 
d iffe rently  by d iffe rent persons. For example, in reproductive medicine, the concept 
o f patient-centred care is often mixed up w ith  "psychosocial support",9 w h ile this is 
on ly a small part o f patient-centredness. Third, patient-centredness is o ften mixed up 
w ith  patient satisfaction.1011 Flowever, differences between patient-centredness and 
patient satisfaction w ill be discussed later on.
The lack o f a tten tion  for patient-centredness in reproductive m edicine is on ly clinically 
relevant if: (A) current care does not meet patients' needs and values suffic iently 
(question 2) and  (B) patient-centredness o f care appears considerably im portan t to 
fe rtility  patients (question 5).
Question 2: Are patients ' experiences and needs regarding patient-centredness 
sufficiently m et in current fertility  care?
No. Irrespective o f high overall satisfaction ratings, infertile couples experience many 
weaknesses in fertility care, mostly regarding emotional support and continuity o f care. 
(Chapter 3 and 6)
Moreover, patients expressed the need for more continuity o f physicians during treatment 
and wished to have free access to their own medical records. (Chapter 3 and 6)
Fertility clinics manage numerous care issues very well. For instance, excellent 
perform ance o f patient-centredness was observed in the avoidance o f medical jargon, 
the clear instructions on how to in ject hormones, and in professional skills. In the p ilo t 
study (chapter 3) as well as in the validation study (chapter 6), these care aspects 
received a small p ropo rtion  o f negative patient evaluations, being as low as 2-6%  
respectively. Also the a ttitude  o ffe r t ili ty  clin ic s ta ff toward the patient is not bad at all. 
Nearly a II patients fe lt being listened to, taken seriously, and treated w ith  understanding. 
Flowever, less basic interpersonal qualities, like the "involvem ent o f the male partner", 
"taking sincere interest in the patient as a person", and "paying a tten tion  to the 
em otional im pact o f in fe rtility " were absent according to respectively a quarter, a 
third, and even half o f the in fertile  patients (chapter 3 and 6).
Both the p ilo t and validation study revealed numerous weaknesses and unm et needs 
in current fe rtility  care. In the absence o f an established standard, a care aspect was 
considered a weakness in the p ilo t study when one in three patients had negative 
experiences regarding this aspect. Consequently, 16 ou t o f 76 investigated care
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aspects in the p ilo t study and 12 ou t o f 46 care aspects examined in the national 
validation study were labelled as a weakness in fe rtility  care. In contrast, Dancet e ta lu 
considered a care aspect in the ir systematic review as problem atic in fe rtility  care 
when one in five patients assessed an aspect negative. Using the ir cu t-o ff po in t w ould 
result in 43 shortcom ings identified in the p ilo t study and 24 in the validation study. 
This difference illustrates how arb itrary cu t-o ff po in ts can be. Nevertheless, when 
com paring data o f the p ilo t and validation study, a similar pattern o f weaknesses was 
detected. This adds re liab ility to our findings. For instance, the con tinu ity  o f physicians, 
prim arily a part o f con tinu ity  o f care,13 has shown to be a significant and recurrent 
problem  in fe rtility  care. A lm ost half o f the couples studied fe lt there were too  many 
d iffe rent physicians involved in the ir treatm ent, and wanted more regularity herein 
(chapter 3 and 6). Infertile patients were even ready to trade -o ff pregnancy chance for 
more con tinu ity  (chapter 5).
Question 3: W hat does 'patient-centred fe rtility  care'encompass from an in-depth  
perspective?
Patient-centredness o f fertility care is described by ten detailed dimensions, which can 
be divided into six system factors and four human factors. There is a two-way interaction 
between both kinds o f factors. (Chapter 4)
The de fin ition  o f patient-centred care reads 'core respectful o f and responsive to 
individual patient's preferences and needs and that is guided by patien t values'. This means 
patients are -  by de fin ition  -  the one to define w hat patient-centred is and w hat it is 
not rather than sim ply cap itu lating to patients' requests.1416 The exact content o f pa- 
tient-centredness o f fe rtility  care was defined by an extensive qualitative study 
(chapter 4). The Picker model for patient-centredness o f general healthcare17 was the 
fundam ental fram ew ork fo r this study. Flowever, before accepting a general model for 
patient-centredness as applicable to a specific patient popu lation, qualitative research 
should be perform ed to check if the model represents the needs o f the patient 
popu lation in question. If the general model does not f it  your population, extra 
qualitative research can be adopted to fu rthe r ta iloring o f the model. Fertility care is 
typ ified  by non-critica l, protocolized ou t-patien t care w ith  h igh ly advanced treatm ents 
and is associated w ith  many clin ic visits and a high em otional burden. In order to stay 
close to  the care process, a num ber o f alterations had to be made to make the model 
for patient-centredness f it tin g  the fe rtility  care setting. For example, a lthough the 
dim ension "involvem ent o f fam ily and friends" appeared to be crucial to oncological 
patients,18 this dim ension has disappeared from  our model. The social stigma to 
in fe rtility19 and the fact tha t fe rtility  problem s are in general considered very personal
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affairs make many in fertile  couples choose not to tell the ir fam ily and friends about 
the ir problems.
PART II. The im portance o f patient-centredness
Question 4: How  im portan t is patient-centredness in fertility  care to patients, and  
is it  equally im portant to physicians?
Patient-centredness is very im portant to patients. Besides an effective medical treatment, 
patients wish to receive fertility care that is patient-centred as well, (chapter 3 ,4  & 6) Patients 
are even willing to trade-off a third o f the ongoing pregnancy rate (desired health outcome) 
for increased patient-centredness o f their care. Moreover, lack o f patient-centredness is 
patients' most cited non-medical reason to change fertility clinics. (Chapter 5)
Physicians considered patient-centredness significantly less Important than patients did. 
(Chapter 5)
Our own focus group data (chapter 3, 4 and 6) as well as the current literature111120 
dem onstrate tha t patients wish for patient-centred fe rtility  care besides an effective 
medical treatm ent. Moreover, the discrete choice experim ent (DCE) in chapter 5 
provides firm  quantita tive data on the exact im pact o f patient-centredness relative to 
pregnancy rate, the ultim ate and desired outcom e o f m edically assisted reproduction 
(MAR). An extra reason to invest in a positive patient experience w ith  fe rtility  care is 
tha t in fe rtility  and MAR involve a considerable physical and em otional burden for 
bo th w om en and men,2124 which contributes to high d ro p -o u t rates from  treatm ent.2526 
The study o f Domar etal. gathered patient suggestions to help tackling the problem  
o f d ro p -o u t o f fe rtility  treatm ent.27 Their top -ra ted suggestions were: w ritten  
in form ation on how to deal w ith  stress, and easy access to psychosocial support. Both 
suggestions are part o f patient-centred fe rtility  care. Additionally, to 25 -  30% o f the 
couples, reproductive medicine does not end up in a live birth, which also stresses 
the im portance for fe rtility  clin ic s ta ff to  strive for patient-centred care.2829 In these 
couples, a treatm ent process tha t has been experienced as positive m ight help them  
to  cope the involuntary childlessness.
One o f the most im portant aspects o f patient-centredness is the attitude o f and 
relationship w ith  fertility  clinic staff.20 This appears from  the fact that patients were ready 
to sacrifice 10% o f ongoing pregnancy rate for a better physician's attitude (chapter 5). As 
dimension, staff's attitude ranked 2nd (out often) on patients' priority listing, short after the 
dimension 'information' (chapter 4). Its importance is also corroborated by a study, 
including almost 5000 patients w ith various conditions, which found interpersonal skills to 
be at least as influential on patient satisfaction as clinical competence.21
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In brief, "patient-centredness o f fe rtility  care" is very im portan t to patients yet 
insuffic iently delivered. Therefore, the lack o f a tten tion for it should be considered a 
clinically relevant problem.
A methodological issue o f a discrete choice experiment is its hypothetical setting. 
Although DCE is the best m ethod available to elicit "stated" preferences,32 35 it remains 
unclear whether patients would trade-off as much pregnancy rate for patient-centred- 
ness in real life as they intended to in the DCE. Context factors influencing real life choices 
are too abundant to capture in one choice model. For example, waiting times for 
IVF-treatment would have definitely affected patients' choice behaviour to some extent 
but were -d u e  to feasibility- not included in the model. Furthermore, numerous personal 
factors were not included in the study, e.g. a couple's religion or previous ART-related 
miscarriage(s) m ight have influenced their choices. Moreover, DCE-results cannot be 
corrected for interfering variables. At least, the com plexity o f the choices in a DCE prevents 
respondents from  applying strategic or socially desirable choice behaviour.33 
A nother drawback o f the DCE-m ethodology is the lack o f external va lid ity  o f its 
results. In our DCE study, we measured patients' actual choice in addition to the ir 
stated preferences.36 This revealed tha t patients did actually change fe rtility  clinics 
and travelled fu rthe r for more (renowned) patient-centredness, which add external 
va lid ity  to the DCE-findings. The im pact o f patient-centredness w ould probably be 
even larger in case o f total transparency on fe rtility  clinics' patient-centredness. To 
date, reliable pub lic  in form ation on patient-centredness is not available and most 
couples report this lack o f transparency in the perform ance o f fe rtility  clinics as a 
weakness (chapter 3).
In the DCE for fe rtility  physicians, we assumed that physicians wanted the best care 
for the ir patients and tha t they w ou ld  therefore recom m end the best clin ic to them  
from  the ir professional's po in t o f view. The DCE revealed tha t they significantly 
undervalued the im portance o f patient-centredness to patients. Probably, the choices 
in the DCE were more d ifficu lt to physicians than to patients. A lthough patients were 
"simply" asked which clinic they w ould select, physicians were asked which clinic they 
w ou ld  recom m end to the ir patients. Flowever, in daily practice, on ly the fe rtility  
physicians from  smaller clinics sometimes "recom m end" or "refer" the ir patients to 
another centre. To the rest, this was a less natural choice. A nother kind o f bias may 
have been caused by the diversity in patients. In the DCE, physicians had to  pick the 
clin ic they considered the best op tion fo r (all) the ir patients. Flowever, physicians may 
advise a 39-year old couple a clin ic w ith  higher pregnancy rates w h ile recom m ending 
the younger insecure couples a more patient-centred fe rtility  clinic. For tha t reason, 
physicians have probably im agined an "average" in fertile  couple fo r all the ir DCE 
choices. Bias occurred when physicians im agined a d iffe rent "average" couple.
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PART III. M easurem ent and benchm arking o f patient-centredness
Question 5: Is it  possible to measure patient-centredness in fertility  care in a valid, 
reliable and feasible way? And, i f  so, which care aspects should have p riority  for 
qua lity  im provem ent?
Yes, the Patient-Centred ness Questionnaire Infertility (PCQ-infertility) covers 46 items and 
is a valid, feasible and reliable instrument to measure patient-centredness in fertility care. 
(Chapter 6)
Assigning each patient one staff member for questions, problems and treatment policy has 
the highest potential to improve patient-centredness o f fertility care in The Netherlands. 
(Chapter 6)
Are patients able to assess the quality o f the ir healthcare? The basic assumption of 
this thesis is tha t patient-centredness is the on ly quality  dim ension tha t can be 
assessed com ple te ly by the patient.16 This differs from  many medical processes tha t 
occur ou t o f patients' field o f vision. Involvem ent o f professionals is thus required for 
the assessment o f o ther quality dimensions, like safety.
Besides the measurement o f patients' specific experiences, tw o  other techniques can 
be adopted to evaluate the patient-centredness o ffe r t ility  care: (1) qualitative research; 
and (2) care observations. Qualitative research provides very rich in form ation on 
patients' perceptions o f care, and is perfectly suitable fo r a first exp loration o f patients' 
needs, bu t it relies on a small sample size and is therefore not appropriate to compare 
the degree o f patient-centredness between clinics. Observing the patient-centred- 
ness o f care is a quite unbiased m ethod to assess aspects o f patient-centredness (e.g. 
by observation com m unication skills per video in the consultation) yet it is very tim e- 
consum ing. Moreover, some parts o f patient-centredness are hard to discover w ith o u t 
asking patients themselves.
In contrast to popular belief, the degree o f patient-centredness is not assessed by 
measuring patient satisfaction. Patient satisfaction is the degree o f congruence 
between patients' pre-existing expectations o f care and the accom plishm ent through 
the actual care service received.37 Consequently, patients w ith  inappropria te ly low 
expectations may be satisfied w ith  defic ient care and the other way around.38-39 In 
theory, there can thus be a large discrepancy between patient satisfaction and 
healthcare quality. Satisfaction measurements generally provide an overoptim istic 
picture and are hindered by ceiling effects.40 42 This makes it very hard to im prove the 
quality o f care on account o f satisfaction measurements.
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Measuring patient-centred ness o f fe rtility  care using a survey technique is com plicated 
by a num ber o f issues.
First, it is quite a challenge to encapsulate such a com plicated concept by a lim ited 
num ber o f questions w ith  fixed answering categories. Qualitative research is in fact 
more suitable to provide real understanding o f patients' needs and experiences w ith  
care than quantita tive research.4950 Flowever, when com bined w ith  (quantitative) 
survey techniques (i.e. m ixed-m ethods), one can produce richer, more valid, and more 
reliable find ings than when adop ting qualitative or quantita tive m ethods alone.51 We 
used qualitative research, am ongst others, to inform  our questionnaires' content (PCQ 
and p ilo t questionnaire) and to  form ulate questions in clear patient wording.
Second, a major drawback o f survey research in general is tha t it is cross-sectional. 
Even though patients are asked to answer PCQ-items on ground o f the ir experiences 
o f the last 12 months, a measurement w ith  the PCQ-1nfertility w ill always provide a 
'snapshot' o f patient-centredness at tha t specific po in t in tim e. Flowever, if the survey 
sample is random and the response rate is high, like in our validation study, the 
in form ation acquired abou t patient-centredness w ill be h igh ly representative fo r the 
entire popu lation o f Dutch in fertile  patients.52
Furthermore, due to the cross-sectional design o f the determ inant analysis, we were 
unable to make causal interferences between the determ inants identified and 
patients' positive experiences w ith  care; these should be established in fu ture 
prospective research.
Third, a lasting concern in survey research is "biased participation", i.e. the one 
partic ipant w ith  a particular characteristic is more likely to participate in a survey than 
another w ith o u t tha t characteristic. For some patient groups, the m ethods used are 
quite dem anding. Flence, non-natives and patients w ith  a lower level o f education 
were underrepresented in our studies.
Fourth, the patient's experience w ill not a llow  100% standardization. As evaluated 
th rough measuring patients' experiences, the evaluation o f patient-centredness will 
be d isturbed by at least some extent o f "subjectivity". Flowever, when compared to 
patient satisfaction surveys, considerable im provem ents have been achieved by 
measuring patients' specific care experiences. Satisfaction surveys have been criticized 
for e lic iting overoptim istic ratings which are not sensitive to specific care problems 
and fo rfa ilin g  to discrim inate effective ly between good and bad practice.52 In contrast, 
the PCQ-lnfertility was able to discrim inate not on ly between "excellent", "moderate", 
and "poor" perfo rm ing clinics, bu t also between the strengths and weaknesses w ith in  
one clinic. Each clin ic had its unique lists o f weaknesses. In other words, the weaknesses 
o f clin ic A could easily be the strengths o f clinic B. Moreover, identified weaknesses 
were recognizable to fe rtility  clin ic staff, which appeared from  (unpublished) 
interviews. All these find ings suggest tha t the PCQ-lnfertility is valid and sensitive to 
differences in service quality. Flowever, professionals must not fo rge t tha t PCQ-results
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reflect themes relevant for the bulk o f the infertile patients rather than representing 
the particular needs o f small subgroups, like single heterosexuals and lesbians w ith  
the wish to have a child.
Comparison w ith Consumer Q ua lity  Index (CQI)
The CQI, the Dutch standard for measuring patients' experiences w ith  healthcare 
quality, encompasses protocols and guidelines to streamline developm ent, validation 
and use o f its surveys (ww w .centrum klantervaringzorg.n l). The 'm andatory e tique tte ' 
o f the Centrum Klantervaring Zorg (CKZ) has numerous advantages. For instance, it 
allows comparison o f "consumer quality" am ongst d iffe rent health sectors. 
Furthermore, the protocols and guidelines guarantee a certain level o f quality o f their 
questionnaires and surveys. A nother m erit is tha t they are transparent in w hat they do 
and produce.
A lthough there are great similarities between the PCQ-lnfertility and CQ-index 
instruments, there are some im portan t differences as well. First, CQI developers are 
com pelled to include a num ber o f standard items, like 'How polite is your physician'. 
A lthough such items increase benchm arking options, they may be less useful fo r care 
im provem ent as they are less care-specific, lengthen the questionnaire and do not 
result from  direct patient inpu t (focus groups). The PCQ-lnfertility is compared to, for 
example, the CQI-breast care43 a feasible instrum ent o f 'only' 46 items, w ith  a low 
missing value rate per item and a relatively high discrim inative power. Second, many 
CQI instrum ents have been developed by side players, like quality officers, market 
researchers and insurance companies744 rather than by care providers. The PCQ-lnfer- 
t il i ty  is the pure result o f fe rtility  patients' inpu t pu t toge ther by fe rtility  care providers. 
Third, CKZ's core business is to prom ote consumer choice. Flowever, on ly a lim ited 
part o f the patients choose the ir clin ic using com parative healthcare in form ation.45 48 
Therefore, we th ink  tw o  pathways should be focused on to bring care im provem ent: 
(a) consumer choice fo r patients and  (b) feedback on perform ance for care providers. 
Last, the PCQ-lnfertility is freely available to all providers aim ing to assess (and 
benchmark) the patient-centredness o f the ir fe rtility  clinic. In contrast, CQI 
measurement is allocated solely to agencies w ith  accreditation, w ith  paym ent 
ob liga tory as a consequence.
Last, when the PCQ-infertility is im p lem ented successfully into the Dutch fe rtility  care 
practice (i.e. repeated national measurements o f and feedback on patient-centred- 
ness) this may result in an increased level o f patient-centredness in Dutch fe rtility  care. 
Inherently, the effect o f the PCQ could dim inish per year o f use. A fter say 10 years, all 
Dutch fe rtility  clinics may approach maxim um  scores on the PCQ and the measure 
w ill reach its sell-by date. This fu ture scenario is in agreem ent w ith  Riiskjaer etal. w ho 
found a tendency fo r repeated measurements to lose the ir effect over tim e.54 Once an
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acceptable score is achieved, it becomes more d ifficu lt to  im p lem ent initiatives 
resulting in measurable im provem ents. Therefore, an in -betw een update o f the PCQ- 
in fe rtility  (e.g. after several years) by new focus groups, etcetera, is recom m ended to 
ensure fe rtility  care stays tailored to  patients' actual needs and preferences.
Question 6: Can we facilitate benchmarking on patient-centredness in fertility  
care?
As the P C I] is able to discriminate between strong and weak performing fertility clinics, it can 
be adopted for benchmarking purposes on patient-centred ness.(Chapter 6)
W ith the PCQ-1nfertility, we discovered significant differences in both uncorrected 
and adjusted patient-centredness-scores between fe rtility  clinics (P > 0.001). 
Additionally, we found intracluster correlation coefficients (ICCs) up to 0.21 (median 
ICC 0.13). This means tha t up to 21% o f the tota l variance in patient-centredness can be 
explained by differences between clinics (quality difference) and the remaining (79%) 
by differences between patients or unmeasured aspects.
Robert Camp (1989) defined benchm arking as “the search for those best practices that 
will lead to the superior performance o f an organization",55 A com m on m isunderstand­
ing o f benchm arking is tha t it intends only to gather perform ance data o f rivals and 
try ing  to match or beat those. Its real crux is to iden tify  and study effective practices 
and processes o f leading organizations to find ou t how and w hat they do, to improve 
your own perform ance on, say, patient-centredness.
The Com m onw ealth Fund has undertaken cross-national benchm arking o f healthcare 
perform ance w ith  respect to several dimensions o f healthcare quality. From an 
international perspective, patients receive high standard healthcare in The 
Netherlands.56 The safety and effectiveness o f Dutch healthcare rank first and third 
respectively when compared to  healthcare in the UK, Germany, Canada, USA, New 
Zealand and Australia. In contrast, w ith  respect to  patient-centredness, Dutch 
healthcare takes the penultim ate rank. W ith the ir th ird  position, ne ighboring country 
Germany perform s much bette r on patient-centredness. We do not yet have 
cross-country comparative data specific for fe rtility  care. Flowever, we know that 
Dutch fe rtility  patients' are inclined to seek fe rtility  care in Belgium, Germany and 
even Spain.57 This cross-border reproductive care is partly caused by differences in 
po licy between countries.58 Furthermore, lack o f patient-centredness is an im portan t 
reason to change fe rtility  clinics (chapter 5). The latter should trigger Dutch fe rtility  
care professionals to  im prove the patient-centredness o f the ir care.
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Two m ethodo log ica l issues become particularly problem atic when benchm arking on 
patient-centredness is aimed. First, the in ter-individual variation is found to be very 
large in studies measuring individuals' preferences, experiences and satisfaction w ith  
healthcare.4459 Since there are as many opin ions as patients, the patient-level variation 
generally exceeds the variation on clinic level substantially. This phenom enon, which 
is reflected by low ICCs, complicates benchm arking on the clin ic level. Flowever, low 
ICCs do not autom atica lly mean tha t the im provem ent potentia l is low. Selby et al. 
showed that -desp ite  low  ICCs- quality im provem ent efforts led to be tte r care.60 
Moreover, ICCs are m ostly much lower than our ICCs.59'51 Also ICCs o f quite similar 
measurement instruments, like the CQ-index Knee-Flip and CQ-index Cataract, did 
not exceed 0.04.744 That our ICCs were relatively high could im ply a more sensitive 
measurement instrum ent, quite serious quality differences between Dutch fe rtility  
clinics, or a relatively low interpersonal variation.
Second, patients' pre-existing expectations o f care and the ir particular circumstances 
m igh t influence the ir "objective" care experience. This may cause respondents to 
in terpret identical questionnaire items in d iffe rent ways (response heterogeneity). 
This problem  can be partly overcome w ith  approaches to reduce incom parability, 
such as w riting  more concrete questions. For benchm arking purposes, items about 
one specific aspect tailored to one particular patient population, like the PCQ-items, 
are therefore preferred above global items o f general instruments. A novel alternative 
is the use o f anchoring v ignettes to iden tify  response category incom parability, and 
subsequently correct for it w ith  hierarchical ordered prob it (HOPIT).
Question 7: Is there any response heterogeneity within infertile patients when 
they report on their experiences? And, i f  so, can 'anchoring vignettes' be adopted  
as an alternative for case-mix adjustm ent in order to improve the com parability  
o f patients ' experiences when benchmarking on patient-centredness?
Yes, response heterogeneity in patients' reported experiences was detected for sex and 
self-reported health. However, against expectations, we found no systematic response 
differences on the level o f the desired health outcome (pregnancy). This makes one o f the 
basic assumptions o f anchoring vignettes, response consistency, less plausible. More research 
is needed on the validity o f anchoring vignettes before adopting them for benchmarking 
purposes.
Anchoring v ignettes represent hypothetical descriptions o f a fixed level o f a latent 
construct, in our case aspects o f patient-centredness. Since levels are fixed and 
predeterm ined, systematic variation across patients in the ir v igne tte  ratings can be 
attribu ted  to  differences in reporting behavior.62 We investigated the usefulness of
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the in form ation from  the vignettes to adjust patients' self-reported experiences w ith  
the fe rtility  care service.
Despite the grow ing popu la rity  o f the v igne tte  m ethodo logy  to deal w ith  response 
heterogeneity, the formal evaluation o f its va lid ity  remains a top ic  o f research.63 66 Two 
critical measurement assumptions need to hold in order for the v igne tte  approach to 
be valid. These assumptions are 'response consistency' and V igne tte  equivalence'.67 
Response consistency is the assumption tha t individuals use the response categories 
for survey questions in the same way when provid ing a self-assessment (e.g. o f own 
healthcare) as when assessing each o f the hypothetical people in the vignettes. The 
type o f DIF may not vary w ith in  the self-assessment and v igne tte  questions answered 
by any one respondent abou t a single survey question, like taking tim e. This 
assumption w ou ld  be violated if patients w ho feel inferior to the hypothetical patient 
seta higher threshold fo r w hat counts as being taken to "enough tim e" o f the physician 
than they set fo r the patient described in the v ignette. Vignette equivalence is the 
assumption tha t the level o f the variable represented in any one v igne tte  is perceived 
by all respondents in the same way and on the same unidim ensional scale. In other 
words, respondents may differ w ith  each other in how they perceive the level o f care 
portrayed in each vignette, bu tany  differences must be random and thus independent 
o f the care aspect being measured. This assumption w ould be violated if one set of 
respondents saw the vignettes o f 'tim e taken fo r them  by physician' as referring to 
'the physician's calmness o f acting despite the tim e pressure', as we intended, and the 
other interpreted our choice o f words in one v igne tte  to  be referring to 'the definite 
num ber o f m inutes being w ith  the physician'.
The accurateness and re liab ility o f com parative healthcare in form ation is very 
im portan t to patients and professionals.68 Flowever, irrespective o f the preference for 
case-mix ad justm ent or anchoring v ignettes com bined w ith  HOPIT, bo th involve a 
m ultifaceted data collection and a com plex data analysis. Providing comparative 
in form ation on patient-centredness w ith  little  bias w ith o u t a lot o f work is thus quite 
a utopia.
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PART IV: Toward a m ore patient-centred  care organization
Question 8: Are there any organizational determ inants o f  patients ' experiences 
with fertility  care, which can be adapted to improve patient-centredness o f fertility  
care?
Yes, we have identified three organizational determinants o f positive patient experiences 
with fertility care in view o f improving the patient-centredness o f care: (I) having a lead 
physician; (2) having access to an electronic personal health record; and (3) seeing trained 
fertility nurses.
Guaranteeing con tinu ity  o f physicians is a real challenge in fe rtility  care th rough the 
m u ltip le  clinic visits patients need and the increasing am ount o f medical specialists 
working part-tim e.69 Patients perfectly understand the unfeasibility o f a 24/7 
availability o f the same physician, and seeing o ther physicians now and then w ould 
not be a problem  for them  (chapter 4). However, even if all physicians stick on the 
same treatm ent policy, physicians have the ir own style in carrying ou t this po licy into 
practice. Therefore, nearly all patients desired to have one lead physician fo r decision­
making, setting treatm ent policy, having scheduled treatm ent evaluations w ith , and 
bearing final responsibility for them  (Chapter 3, 4, 6). Moreover, patients to ld  they 
w ou ld  speak easier abou t em otional concerns and sexuality to the ir lead physician 
and would also feel freer to ask questions (chapter 3, 4).
We did not study the relationship nor the causality between con tinu ity  o f fe rtility  care 
and pregnancy rates. However, previous work from  other disciplines found con tinu ity  
o f care to be associated w ith  positive patient outcom es.70 74 For instance, con tinu ity  of 
care has been found independently  associated w ith  lower em ergency care utilization 
and readmission.72“74 Moreover, a consistent and significant positive relationship 
between physician con tinu ity  and patient outcom es has been reported in terms o f 
increased patient's trust and patient satisfaction.70'7175 The latter is in line w ith  our 
results (chapter 8). A lthough it m ight require some reorganization o f practice, it does 
not inevitably engender many costs.
Infertile couples showed to have an insatiable need for information about all aspects of 
fertility  care, and they were able to describe their information needs very meticulously. 
Information ranks first in patients' priority listings and their willingness to trade-off 
pregnancy rate for it reveals the significant value of receiving decent information. 
However, patients' need for in fo rm ation in healthcare has been changed and reformed 
by the Internet. Individuals are now able to have instant access to know ledge that 
w ou ld  have been d ifficu lt or impossible to find  previously.76 In spite o f the variable
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quality  o f health in form ation on the in ternet,7779 the in ternet has narrowed the 
know ledge gap between patients and healthcare professionals noticeably.80 Patients 
use the in ternet to gain know ledge on various treatm ent options and to find  a clinic 
for a first and second opin ion. Additionally, the in ternet is used to unite w ith  fe llow  
patients to share in form ation and support each other.81 Healthcare professionals have 
to cope w ith  new media and health in form ation techno logy tools to ta ilor care to 
the ir patients' needs.76,82 This applies all the more to reproductive medicine, whose 
patients are relatively young, h igh ly educated, and frequent and enthusiastic users o f 
the in ternet.82,84 In this thesis, the lion's share o f the in fertile  patients expressed the 
need for having free and unlim ited access to the ir own (electronic) personal health 
record (PHR), yet on ly a fraction o f them  actually had it. Nevertheless, PHR access was 
significantly associated w ith  positive patient experiences regarding inform ation 
provision and the involvem ent o f the male partner. A lthough skepticism o f clinicians 
has been reported,85 evidence is clear tha t record access has substantial benefits.86'92 
In conclusion, g iving patients access to the ir PHR can be a prom ising too l to improve 
the patient-centredness o f fe rtility  care.
W hat could have caused the lack o f patient-centredness in fe rtility  care? Starting from  
the 'beneficence' princip le o f the H ippocratic trad ition ,5 it was assumed that physicians 
do the best they can to fu lfil patients' needs regarding healthcare. W ith in this context, 
the lack o f patient-centredness in reproductive m edicine can be caused by the fact 
tha t fe rtility  clin ic staff:
1. ...does not know (or see) how im portan t patient-centredness is to the ir patients;
2. ...is not aware o f the ir weak perform ance on (particular aspects of) patient- 
centredness;
3. ...is w illing to provide patient-centred care bu t is hindered to do so through any 
kind o f barrier.
W ith respect to the first po in t m entioned; we found in this thesis tha t physicians 
w ou ld  recom m end the ir patients fe rtility  care tha t differed from  the care patients 
preferred. More specifically, physicians assigned relatively "too" much value to 
pregnancy rates, whereas they underestim ated the im portance o f patient-centred- 
ness to patients (Chapter 5). Literature on ou tpa tien t care, clinical care, paediatrics and 
prim ary care also demonstrates tha t physicians are inclined to overestimate the 
im portance o f biom edical outcom es (e.g. survival time) to patients and underestimate 
the im portance o f 'softer' dimensions o f healthcare (e.g. a friend ly a ttitude) to 
them .92'98The discrepancy may be explained by the fact tha t evidence-based medicine 
is essentially disease-oriented and focused on scientific research perform ed in patient 
groups, rather than on the individual patient needs.99101
However, the question arises w hether physicians are really unaware abou t the value 
o f patient-centredness for patients, or if physicians have d iffe rent views abou t w hat is
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relevant in patient care. In other words, is it ignorance or mere difference o f opinion? 
Much stature and respect from  peers is still derived from  traditional measures of 
success (e.g. com plica tion rates, live b irth  rates) and not from  perform ance on 
patient-centredness.102103 A paradigm shift in professionals' sense o f quality  m ight 
thus be required.
Concerning the second point; physicians appear to have a lim ited ab ility  to accurately 
assess the ir performance.104 For instance, discordant expectations o f patients and 
physicians abou t the role and responsibilities o f the physician can result in deficiencies 
in care, as shown in cancer care.105 Previous work com paring patients' and physicians' 
perceptions abou t the quality o f care showed poor correlations.104106107 Also w ith in  
fe rtility  care, professionals had d ifficu lty  in evaluating the ir perform ance regarding 
patient-centredness sufficiently. Precisely the care aspects w ith  the greatest 
im provem ent potentia l are underestim ated.108 W ith a view  to provide care tailored to 
patients' needs, patients' experiences and preferences should be analyzed, 
docum ented and com m unicated w ith  physicians.
Relating to the last point, numerous barriers can prevent s ta ff in provid ing patient- 
centred care. For example, the ins titu tion  where they w ork does not have enough 
sta ff to  a llow  them  to spend enough tim e w ith  each patient or does not a llow  enough 
fund ing for good patient education material to be developed. More research is 
needed to iden tify  these barriers.
Implications for practice
Implications for professionals
1. To provide h igh -qua lity  care, all six key dimensions o f quality  need to be addressed, 
includ ing patient-centredness. Professionals should continuously seekthe optim al 
balance o f all quality dimensions when provid ing care.
2. Patients still have many negative experiences w ith  the patient-centredness of 
fe rtility  care, especially regarding em otional support and con tinu ity  o f care. 
Fertility clinics should strive to im prove patient-centredness as it meets patients' 
needs and preferences and enlarges a clinic's market share.
3. This thesis describes "patient-centredness o f fertility  care" by ten detailed dimensions, 
d ivided into six system and four human factors. Professionals can use this 
description to understand the com plex concept and to unravel problem s related 
to patient-centredness.
4. Fertility patients are w illing to sacrifice up to a third o f the pregnancy rate for 
more patient-centred care. This is considerably underestim ated by physicians.
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Professionals aim ing to op tim ize the quality o f the ir services should be aware o f 
the substantial im portance the ir patients assign to patient-centred care.
5. A valid and reliable measurement instrum ent is now freely available to m on itor 
patient-centredness in Dutch fe rtility  care: the PCQ-lnfertility. This instrum ent 
allows tailored quality im provem ent as it generates in form ation abou t a clinic's 
patient-centredness on 46 care aspects. In case o f restricted tim e or resources, 
Q uality Improvement-scores help clinics prioritis ing which care aspects to address 
first: aspects w ith  a high im portance score yet experienced negatively.
6. Clinics aim ing to im prove the patient-centredness o f the ir care are recom m ended 
to: (a) assign each couple a lead physician; (b) engage specialized fe rtility  nurses; 
and (c) make patients get access to the ir ow n medical records during treatm ent.
Implications for infertile patients and  patients ' associations
1. W ithou t the active inpu t o f patients, it is impossible to improve the patient-cen- 
tredness o f care. Both the ten-d im ension fram ew ork and all items o f the PCQ-ln- 
fe rtility  were derived from  focus group discussions w ith  in fertile couples.
2. Patients can positive ly influence the quality o f fe rtility  care themselves, by "voting 
w ith  the ir feet" fo r one o f the better perform ing clinics in the fe rtility  care market.
3. To enable patients to select the fe rtility  clin ic tha t best meets the ir needs, they 
need reliable com parative in form ation on all quality aspects o f a fe rtility  clinic. 
Inform ation on pregnancy rates and m u ltip le  b irth  rates is already public ly 
available. Similar in form ation on clinics' patient-centredness can now be generated 
by the PCQ-lnfertility.
4. A lively and well-organized patient association can support her members to (a) 
participate in care im provem ent projects and (b) use com parative in form ation 
when seeking fe rtility  care.
Implications for policy o f professional societies
1. The patient is the m ost im portan t stakeholder in healthcare. To ensure fe rtility  
care o f h igh-quality, it is essential to  take into account patients' preferences and to 
involve patients in quality im provem ent activities.
2. O fficial audits should include a clinic's perform ance on patient-centredness. 
Professional organizations, like the "Dutch Society o f Reproductive M edicine" 
(DSRM) and "Dutch Society o f Obstetrics and Gynaecology" (NVOG), can play a 
major part in the acceptance o f patient-centredness as critical quality dimension 
and in the national use o f the PCQ-lnfertility.
3. The PCQ-lnfertility can discrim inate between weak and strong perform ing clinics. 
This enables benchm arking on patient-centredness in the Dutch fe rtility  care 
practice, in addition to com m on quality  indicators as live b irth  rates and 
com plica tion rates.
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4. Encouraging clinics to make the ir perform ance on patient-centredness public ly 
available w ill enable patients to select the ir favourite fe rtility  clin ic and may help 
to improve the patient-centredness o f Dutch fe rtility  care. Poor perform ing clinics 
w ill be m otivated to improve perform ance to pro tect the ir reputation and market 
share.
5. Evidence was found for small bu t systematic reporting differences on aspects of 
patient-centredness between men and wom en and between patients w ith  a 
d iffe rent health. Unadjusted comparisons o f patients' experiences between clinics 
thus include some measurement bias.
6. A periodical update o f the PCQ-lnfertility is recom m ended to  guarantee tha t the 
PCQ remains representative for patients' actual needs in fe rtility  care.
7. (Internet-based) health in form ation techno logy tools are prom ising instrum ents 
to improve the patient-centredness o f fe rtility  care.
Future perspectives
This thesis can be seen as the first step towards a more patient-centred fe rtility  care
practice in The Netherlands. Our find ings are promising, yet they raise new issues for
fu rthe r research and developm ent.
1. It would be w o rthw h ile  to perform  qualitative research to iden tify  barriers and 
facilitators to fe rtility  clinic s ta ff fo r p rovid ing patient-centred care. This in form ation 
can be used to develop tailored in terventions tha t help the weakly perform ing 
clinics to im prove the ir care.
2. It should be explored w hether patients w ith  recurrent treatm ent failure d iffe r in 
any respect in the ir preferences and needs regarding fe rtility  care. This w ould 
allow  provid ing care tha t meets the needs o f this vulnerable patient group even 
better.
3. A m ulticentre, tw o-arm  RCT could provide robust evidence for those interested in 
the causal relationship between the determ inants "a lead physician", "trained 
fe rtility  nurses", and "e lectronic PHR" and patient-centredness in fe rtility  care. For 
example, the e ffect o f a lead physician is ideally studied in academ ic centres as 
the ir patients generally see many physicians.
4. It w ou ld  be valuable to study the best strategy to im prove the patient-centred- 
ness o f fe rtility  care. A cluster-random ized trial could, for example, assess the 
effectiveness (significantly higher level o f patient-centredness) of: (a) w ritten  
feedback and (b) educational outreach visits after perform ance measurement 
w ith  the PCQ-lnfertility. A cost-effective analysis could provide an estim ation of 
the net m onetary benefit.
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5. We recom m end a prospective long itud ina l study to investigate the e ffect o f pa- 
tien t-centred fe rtility  care on patients' quality o f life, d ro p -o u t rate from  clin ic and 
treatm ent.
6. A djustm ent fo r systematic differences in patients' reporting o f healthcare quality 
is required to obtain com parable ratings o f patient-centredness between fe rtility  
clinics. Future research should determ ine w hether anchor v ignettes or case-mix 
ad justm ent is preferred to adjust for these differences.
7. Patients increasingly seek healthcare abroad hoping to  receive the highest 
healthcare quality, as is the case in reproductive medicine. Flence, there is an 
interest fo r internationally com parative in form ation on the patient-centredness of 
fe rtility  care. Future cross-national research should evaluate the value o f the PCQ-
Infertility  for in fertile populations on a European level.
Final conclusion
This thesis demonstrates tha t patient-centredness is a very im portan t yet neglected 
dim ension for the quality o f fe rtility  care. Patient-centredness includes both system 
factors (e.g. in form ation provision) and human factors (e.g. em otional support). A 
valid and reliable instrum ent is now available to measure and benchm ark patient-cen- 
tredness w ith in  the Dutch fe rtility  care practice. Substantial differences were detected 
in the patient-centredness fe rtility  clinics deliver. Therefore, fu ture  research and 
interventions should focus on how to improve the patient-centredness o f fe rtility  
care.
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A ppendix I. Comm unal coding tree
Aspects o f  p a tie n t-c e n tre d  fe r t i l ity  care  
Code
SYSTEM FACTORS
1 Information provision
Concrete information needs 
General In form ation 
,1 In fo rm ation  on  reliable websites 
,2 In fo rm ation  on  long term  im pact 
,3 In fo rm ation  on  m edica tion  
,4 In fo rm ation  on  life style 
,5 In fo rm ation  on  m iscarriage 
,6 In fo rm ation  on  possible diagnosis 
,7 In fo rm ation  on  chances o f  success 
,8 In fo rm ation  on  qua lity  m anagem ent o f  th e  c lin ic 
,9 In fo rm ation  on  techn ica l aspects o f  trea tm en t 
0 In fo rm ation  on  alternatives
0,1 In fo rm ation  on  alternatives w ith in  m edical trea tm en t 
0,2 In fo rm ation  on  a lternative remedies to  co m p le m e n t m edical trea tm en t 
0,3 In fo rm ation  on  a lternatives outs ide  o f  medical trea tm en t 
n fo rm ation  on  d ifferences betw een clinics 
m portance  o f  in fo rm ation  on  genera l differences
1,2
1.3
1.4
2
2,1
2,2
2,3
.2
,2,1
,2,2
,2,3
,2,4
2
,2,1
,2,2
n fo rm ation  on  d ifferences betw een clin ics w  
n fo rm ation  on  d ifferences betw een clin ics w
n fo rm ation  on  d ifferences betw een clin ics w  
satisfaction o f  patients 
n fo rm ation  on  practical aspects o f  care 
Organizational aspects 
Clear plan o f  com p le te  route 
T im e diagram  o f  1 trea tm en t 
Personal in fo rm ation  
In fo rm ation  on  ow n  em bryo  
In fo rm ation  on  ow n  casus 
In fo rm ation  on  ow n  results o f  exam inations 
In fo rm ation  on  ow n  chances o f  success 
Form/channel o f informa tion 
Telephone 
Face-to-face
1th respect to  trea tm en t possibilities 
1th respect to  chances o f  success 
1th respect to  experiences and
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41
8
6
2
1
1
6
7
5
1
8
6
2
1
4
3
2
7
3
2
5
2
3
5
2
8
5
1
G roup in fo rm ation  sessions 
O ne-on-one 
In form ation  on  media 
W ritten  in fo rm ation  
Visual in fo rm ation  
Book o f  references 
O nline in fo rm ation  
Nature o f information
C onflic ting  in fo rm a tion  (d iv ided opin ions)
Advantage
Disadvantage
Q uan tity /de ta il o f  the  in fo rm ation  
Phased in fo rm ation  (d iv ided opin ions)
Advantage
Disadvantage
Timeliness o f  the  in fo rm ation  
Education: Hands-on injection training 
Competence of clinic and staff
Timely referred
Tim ely referred w ith in  fe rtility  
T im ely referred outs ide o f  fe rtility  
Clinical expertise 
Thorough  d iagnostic  phase 
G ood m edical fo llo w -u p  
No unnecessary care 
Avoid disorder
Appropria te  level o f  pun c tua lity  (d iv ided experiences/opin ions)
Not punctua l enough
P unctua lity is positive
Excessively punctual
Care providers stick to  app o in tm en ts
Com pleteness file
Preparedness consu lt
Competence o f clinic
Expertise clin ic
M u ltid isc ip lina ry o f  c lin ic
D istribu tion  o f  tasks in c lin ic
Up to  date  scientific  know ledge
E thica l/decent boundaries
Competence o f the staff
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2,5,1 Experienced staff (divided opinions)
2,5,1,1 Advantage 3
2,5,1,2 Disadvantage 1
2,5,2 Expert staff
2,5,2,1 Expertise is positive 4
2,5,2,2 Lack of expertise is negative
2,5,2,2,1 Immediate insight in lack of expertise 7
2,5,2,2,2 Insight in lack of expertise afterwards 2
2,5,2,3 Difference in expertise between staff 5
2,5,2,4 Students or staff in training under supervision 4
2,6 Need for quality management 4
3 Coordination and integration of care
3.1 Waiting times and waiting lists
3,1,1 Importance of not wasting time 7
3,1,2 Waiting times
3,1,2,1 Waiting time forappointments and examinations
3,1,2,1,1 Waiting time for first appointment 4
3,1,2,1,2 Waiting time forfollow-up appointment 4
3,1,2,1,3 Waiting time for examinations 6
3,1,2,2 Waiting time to get results o f examinations 2
3,1,2,3 Waiting time between treatment cycles 8
3,1,2,4 Waiting times due to closing fertility clinic 3
3,1,3 Waiting time in waiting room 14
3.2 Smooth organization
3,2,1 Fluent processes 8
3,2,2 Coordination between clinical professionals (i.e. nurses, physicians) and other 
services within the fertility clinic (e,g, lab, secretary)
2
3,2,3 Concrete needs with respect to organization
3,2,3,1 Exact and personal time appointment (versus time range for several patients) 4
3,2,3,2 Centralization o f examinations 2
3,2,3,3 Provide patient documents that justify absence at work 1
3,2,3,4 Clearly structured paper work for patients (i.e. insurance forms, contracts) 5
3,2,3,5 Periodical planned evaluations of previous treatment (one or more cycles) 7
3,2,4 Organization financial administration
3,2,4,1 Clarity concerning costs 4
3,2,4,2 Justification of costs 2
3,2,4,3 Payment system
3,2,4,3,1 Insurance pays directly instead of patients pay first and are reimbursed 3
3,2,4,3,2 Clarity about payment system 1
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3.2.4.4 Spread bills overtime 2
3.2.4.5 Clarity o f bills 2
3.2.4.6 Correctness of bills 3
4 Accessibility of care
4, 1 Telephone accessibility
4.1.1 Within traditional working hours
4.1.1.1 How easy is it to get in 10
4.1.1.2 Possibility to ask clinical questions telephonically 7
4.1.2 Outside traditional working hours 8
4.2 Accessibility by means of e-mail 4
4.3 Trea tmentou tside traditional working hours
4.3.1 Treatment in the weekend 7
4.3.2 Treatment in the evening 3
4.4 Accessibility at urgencies 7
4.5 Take in to account time time-schedule of patien t (flexibility) 14
4.6 Lim it pa tients'  need to travel (divided opinions)
4.6.1 Necessary (opinion 1)
4.6.1.1 Limit trough telephone accessibility I
4.6.1.2 Limit trough collaboration with professionals close to the patients' home 1
4.6.2 Not necessary:Travel time is worthwhile (opinion 2) 4
5 Continuity and transition of care
5.1 Con tinuity of fertility clinic s taff
5.1.1 Always the same staff member (divided opinions)
5.1.1.1 Not necessary that always the same staff member (opinion 1) 5
5.1.1.2 Necessary that always the same staff member (opinion 2) 10
5.1.1.3 Necessary that 1 lead physician (opinion 3) 6
5.1.2 Before encounter clear which staff member 2
5.1.3 Frequency of consultation with own doctor 1
5.1.4 Continuity during holiday or closing period fertility clinic 4
5.1.5 Continuity in policy
5.1.5.1 Information shared among staff 10
5.1.5.2 Consistent policy 7
5.2 Transition
5.2.1 Care in several clinics
5.2.1.1 Collaboration between clinics during treatment 4
5.2.1.2 Collaboration between clinics when patient changes clinic
5.2.1.2.1 Receiving clinic: accepts results o f examinations 2
5.2.1.2.2 Losing clinic: smooth transfers of patients'file 4
5.2.2 Follow up care
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5,2,2,1 Follow up care during treatment
5,2,2,1,1 Follow up care after clinical acts 4
5,2,2,1,2 Continuity o f care at home 2
5,2,2,2 Follow up care after drop-out
5,2,2,2,1 Follow up care after definite drop-out 1
5,2,2,2,2 Follow up care after referral to other clinic 1
5,2,2,3 Follow up care after achieving pregnancy
5,2,2,3,1 Follow up during early pregnancy 1
5,2,2,3,2 Care during entire pregnancy (divided opinions)
5,2,2,3,2,1 Advantage (opinion 1) 2
5,2,2,3,2,2 Disadvantage (opinion 2) 2
6 Physical comfort
6.1 Pain medication 3
6.2 Accommodation
6,2,1 Accommodation specifically for fertility
6,2,1,1 Waiting room specifically for fertility 8
6,2,1,2 Rooms specifically for fertility 4
6,2,2 Accommodation which offers privacy 5
6,2,3 Comfort of the accommodation
6,2,3,1 Comfortable waiting room 4
6,2,3,2 Comfortable sperm collection room 2
6,2,3,3 Space 2
6,2,3,4 Peacefulness 2
6,2,4 Maintenance of the accommodation 1
6,2,5 Everything in 1 hospital 8
6,2,6 Location of fertility clinic in hospital 1
6,2,7 Homely environment 5
HUMAN FACTORS
7 Attitude of and relationship with staff
7.1 Attitude
7,1,1 Positive attitudes
7,1 1,1 Friendly 12
7,1 1,2 Empathic 8
7,1 1,3 Careful (with care and attention) 6
7,1 1,4 Protective 5
7,1 1,5 Helpful 3
7,1 1,6 Correct 1
7,1 1,7 Empowering 3
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7,1,1,8 Unprejudiced 2
7,1,1,9 Decisive 2
7,1,1,10 Humoristic 2
7,1,1,11 Good tempered 2
7,1,1,12 Accessible 4
7,1,1,13 Respectfull 5
7,1,1,14 Engaged 8
7,1,2 Inconclusive attitudes (not clear whether positive or negative)
7,1,2,1 Enthusiasm/positivism
7,1,2,1,1 Enthusiasm/positivism experienced as positive 5
7,1,2,1,2 Enthusiasm/positivism experienced as negative 3
7,1,3 Negative attitudes
7,1,3,1 Unstable/unpredictable mood 3
7,1,3,2 To patronize/cavil 5
7,1,3,3 Care provider shows frustration 3
7,1,3,4 Inaccessible 5
7,1,3,5 Disrespectful 3
7,1,3,6 Not interested 3
7,1,3,7 Unengaged 3
7.2 Rela tion s taff patien t
7,2,1 Good relation between staff and individual patient 5
7,2,2 Relation depends on personal match 3
7,2,3 Relation of trust 5
7.3 Inappropriate behavior
7,3,1 Conversing on subjects that do not affect patient care wit hout involving patient 3
7,3,2 Giving the impression that patient is troublesome 2
7,3,3 Not allowing patient to anticipate possible pregnancy 1
7,3,4 Showing no human needs (eat, sleep) 1
7,3,5 Telling frightening stories 3
7,3,6 Criticizing delivered care in other hospital 1
7,3,7 Inappropriate remarks 4
7,4 Professional appearance 2
8 Communication
8.1 importance of communication 4
8.2 Time for patient
8,2,1 Opportunity to askquestions 10
8,2,2 Time taken for patient 13
8.3 information concerning time schedule
8,3,1 Information on waiting time in waiting room 4
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8,3,2 Information on amount of time you have 3
8,3,3 Information concerning waiting time telephone 4
8.4 Concrete communication skills
8,4,1 Introduce yourself 3
8,4,2 Look at patient 1
8,4,3 Courtesy 1
8,4,4 Address patient with first name 1
8,4,5 listen 2
8,4,6 Be sensitive 3
8,4,7 Spontaneous information instead o f pulling out information 5
8,4,8 Skills for bad news conversation
8,4,8,1 Trough appropriate information channel 2
8,4,8,2 Allow time to cope 1
8,4,8,3 Know what to say 1
8,4,8,4 Provide coaching and guidance
8,4,8,5 Show empathy
8,4,8,6 Provide follow-up consultation 1
8,4,8,7 Do not make inappropriate remarks 1
8,4,8,8 Straight to bad news
8,4,9 Specific information on request (divided opinions)
8.4.9.1 Advantage 1
8,4,9,2 Disadvantage 1
8,4,10 Non-verbal communication 2
8,4,11 Communicate with patient during medical-technical acts 3
8.5 Unprofessional communica tion 5
8.6 Tell pa tient wha t will happen
8,6,1 Clearappointments 7
8,6,2 Expectation management
8,6,2,1 Expectation management concerning what treatment entails 7
8,6,2,2 Expectation management concerning chances of success 5
8,6,2,3 Expectation management concerning intimacy of questions 1
8,6,3 To the point 6
8,6,4 Honest (divided opinions)
8.6.4.1 Advantage (opinion 1) 6
8,6,4,2 Disadvantage (opinion 2) 1
8,6,5 Reliable information 5
8,7 Understandable explanation
8,7,1 Explanation at level o f the patient 8
8,7,2 Understandable language 6
8,8 Explanation from nurses 6
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9 Patient involvement and privacy
9, / Autonomy
9.1.1 Decision making process
9.1.1.1 Shared decision making (patient - care provider) 11
9.1.1.2 Contribution to informed decision 8
9.1.2 Open for patient
9.1.2.1 Open for input patient 4
9.1.2.2 Openness for critical reflections patients 5
9.1.2.3 Take into account patient remarks 3
9.1.2.4 Personalized care
9.1.2.4.1 Person(ality) o f patient recognized and acknowledged 12
9.1.2.4.2 Care adapted to individual case 2
9.1.2.5 Involve patient 4
9.1.2.6 Equal partner 2
9.1.2.7 Equal possibilities irrespective of assertiveness patient 2
9.1.3 Concrete openness of care providers towards patient
9.1.3.1 Patient file 3
9.1.3.2 Recognize errors 4
9.1.4 Possibility to indicate preferred sex of care provider 3
9.2 Involvement partner
9.2.1 Addressing couple (versus addressing women)
9.2.1.1 Being addressed as a cou pie at contacts 3
9.2.1.2 Being addressed as a couple in correspondence
9.2.1.2.1 Approach as a couple in written correspondence 1
9.2.1.2.2 Approach as a couple during telephone correspondence 1
9.2.2 Actual involvement partner
9.2.2.1 Active involvement partner when present 4
9.2.2.2 Invite partner 5
9.2.2.3 Partner informed concerning result pregnancy test 2
9.2.2.4 Partner involved in decision-making 2
9.2.3 Looking after ('caring for') man 4
9.2.4 Partner is being recognized for role I
9,3 Privacy
9.3.1 Specific times and place important for privacy
9.3.1.1 Care providers respects privacy during medical-technical acts 5
9.3.1.2 Privacy during semen collection 4
9.3.1.3 Privacy at the pharmacy 2
9.3.1.4 Administrative staff respects privacy 2
9,3,2 Confidentiality o f data 1
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9.3.3 Secrecy (not confronting patients with each others'data) 4
9.3.4 Amount of care providers
9.3.4.1 Acceptable number of care providers 6
9.3.4.2 Unnecessary presence of student 3
10 Emotional support
/ 0,1 Type of care provider, providing emotional support 3
10.2 Emotional support from co-pa tients
10.2.1 Organization o f life support group sessions
10.2.1.1 Value of actively offering life support group sessions 2
10.2.1.2 Value of attending life support group sessions 2
10.2.2 Organization o f online contact with co-patients and value of attending it 3
10.2.3 Value of unforeseen contact with co-patients 2
10.2.4 Support through information from co-patients 3 
/ 0,3 Daily emo tional support from clinical care provider
10.3.1 Provision of emotional support 8
10.3.2 Attention to emotional well-being 6
10.3.3 Name and discuss emotional topics 5
10.3.4 Support through information provision 3 
/ 0,4 Emotional support from specialized care providers
10.4.1 Offering emotional support from specialized care providers 10
10.4.2 Benefit from emotional support from specialized care providers 8
10.4.3 Accessibility o f emotional support from specialized care providers
10.4.3.1 In case of emergency 2
10.4.3.2 Geographically 2
10.4.3.3 Through telephone 1 
/ 0,5 Concrete needs for emo tional support
10.5.1 Concrete and touchable sign of treatment (e,g, photos) 1
10.5.2 Concrete moments on which emotional support should be offered
10.5.2.1 Support during bad news consultation during treatment
10.5.2.1.1 Support at time of diagnosi 2
10.5.2.1.2 Support at time of miscarriage 2
10.5.2.1.3 Support at time of negative pregnancy result after treatment cycle 2
10.5.2.1.4 Support the week after a negative pregnancy test 1
10.5.2.1.5 Support during 2 waiting weeks 1
10,5,2,2 Support at definite end of treatment I
^Number of focus groups in which discussed (total= 14)
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APPENDIX II
Patient-Centredness Questionnaire-lnfertility 
PCQ-lnfertility
Questionnaire on Couples' Experiences with Fertility Care
This questionnaire is intended for patients receiving treatment for fertility problems.
This questionnaire was developed by the research team Reproductive Medicine of the 
Radboud University Nijmegen Medical Centre in cooperation with the Erasmus Medical 
Centre in Rotterdam and the Isala Clinics in Zwolle.
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Information about the questionnaire
This 51-item questionnaire includes 4 background questions and 47 'experience' 
questions. These questions concern the way you and your spouse have experienced 
the fertility care in your hospital during the past twelve months.
There are no "right" or "wrong" answers. Your views and experiences are what matters. 
Please do not think too long before answering each question. Your first answer usually 
is the best answer.
Exp lanation  o f d ifferences in te rm ino logy
"The physician" indicates only gynaecologists and/or fertility specialists who are 
treating you or who have treated you.
"Caregivers" include physicians as well as nurses.
"Staff" includ es all staff members you saw at the department, ranging from physicians 
and nurses to laboratory workers and personnel at the reception.
"The treatment period" indicates the entire period of time including both the 
diagnostic and treatment phase.
Exp lanation  o f possib le answers
If a question can be answered as indicated below, the answer has the following meaning: 
'never' = the situation in question never occurred or did not occur in 9 out of 
10 cases
'sometimes' = the situation in question occurred in about 1 out of 3 cases 
'usually' = the situation in question occurred in about 3 out of 4 cases 
'always' = the situation in question occurred always or in 9 out of 10 cases.
Certain questions may not apply, or you may not have experienced certain aspects of 
the treatment. In that case, please answer the question with "does not apply".
If possible, please answer the questions together with your spouse.
Although some questions may appear to be similar to each other, it is important for 
the improvement of fertility care that you fill in the questionnaire completely and that 
you do not omit any questions.
Please answer the questions by marking them with an X in the little square that is 
printed at the left of your answer.
It will take you 10-15 minutes to complete the questionnaire.
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Background questions
The questions below are about you and your treatment.
1. About which hospital are you filling in this questionnaire?
2. What is the highest level of education you completed?
□ None
□ Primary or lower vocational education
□ Secondary or intermediate vocational education
□ Higher professional education or University
□ O th e r..........................
3. What treatment are you receiving or did you receive recently?
Only one answer possible
□ No treatment has been initiated yet
□ Ovulation induction (stimulating ovulation with hormones)
□ Intrauterine insemination (either with or w ithout any hormone 
stimulation
□ IVF or ICSI (test-tube fertilization)
□ O th e r..........................
4. Are you pregnant at this moment?
□ No
□ Yes
Accessibility
The questions below are about the attainableness of your treating team (by telephone).
1. How often have you been able to speak to someone immediately when 
you called the Fertility Department?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
2. Was it a problem for you to contact staff (by telephone or e-mail) if you 
had any questions?
□ A great problem
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□ A minor problem
□ No problem
□ Does not apply; I never tried to contact any staff
Information and explanation
The questions below are about the information and explanation you received during
3. Did you receive contact numbers for urgent questions or problems at 
nights or weekends?
□ No
□ Yes
4. Did you also receive written information apart from verbal information?
□ No
□ Yes, but insufficient information
□ Yes, absolutely
5. Was the information about the investigations you would undergo 
comprehensive?
□ No, not at all
□  Som ewhat
□ For the most part
□ Yes, absolutely
6. Were different treatment options discussed with you?
□ No
□ Yes, but insufficiently
□ Yes, absolutely
7. Was the information about the treatment you would receive 
comprehensive?
□ No, no ta ta li
□  Som ewhat
□ For the most part
□ Yes, absolutely
8. Did you receive an overview of your treatment plan with a time schedule?
□ No
□ Yes
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9. Were you informed of any possible side-effects of the medication 
prescribed to you?
□ No
□ Yes, but insufficiently
□ Yes, absolutely
□ Does not apply; no medication was prescribed to me
10. Were the instructions on howto inject your hormones comprehensive?
□ No, not at all
□ Som ewhat
□ For the most part
□ Yes, absolutely
□ Does not apply
11. Did the staff inform you how to get support from a social worker or a 
psychologist?
□ No
□ Yes, but insufficiently
□ Yes, absolutely
12. Did you miss any instructions from a nurse? If so, when?
More than one answer possible
□ During the first consultation (intake)
□ W ith new medication
□ After you received a treatment plan
□ Before or after a punction
□ Before or after an embryo transfer
□ Before or after a pregnancy test
□ I did not miss any instructions
13. Were there any periodical evaluations to overlook your treatment period?
□ No
□ Yes, but insufficient talks
□ Yes, absolutely
□ I have only just begun treatment or did not begin any treatment yet
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Staff's communication skills
The questions below are about how the team communicated with you.
14. Were caregivers honest and clear about what to expect from the fertility 
care service?
e.g. about your success rates and possibilities
□ No, not at all
□  Som ewhat
□ For the most part
□ Yes, absolutely
15. Were the results of the investigations discussed with you?
□ No
□ Yes, but insufficiently
□ Yes, absolutely
16. How often did the physician listen to you carefully?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
17. How often did the physician take you seriously?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
18. How often did the physician take the time for you?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
19. How often did you have the impression that staff was talking "about" you 
instead of talking to you?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
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20. Was staff willing to talk to you about errors or incidents?
□ No
□ Yes
□ Does not apply; nothing went wrong
Involvement in your treatment
The questions below are about the extent of your involvement in treatment.
21. How often was your physician open to your opinion and ideas about 
treatment?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
22. How often were you given the opportunity to ask your physician 
questions?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
23. Was decision-making shared with you, if you preferred?
□ No, not at all
□ Som ewhat
□ For the most part
□ Yes, absolutely
Respect for your values and needs
The questions below are about how you were cared for during your treatment and 
whether the team showed an interest in you.
24. Did you have access to your own medical record during the treatment 
period?
□ No, none at all
□ Yes, but insufficient access
□ Yes, absolutely
□ I do not know
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25. How often did your physician show an interest in your personal situation?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
26. How often did your physician have empathy for your emotions and your 
current situation?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
27. Did nurses show understanding for your situation?
□ No, none at all
□  Some
□ Much
□ Yes, absolutely
28. Did staff also involve your partner?
□ No, none at all
□  Some
□ Much
□ Yes, absolutely
□ No, my partner never accompanied me
29. How often did you receive any personal attention and support from 
nurses during your treatment?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
30. Did staff pay attention to any possible emotional impact of fertility 
problems?
□ No, none at all
□  Some
□ Much
□ Yes, absolutely
□ Does not apply/l do not know
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Continuity & transition during your treatment
The questions below are about uniformity within your care and cooperation  
between caregivers.
31. Was one staff member assigned to you to contact any time you had any 
questions or problems (e.g. a nurse)?
□ No
□ Yes
32. How many different physicians are or were involved in your treatment at 
your present hospital?
□ 1 or 2
□ 3 or 4
□ 5 or more
33. Did you have one lead physician (a physician for moments of evaluation 
and decision-making)?
□ No lead physician was assigned to me
□ Yes, but I saw him or her too little
□ Yes, absolutely
34. How often did you have an appointment with the same physician?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
35. How often did you have to repeat the same story to different physicians?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
36. How often did you get contradictory information or advice?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
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37. Did caregivers contradict each other in policy (one says one thing, the 
other says something else)?
□ No, not at all
□  Som ewhat
□ For the most part
□ Yes, absolutely
Staff's competence
The questions below are about how skilled and competent the staff appeared to you.
38. How often did staff use difficult words without explaining them to you?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
39. How often was your physician well prepared for an appointment?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
40. Did the physician(s) seem competent to you?
□ No, not at all
□  Som ewhat
□ For the most part
□ Yes, absolutely
41. How often did staff work disorderly?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
42. How often were logistics smooth at the Fertility Department?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
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43. How long did you usually have to wait in the waiting room?
□ More than 1 hour
□ 30 to 60 minutes
□ 15 to 30 minutes
□ Less than 15 minutes
Care Organisation
The questions below are about how much time it took you to finish your treatment.
44. How often did you have to wait more than 3 weeks if you wanted to make 
an appointment with the physician?
□ Never
□ Sometimes
□ Usually
□ Always
45. How much time passed between your first hospital visit and the moment 
you received your treatment plan?
□ More than 6 months
□ 4 to 6 months
□ 2 to 4 months
□ Less than 2 months
46. How long on average did you have to wait 'unnecessarily' before being 
able to start with a next treatment?
For example due to a waiting list or a summer break.
□ More than 2 months
□ 2 months
□ 1 month
□ I always was able to start directly with the next treatment
□ Does not apply
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In conclusion
47. What mark do you give the total fertility care at your hospital ?
0 means extremely bad. 10 means excellent.
Extremely bad care□ 0
□ 1
□ 2
□ 3
□ 4
□ 5
□ 6
□ 7
□ 8
□ 9
□ 10 Excellent care
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Room for additional remarks
You have reached the end of the questionnaire.
If you have any remarks or comments you want to make about the care 
you received or about this questionnaire, please write them down below. 
These data will be processed anonymously.
End of this questionnaire
T h an k  you v e ry  m uch for co m p le tin g  the q u e stio n n a ire
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MANUAL Patient-Centredness Questionnaire-lnfertility
This section provides information on some practical issues when applying the 
PCQ for measuring the level of patient-centredness of your clinic.
How to convert item responses for scoring purposes:
4-answer categories:
- Never = 0; Sometimes = 1; Usually = 2; Always = 3
- No, not at all = 0; Somewhat = 1; Forthe most part = 2; Yes, absolutely = 3
- No, none at all = 0; Little = 1; Much = 2; Yes, absolutely = 3
- More than 1 hour = 0; 30 to 60 minutes = 1; 15 to 30 minutes = 2; less than 15 minutes = 3
- More than 6 months = 0; 4 to 6 months = 1; 2 to 4 months = 2; Less than 2 months = 3
- More than 2 months = 0; 2 months = 1; 1 month = 2; Start directly = 3
3-answer categories:
- A great problem = 0; A minor problem = 1; No problem = 3
- No = 0; Yes, but insufficiently = 1; Yes, absolutely = 3 
-1 or 2 = 3; 3 or 4 = 1 16; 5 or more = 0
- No = 0; Yes, but I saw him too little = 1; Yes, absolutely = 3
2-answer categories:
- No = 0; Yes = 3
Pay special attention to:
- Item 12:instructions are missed for at least 1 answer category=0. No instructions missed=3
- Items 12, 35, 36, 37,38,41 and 44 need to be mirrored before scoring the guestion
The 7 dimensions of the PCQ-lnfertility with accompanying items
Accessibility: 1 and 2 Information: 3 through 13
Communication: 14 through 20 Patient involvement: 21 through 23
Respect for patient's values: 24 through 30 Continuity and transition: 31 through 37
Competence: 38 through 43
The answer category "is not applicable" cannot be used when calculating means
Calculating 'mean dimension score' of patient-centredness
For calculating a mean dimension score, a participant's responses to the individual 
items within a dimension need to be summed up and divided the number of items 
filled in. To calculate a reliable score, more than half of the items within a dimension 
need to be completed.
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Quality Improvement scores (QI scores)
To calculate Ql-scores you can add per experience item an extra question to reveal 
the patient's importance regarding that specific care aspect.
For example:
Experience item: How  often did the physician take you seriously?
Importance item: H ow  important did you  find it that the physician takesyou seriously?
Answer categories: Extremely important = 3; Important = 2; fairly important = 1; not important = 0
To compute an improvement score per item the following formula can be used: Ql = I x (3 - E) 
ƒ = mean importance score o f your patients on this item 
E =  mean experience score o f your patients on this item
Case-mix factors
W hen the PCQ-lnfertility is used to benchmark clinics on patient-centredness, 
adjustment for (e.g. by using GLM in SPSS) or stratification on 3 significant background 
characteristics is recommended: (1) women's level of education, (2) current treatment, 
and (3) actual pregnancy. These characteristics appeared significantly associated with 
one or more subscales of patient-centredness.
Flowever, when more socio-demographic information is preferred, users are free to 
add more background questions to the questionnaire.
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SUMMARY
Summary
Chapter 1 describes the background and rationale for the studies performed within 
this thesis.
The focus of this thesis is on patient-centredness in Dutch fertility care. Infertility has 
becom e an important 21st century health issue. The worldwide prevalence of infertility 
is now estimated to be around 10%. More than half of the couples seek medical care 
for their problems. W ith modern treatments for infertility, about 70% of infertile 
couples ultimately achieve live birth. National guidelines have improved and 
standardized current infertility treatment considerably. Nevertheless, many couples 
do not complete the full treatment program, often due to high psychological burden. 
Healthcare of high quality ought to be effective, safe, timely, efficient, accessible, and 
patient-centred. Quality measures in reproductive medicine concentrate mainly on 
effectiveness and safety, whereas patient-centredness can be very valuable as well, 
particularly for the large group who will not get pregnant unless all advanced 
techniques. However, defining patient-centredness is quite a challenge. It is generally 
presented as a multidimensional concept. W ithin fertility care, the concept and 
content of patient-centredness has never been established and its value to infertile 
couples and physicians is unclear. Although previous initiatives insinuate that Dutch 
fertility care is not sufficiently meeting patients' needs, a reliable and validated 
instrument to measure patient-centredness in fertility care does not exist. Such 
instrument should generate reliable, comparative information about clinics' 
performance on patient-centredness. This would allow patients to select their 
favourite clinic and stimulate 'weak performers' to improve their care. However, how  
fertility clinic staff can best organize care in a more patient-centred way is unknown.
This thesis contains four parts.
Part I explored the concept and content of patient-centredness in fertility care.
Chapter 2 is a reaction to a debate started by Pennings and Om belet (2007) about a 
new concept for optimal performance in assisted reproduction technology (ART): 'pa- 
tient-friendly ART'. Their set of clinical practice principles is an important move away 
from the sole focus on pregnancy rates. However, we think it is undesirable to use the 
term 'patient friendly' with ART and propose to use the less ambiguous 'high-quality' 
ART. Furthermore, we have completed their set of principles with two more dimensions: 
timeliness and patient-centredness. This would help achieve true high-quality ART.
Chapter 3 describes a mixed-method study designed to investigate possible 
weaknesses, strengths and needs in current fertility care. Four focus groups with 21
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infertile patients identified care aspects relevant to patients. To set priorities for care 
improvement, qualitative data were translated into a 124-item questionnaire measuring 
patients' specific experiences. The questionnaire was distributed to 369 eligible 
couples attending 13 Dutch fertility clinics. Overall, 286 wom en (78%) and 280 men 
(76%) completed the questionnaire. We found that, in spite of high satisfaction ratings, 
patients experienced many weaknesses in fertility care, mostly concerning emotional 
support (e.g. No attention paid to impact of infertility on (sexual) relationship) and 
continuity of care (e.g. Unclear who to contact for urgent problems at nights/weekends). 
Patients also wished free access to their own medical records and more doctors' 
continuity during their treatment. Respect and autonom y and partner involvement 
were experienced positively in current care. This study revealed that improvement is 
possible in patient-centredness of fertility care. It showed also that patients' 
experiences are crucial for monitoring fertility care performance, in addition to the 
common indicators, such as live birth rates.
In chap te r 4 we conducted an extensive qualitative study to reach an in-depth 
understanding of the complex concept of'patient-centred fertility care'and to provide 
a detailed scientific basis of what fertility patients want in their care and in what way. 
Fourteen focus groups were organized with patients (n=103) from The Netherlands 
and Belgium to find out about patients' positive and negative experiences with 
fertility care. Analysis resulted in a detailed description of the concept 'patient-cen- 
tred fertility care' in ten dimensions. Insight in the concept's complexity is provided 
by an interaction model, discriminating between system and human factors. System  
factors are: information provision; competence of clinic and staff; coordination and 
integration; accessibility; continuity and transition; and physical comfort. Fluman 
factors are: attitude of and relationship with staff; communication; patient involvement 
and privacy; and emotional support. This qualitative study contributes to the literature 
by: 1) conceptualizing 'patient-centred infertility care' through directly listening to 
patients and describing in detail what patients want per dimension; 2) providing an 
interaction model that gives a deep understanding of the complexity of patient- 
centred infertility care; and 3) providing a scientific basis for improving patient- 
centredness of care.
An overview of the ten-dimension model is presented in chap te r 4; more detailed 
information is provided in ap p end ix  I.
Pa rt II studied the importance of patient-centredness in relation to pregnancy rates.
In chap te r 5, a discrete choice experiment (DCE) was performed to determine and 
compare the importance of patient-centredness in relation to pregnancy rates, to 
patients and physicians. To increase external validity, patients'actual choice behaviour
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was also studied. In the DCE, participants had to choose between hypothetical fertility 
clinics differing in following attributes: travel time; pregnancy rate; physicians' attitude; 
information on treatment; and continuity of physicians. Patients were asked which  
clinic they would choose; physicians were asked which clinic they would recommend 
to their patients. The DCE-questionnaire was sent to 1378 patients and 268 physicians 
from eight Dutch and Belgian fertility clinics. A total of 925 patients and 227 physicians 
participated. Notable differences were found between patients' choices and 
physicians' recommendations. Pregnancy rates were very important to patients and 
physicians, but more important to physicians (P< 0.001). Patients attached also a 
considerable value to patient-centredness, but physicians significantly undervalued 
the importance of patient-centredness to patients. Hence, patients were willing to 
trade-off a higher pregnancy rate for patient-centredness than physicians 
recommended them to do (P< 0.05). A lack of patient-centredness' was the most cited 
non-medical reason for changing fertility clinics, as appeared from patients' actual 
choice behaviour. In conclusion, clinics aiming to optimize the quality of their services 
should be aware of the substantial importance their patients assign to patient-cen- 
tredness.
Pa rt III focuses on the measurement and benchmarking of patient-centredness in 
fertility care.
To date, quality measures in reproductive medicine have mainly concentrated on 
effectiveness and safety. In order to integrate patient-centredness in daily fertility care 
practice as well, one first need a suitable instrument to measure patient-centredness. 
C hap ter 6 describes the developm ent and validation of an instrument to be adopted 
for measuring and benchmarking of patient-centredness in fertility care. The content 
of the instrument was developed on account of seven focus groups with 54 infertile 
patients. The resulting pilot questionnaire was sentat random to 1200 infertile couples 
from thirty clinics for validation. Three-quarters of them (n=888) participated. The 
end result of the extensive psychom etrictest phase was a valid and reliable instrument 
to measure patient-centredness in fertility care: the Patient-Centredness Question- 
naire-infertility (PCQ-Infertility). This new instrument, comprising 46 items and seven 
subscales, can offer clinics detailed insight in their performance according to patients. 
As patients prioritized all items, the PCQ allows tailored quality improvement. 
Furthermore, the PCQ-lnfertility appeared able to distinguish 'weak' from 'strong' 
performing fertility clinics. Therefore, it can be adopted for benchmark purposes on 
patient-centredness as well.
In chap te r 7, we explored a new technique to facilitate unbiased benchmarking on 
patient-centredness: anchoring vignettes. Fertility clinics with identical quality may
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receive different ratings from patients on patient-centredness due to systematic 
response differences (a type of measurement bias). We aimed to identify group factors 
related to these response differences for patients' experiences with four aspects of 
patient-centredness: (1) time taken for the patient; (2) sincere interest in the patient (3) 
patient-physician comm unication;and (4) overall quality of care. A total of 1451 patient 
questionnaires (response rate 73%) were valid for the analyses. W e found evidence of 
systematic reporting differences for each of the four healthcare aspects we tested. 
Group factors that affect response differences most are sex and health. Against 
expectations, whether a patient achieved pregnancy (the desired health outcome) 
did not appear to be a significant group factor. This weakens the validity of anchoring 
vignettes. Our results emphasize the need to account for systematic differences in the 
patients'reporting of healthcare quality. However, future research shouldfirst establish 
the vignettes' validity to detect systematic response differences linked to patients' 
desired health outcome before w idely adopting anchoring vignettes.
Pa rt IV studied determinants for a more patient-centred organization of fertility 
clinics.
In ch ap te r 8, we aimed to identify organizational determinants of positive patient 
experiences with fertility care. Organizational aspects of care are important 
determinants of healthcare quality, relatively easy to alter, and therefore essential in 
care improvement. W ithin fertility care, little was known about the influence of 
organizational issues on patients' perceptions of patient-centred care. In this chapter, 
we performed a multilevel analysis with questionnaire data on organizational aspects 
and care experiences of 286 wom en and 281 partners receiving medically assisted 
reproduction. Our main findings were that positive patient experiences with fertility 
care are associated with the following: having a lead physician, having access to an 
electronic personal health record, and seeing trained fertility nurses. Moreover, five 
significant patient determinants emerged as well as predictors for positive patient 
experiences: a lower level of education; being pregnant/having a pregnant partner; 
IVF/ICSI treatment, having a serious medical history, and tuba occlusion as infertility 
diagnosis. Together, the determinants explained 5.1% to 22.4% of the total variance. 
These data offer important insights for enhancements infertility clinic care organization 
in favour of more patient-centredness.
C hap te r 9 contains the general discussion. W e answer the research questions, address 
m ethodological issues, and discuss our main findings in the light of previous literature. 
W e demonstrated that patient-centredness is a very important yet neglected 
dimension for the quality of fertility care. The concept and content of patient-centred 
fertility care has been established and a valid and reliable instrument is now available
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to measure and benchmark patient-centredness within the Dutch fertility care 
practice. Substantial differences in fertility clinics' patient-centredness were found 
and reasons for lack of patient-centredness discussed. Our findings result in several 
practice implications for professionals, patients and policy, which are provided in this 
chapter as well. As this thesis provides three organizational determinants for a more 
positive patient experience, it can be seen as the first step towards a more patient- 
centred fertility care practice in The Netherlands. Future research should focus on 
strategies to improve patient-centredness of fertility care, on its relationship with 
treatment drop-out, and on evaluating patient-centredness on a European level.
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Samenvatting
In hoo fdstuk  1 worden de achtergrond van dit proefschrift en de uitgevoerde studies 
beschreven. Het onderwerp van studie in dit proefschrift is de patiëntgerichtheid van 
de Nederlandse fertiliteitszorg. Onvruchtbaarheid, ook wel infertiliteit genoemd, is 
een belangrijk probleem van de 21e eeuw geworden. Wereldwijd overkomt dit 
momenteel één op de tien paren. Meer dan de helft van deze paren zoekt vervolgens 
medische hulp voor hun vruchtbaarheidsproblemen. Uiteindelijk krijgt ongeveer 70%  
van hen een kind o.a. middels de moderne vruchtbaarheidstechnieken. Door 
landelijke richtlijnen zijn de huidige fertiliteitsbehandelingen aanzienlijk verbeterd en 
gestandaardiseerd. Toch stoppen veel paren vroegtijdig met hun behandeling, vooral 
vanwege de grote lichamelijke en psychische belasting. Gezondheidszorg van hoge 
kwaliteit dient effectief, veilig, tijdig, kosteneffectief, bereikbaar en patiëntgericht te 
zijn. Momenteel vindt vooral registratie en evaluatie van de effectiviteit en veiligheid 
van fertiliteitszorg plaats. Patiëntgerichtheid kan daarentegen ook zeer waardevol 
zijn, zeker voor de paren die, ondanks alle geavanceerde technieken, uiteindelijk niet 
zwanger worden. Het is echter een behoorlijke uitdaging om te definiëren wat 
"patiëntgerichtheid" nou precies is. Doorgaans wordt patiëntgerichtheid neergezet 
als een concept bestaande uit vele dimensies. Voor de fertiliteitszorg is nooit eerder 
beschreven wat het concept "patiëntgerichtheid" inhoudt en welke aspecten er onder 
vallen. Bovendien is onbekend hoe belangrijk patiëntgerichte zorg is voor fertiliteits- 
patiënten en hun behandelaars. Hoewel eerdere initiatieven insinueren dat de 
Nederlandse fertiliteitszorg onvoldoende aansluit op de behoeftes van patiënten is er 
geen gevalideerd instrument beschikbaar dat de mate patiëntgerichtheid van 
fertiliteitszorg ookdaadwerkelijkkan meten. Een dergelijkinstrumentzou betrouwbare 
en vergelijkbare informatie moeten kunnen genereren over hoe patiëntgericht 
fertiliteitsklinieken werken. Dit zou patiënten in staat stellen de fertiliteitskliniek te 
kiezen die het best aansluit op hun wensen en behoeftes. Ook zou het slechter 
scorende klinieken kunnen aansporen hun zorg te verbeteren. Hoe fertiliteitsklinieken 
dit precies moeten aanpakken is echter niet bekend.
Dit proefschrift bestaat uit vier delen.
In dee l I werd het concept en de Ínhoud van patiëntgerichtheid van fertiliteitszorg 
onderzocht.
H oo fdstuk  2 is een reactie op het debat, gestart door Pennings en Om belet (2007), 
over een nieuw concept voor 'optimaal functioneren' binnen de voortplantings- 
geneeskunde, genaamd 'patiëntvriendelijke fertiliteitszorg'. Dit concept bevat vier 
grondbeginselen voor goede zorg en is een belangrijke stap voorwaarts ten opzichte 
van de eenzijdige aandacht voor zwangerschapscijfers. Onzes inziens is het echter
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onwenselijk de term 'patiëntvriendelijk' te gebruiken in combinatie met fertiliteits- 
zorg en we stellen voor het minder paradoxale 'hoge kwaliteit fertiliteitszorg' te 
gebruiken. Daarnaast voegen we twee dimensies toe aan de grondbeginselen, 
namelijk: tijdigheid en patiëntgerichtheid. Deze dimensies zijn evenzeer belangrijk 
om fertiliteitszorg van hoge kwaliteit te kunnen leveren.
Hoofdstuk 3 beschrijft een studie waarin kwalitatieve en kwantitatieve onderzoeks­
technieken worden gecombineerd om de sterke en zwakke punten van en behoeftes 
in de huidige fertiliteitszorg te achterhalen. Middels vier focusgroepen met 21 
fertiliteitspatiënten werd een lange lijst met-voor patiënten- belangrijke zorgaspecten 
geïdentificeerd. Om prioriteiten te kunnen stellen voor zorgverbetering werden de 
focusgroepsresultaten omgezet naar een vragenlijst met 124 concrete vragen over de 
ervaringen van patiënten met de fertiliteitszorg. Deze vragenlijst werd verspreid 
onder 369 paren uit 13 Nederlandsefertiliteitsklinieken. Intotaal stuurden 286 vrouwen  
(78%) en 280 mannen (76%) de vragenlijst ingevuld terug. W e vonden dat patiënten, 
ondanks een hoge mate van tevredenheid, veel zwakke punten ervaren binnen de 
fertiliteitszorg, met name ten aanzien van de emotionele steun (bijv. gebrek aan 
aandacht voorde impact die infertiiiteit heeftop de (seksuele) relatie) en continuïteit van 
zorg (bijv. onduidelijk wie te bellen indien zich 's avonds of in het weekend urgente 
problemen voordoen). Daarnaast hadden patiënten de behoefte om hun medisch 
dossier in te kunnen zien en wensten zij meer continuïteit van artsen tijdens de 
behandeling. Respect en autonomie en het betrekken van de partner werd doorgaans 
erg positief ervaren in de huidige zorg. Deze studie geeft aan dat verbetering van 
patiëntgerichtheid van fertiliteitszorg zeker mogelijk is. Hieruit blijkt dat het meten 
van patiëntervaringen een essentieel onderdeel is van het monitoren van de kwaliteit 
van fertiliteitszorg, naast bestaande indicatoren, zoals het percentage levendgeborenen.
Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft een studie waarbij dieper inzicht is verkregen over het 
complexe concept 'patiëntgerichtheid van fertiliteitszorg': wat willen fertiliteitspa­
tiënten graag in hun zorg en op welke manier. Er werden 14 focusgroepen 
georganiseerd met patiënten (n=103) uit Nederland en België om hun positieve en 
negatieve ervaringen met de fertiliteitszorg te achterhalen. Analyse resulteerde in een 
gedetailleerde beschrijving van het concept 'patiëntgerichte fertiliteitszorg' middels 
10 dimensies. Met een interactiemodel wordt inzicht gegeven in de complexheid van 
het concept. Dit model onderscheidt organisatorische elementen (system factors) en 
menselijke elementen (human factors). Organisatorische elementen van patiënt­
gerichte zorg zijn: informatievoorziening; professionaliteit van kliniek en personeel; 
organisatie en integratie; bereikbaarheid; continuïteit en samenwerking; en fysieke 
steun. Menselijke elementen binnen patiëntgerichte zorg zijn: de houding van en 
relatie met personeel; communicatievaardigheden; betrokkenheid bij eigen zorg en
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privacy; en emotionele steun. Dit onderzoek draagt op drie manieren bij aan de 
huidige wetenschapsliteratuur: (1) het begrip "patiëntgerichte fertiliteitszorg" is vorm  
gegeven door echt naar patiënten te luisteren en door per dimensie gedetailleerd te 
beschrijven waar patiënten behoefte aan hebben; (2) er wordt een interactiemodel 
gegeven dat een dieper inzicht geeft in de complexheid van patiëntgerichte fertili­
teitszorg; (3) er wordt een wetenschappelijke basis gegeven om patiëntgerichtheid te 
kunnen verbeteren. Een overzicht van het interactiemodel met haar tien dimensies 
wordt gegeven in hoo fdstuk  4; meer gedetailleerde informatie is te vinden in 
ap p end ix  I.
Deel II onderzocht het belang van patiëntgerichtheid ten opzichte van zwanger- 
schapskans.
In hoo fdstuk  5 werd een onderzoek (Discrete Choice Experiment, DCE) uitgevoerd 
om te bepalen hoe belangrijk patiëntgerichtheid is voor patiënten en artsen ten 
opzichte van hun kans op zwangerschap. Ook werd het daadwerkelijke keuzegedrag 
van patiënten bestudeerd. Deelnemers werden gevraagd te kiezen tussen hypothetische 
fertiliteitsklinieken die van elkaar verschilden in de volgende kenmerken: (1) reistijd; 
(2) zwangerschapskans; (3) de houding van de arts; (4) informatie over de behandeling; 
en (5) continuïteit van artsen. Patiëntgerichtheid wordt vertegenwoordigd door 
kenmerk 3, 4 en 5. Aan patiënten werd gevraagd welke kliniek zij zouden kiezen en 
aan artsen werd gevraagd welke kliniek zij aan hun patiënten zouden aanraden. De 
DCE-vragenlijst werd naar 1378 patiënten en 268 artsen gestuurd die afkomstig waren 
uit acht Nederlandse en Belgische fertiliteitsklinieken. In totaal namen 925 patiënten 
en 227 artsen deel aan de studie. Er werken aanzienlijke verschillen gevonden tussen 
wat voor klinieken patiënten kozen en artsen aanraadden. De zwangerschapskans 
was erg belangrijk voor zowel artsen als patiënten, maar bleek belangrijker voorartsen  
(pcO.OOI). Patiënten kenden ook een aanzienlijke waarde toen patiëntgerichtheid; dit 
belang werd behoorlijk onderschat door artsen. Zo bleken patiënten bereid een 
hoger percentage aan zwangerschapskans in te leveren dan artsen hen zouden 
aanraden (p<0.05). Analyse van het daadwerkelijke keuzegedrag van patiënten wees 
uit dat een gebrekaan patiëntgerichte zorg de belangrijkste niet-medische reden was 
om van fertiliteitskliniek te wisselen. Kortom, fertiliteitsklinieken die beogen de 
kwaliteit van hun zorg te optimaliseren dienen zich bewust te zijn van het substantiële 
belang dat patiënten hechten aan patiëntgerichtheid van zorg.
Deel III richt zich op het meten en benchmarken van patiëntgerichtheid in de fertili­
teitszorg.
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Bestaande kwaliteitsmaten binnen de voortplantingsgeneeskunde richten zich vooral 
op de effectiviteit en veiligheid van fertiliteitbehandelingen. Om ook patiëntgericht­
heid van de dagelijkse zorgpraktijk te kunnen monitoren en verbeteren is een goed 
instrument nodig om patiëntgerichtheid te meten. H oo fdstuk  6 beschrijft de 
ontwikkeling en validatie van een instrument om patiëntgerichtheid van fertiliteits- 
zorg te meten en benchmarken. Dit instrument is ontwikkeld op basis van zeven 
focusgroepen met 54 fertiliteitspatiënten. Voor de validatie werd de uiteindelijke 
vragenlijst at random naar 1200 paren uit 30 fertiliteitsklinieken gestuurd. Driekwart 
van hen (n=888) nam deel aan de studie. Na een grondige psychometrische testfase 
was een valide en betrouwbaar meetinstrument voor patiëntgerichtheid het 
eindresultaat: de 'Patient-centredness Questionnaire-infertility (PCQ-infertility). Dit 
instrument bestaat uit zeven subschalen met in totaal 46 items. Het geeft fertiliteits­
klinieken uitvoerig inzicht in hoe zij volgens hun patiënten functioneren. Met de PCQ 
is gerichte kwaliteitsverbetering mogelijk, omdat patiënten aan elk item een 
belangscore hebben toegekend. Ook is de PCQ-infertility in staat onderscheid te 
maken tussen "zwak" en "sterk" scorende fertiliteitsklinieken. Daarom kan het 
instrument ook ingezet worden om te benchmarken op patiëntgerichtheid.
Met als doel de mate van patiëntgerichtheid tussen fertiliteitsklinieken uiteindelijk 
met zo min mogelijk bias te kunnen vergelijken hebben we in hoo fdstuk  7 een 
nieuwe techniek onderzocht, genaamd "ankervignetten". Groepen patiënten kunnen 
systematisch verschillen in de manier hoe zij vragen beantwoorden (differential item 
functioning, DIF). Door een dergelijke 'meetfout' is het mogelijk dat fertiliteitsklinie­
ken met identieke kwaliteit van zorg toch afwijkende beoordelingen krijgen van 
patiënten. In dit hoofdstuk beoogden we voor 4 aspecten van patiëntgerichtheid 
groepsfactoren te achterhalen gerelateerd aan DIF: (1) tijd nemen voor de patiënt; (2) 
oprechte interesse in de patiënt; (3) arts-patiënt communicatie; en (4) totale kwaliteit 
van zorg. In totaal waren 1451 ontvangen vragenlijsten geschikt voor analyse (respons 
73%). Voor elk van de vier onderzochte zorgaspecten werd aangetoond dat er 
systematische verschillen waren in de manier van rapporteren. Geslacht en gezondheid 
van patiënten bleken de belangrijkste factoren van invloed op de manier van 
rapporteren. Tegen de verwachting in bleek de aanwezigheid van een zwangerschap 
ten tijde van het invullen van de vragenlijst (de gewenste gezondheidsuitkomst van 
fertiliteitsparen) geen bepalende factor te zijn. Deze bevinding maakt de validiteit 
van onze ankervignetten minder aannemelijk. Onze resultaten benadrukken dat het 
nodig is te corrigeren voor systematische verschillen in de wijze waarop patiënten 
rapporteren over de ervaren zorgkwaliteit. Echter, uit toekomstig onderzoek zal eerst 
moeten blijken of ankervignetten geschikt zijn om systematische verschillen 
gerelateerd aan de gewenste gezondheidsuitkomst te traceren alvorens ankervignetten 
op grote schaal in te zetten voor dit doel.
2 2 8
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In dee l IV werden determinanten onderzocht voor een patiëntgerichte organisatie 
van fertiliteitszorg.
In hoofdstuk 8 werd beoogd organisatorische determinanten voor positieve patiënt- 
ervaringen met de fertiliteitszorg te identificeren. Organisatorische aspecten van zorg 
bepalen voor een groot deel de kwaliteit van zorg, zijn relatief makkelijk te veranderen en 
zijn daarom cruciaal bij het verbeteren van zorg. Binnen de fertiliteitszorg was weinig 
bekend over de invloed van organisatorische aspecten op de mate waarin patiënten zorg 
als patiëntgericht ervaren. In dit hoofdstuk hebben we een multilevel analyse uitgevoerd 
op vragenlijstgegevens van 286 vrouwen en 281 partners die een fertiliteitsbehandeling 
ondergingen. Er is gekeken of er een verband bestaat tussen organisatorische aspecten 
van fertiliteitszorg en de ervaringen van patiënten met de zorg. De belangrijkste 
bevindingen waren dat positieve patiëntervaringen gerelateerd waren aan: (1) het hebben 
van een hoofdbehandelaar; (2) toegang hebben tot het eigen medisch dossier; en (3) het 
zien van gespecialiseerde fertiliteitsverpleegkundigen. Ook vijf patiëntdeterminanten 
bleken voorspellers van positieve patiëntervaringen: (1) een laag opleidingsniveau; (2) 
zwanger zijn of een zwangere partner hebben; (3) bezig zijn m eteen IVF/ICSI behandeling; 
(4) het hebben van een ernstige medische voorgeschiedenis; en (5) dichte eileiders als 
diagnose voor infertiliteit. Met deze determinanten werd 5.1 - 22.4% van de totale variantie 
in patiëntervaringen verklaard. Deze studie geeft fertiliteitsklinieken inzicht in hoe hun 
zorg op een meer patiëntgerichte manier te organiseren.
Hoofdstuk 9 bevat de algemene discussie. We beantwoorden de onderzoeksvragen, 
snijden methodologische kwesties aan en discussiëren over onze voornaamste 
bevindingen in het licht van de bestaande literatuur. We hebben aangetoond dat 
patiëntgerichtheid een belangrijke dimensie van kwaliteit van fertiliteitszorg is die nog 
vaak "vergeten" wordt. Het concept en de Ínhoud van patiëntgerichte fertiliteitszorg is 
bepaald. Ook is er vanaf heden een valide en betrouwbaar meetinstrument beschikbaar 
om patiëntgerichtheid van de Nederlandse fertiliteitszorg te meten en te benchmarken. 
We vonden aanzienlijke verschillen in de mate van patiëntgerichtheid tussen fertiliteits­
klinieken. We bespreken diverse redenen voor gebrekkige patiëntgerichtheid. In 
hoofdstuk 9 worden ook implicaties van onze studies gegeven voor professionals, 
patiënten en voor beleid. Dit proefschrift geeft drie organisatorische determinanten die 
voor een positievere ervaring van de fertiliteitszorg zou kunnen leiden. Alsmede daarom 
kan dit proefschrift gezien worden als een eerste stap richting meer patiëntgerichtheid 
van de Nederlandse fertiliteitszorg. Wij zijn van mening dat toekomstig onderzoek zich 
zou moeten richten op strategieën om de mate van patiëntgerichtheid van fertiliteits­
zorg te verbeteren. Daarnaast zou het erg interessant zijn om de relatie tussen patiënt­
gerichtheid en vroegtijdige uitval bij fertiliteitsbehandelingen te onderzoeken en om 
patiëntgerichtheid van fertiliteitszorg op een Europees niveau te bestuderen.
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Dankwoord
Het zit erop! Een promotietraject is enorm leerzaam, interessant en mooi, maar soms 
ook zwaar en frustrerend. Ik had het hoe dan ook niet willen missen.
Zonder de steun van velen had ik dit proefschrift nooit kunnen schrijven. Iedereen die 
op wetenschappelijk of persoonlijk vlak heeft bijdragen aan dit boekje wil ik dan ook 
hartelijk danken, en een aantal personen in het bijzonder.
Zeer veel dank ben ik verschuldigd aan de 2200 (!) subfertiele paren die de tijd en 
moeite hebben genomen aan focusgroepen deel te nemen of uitgebreide 
vragenlijsten in te vullen. Dankzij jullie belangeloze inzet hebben klinieken nu 
handvatten de patiëntgerichtheid van hun zorg te verbeteren voor de vele paren na 
jullie. Ook patiëntenvereniging Freya ben ik dankbaar voor hun steun.
Prof. dr. Kremer, beste Jan, bij jou is het allemaal begonnen. Tien maanden voor ik 
afstudeerde mailden we al overeen eventuele promotieplek. Door jouw  enthousiasme 
en het vernieuwende onderwerp ging ik voor de bijl en koos ik ervoor eerst te 
promoveren alvorens de kliniek in te gaan. Spijt heb ik nooit gehad! Bedankt datje me 
zoveel ruimte gaf mijn eigen pad uit te stippelen. Als ik vastliep hielpen jouw  laag­
drempeligheid, helikopterview en snelle reply's mij altijd weer vlot voorwaarts. Jouw  
vooruitstrevende visie op zorg is uniek en je bent een voorbeeld voor velen.
Dr. Nelen, beste Willianne, jouw  bijdrage aan dit proefschrift was onmisbaar! Dankzij je 
gedetailleerde inhoudelijke feedback en vele praktische tips groeide dit groentje uit 
tot zelfstandig wetenschapper. Ik heb veel van je geleerd, zoals het doen van 
kwalitatief onderzoek. Bedankt d a t je  altijd bereid was tijd te maken om wéér een 
nieuwe versie te lezen. Je  bent een gezellige duizendpoot en ik hoop dat we in de 
toekomst nog vaak mogen samenwerken.
Beste prof. dr. D'Hooghe, uw ideeën over en feedback op mijn werk heb ik als zeer 
waardevol ervaren. U bent een ijzersterk wetenschapper en dankzij u is hoofdstuk 5 
nu ook voor het grote publiek lezenswaardig. Hopelijk heeft onze Leuven-Nijmegen  
synergie nog een lang leven. Wellicht ben ik uw eerste Nederlandse promovenda, 
maar vast niet uw laatste!
Beste Eline, mijn Vlaamse partner in crime. Onze wetenschappelijke samenwerking 
was zeker een uitdaging. We moesten niet alleen landsgrenzen overbruggen, maar 
ook ons eigen tijdsschema en de nodige taalverschillen. En dan zijn we ook allebei 
nog behoorlijk e igenw ijs ;-). Maar het mag resultaat er wezen, al zeg ik het zelf. Dank 
voor al je tijd en energie, voor het logeren en zeker ook voor alle gezelligheid.
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Ir. Akkermans, beste Reinier, statistiek begrijpen is één, maar het ook duidelijk aan 
anderen overbrengen kan niet iedereen. Dank voorje  heldere uitleg over de multilevel 
analyse voor hoofdstuk 8. Daardoor kon ik het bij hoofdstuk 6 zelf!
Dr. Koolman, beste Xander, het was de gezondheidseconometrist versus de medicus. 
Dit leverde vele interessante discussies op, vaak urenlang per telefoon. Je  verhuizing 
naar de VS maakte het er niet makkelijker op. Dank voor je visie en bijdrage aan 
hoofdstuk 5 en 7.
Kees en Dana, mijn stagiaires, bedankt voor jullie enthousiasme en de berg werk die 
jullie verzet hebben tijdens en na jullie stage. Het mede-auteurschap is meer dan 
verdiend. En Dana, wat leuk dat jij het vervolg op mijn project gaat doen. Veel succes, 
je w eet me te vinden!
Daarnaast wil ik Jessica, Esther, Godelieve en Gijs bedanken voor hun logistieke hulp.
Rosella Hermens, Chris Verhaak en alle andere mede-auteurs\ bedankt voor het 
meedenken en voor jullie revisies. De artikelen zijn er stuk voor stuk beter van 
geworden.
Veel dank gaat uit naar de 29 gynaecologen en fertiliteitsartsen uit regio's Zwolle, 
Rotterdam en Nijmegen die als contactpersoon fungeerden voor de PAPERS-studie. 
Ben Cohlen en Joop  Laven, de 'regiohoofden', wil ik in het bijzonder bedanken voor 
hun steun aan deze studie. Ook alle 227 gynaecologen en fertiliteitsartsen die de 
DCE-vragenlijst hebben ingevuld wil ik hartelijk danken voor hun tijd.
Beste (ex-)onderzoekers uit "de tuin": promoveren is doorgaans een solistische aan­
gelegenheid, maar niet in Nijmegen bij de gynaecologie! Mijn onderzoekers-bestaan is 
behoorlijk opgeleukt door alle publicatie-traktaties, etentjes, weekendjes en praatjes 
aan het bureau. Dit was heel waardevol! Elvira en Gwendolyn, zet 'm op, de laatste 
loodjes!
Rijnstate collega's: maatschap gynaecologen, bedankt voor de prettige sfeer en het 
veilige opleidingsklimaat. Het is niet verwonderlijk dat assistenten graag bij jullie 
komen werken. Collega A(N)IOS: bedankt voor jullie collegialiteit, geduld en gezelligheid, 
we zijn een leuke groep! Alle verloskundigen, verpleegkundigen en andere gyn-medewerkers, 
bedankt voor het warme welkom en de samenwerking.
Janneke, Merel, Marijke, Heidy, Nicole en andere lieve vriendinnetjes, sorry voor het 
ongezellige laatste jaar waarin ik de grote Sjaak-afhaak was. Bedankt dat jullie me een 
beetje hebben ontzien. Maar nu: ik ben er weer, leg de wijn maar vast koud!
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Lieve Arinemijn, Anni, m'n mattie! Wat een feest datje  m'n collega werd. De klik was er 
direct en al gauw hielp je me bij die giga PCQ-studie. We belden ons suf, reisden het 
land door en zaten we oneindig in warme colloquiumhokjes. Zonder jou was ik nu 
nog niet klaar! En: we zijn een top writersduo. Bedankt voor de gezelligheid op de 
vele congressen en de borrel- en dineravondjes buiten het werk. Mocht het toch nog 
even duren voor je in Nijmegen komt wonen: onze logeerkamer is voor jou. Super dat 
je als paranimf aan mijn zijde wilt staan.
Lieve Roos, al weer 8 jaar vriendinnen! Er is weinig wat we niet van elkaar weten en 
niet delen samen. We richtten café De Aesculaaf op, hadden dezelfde bijbaan, gingen 
samen skiën en bivakkeerden maanden in de Afrikaanse rimboe... Het was even 
wennen toen we ook allebei voor de gynaecologie gingen en visten in dezelfde vijver. 
Gelukkig kozen we ieder onze eigen weg. En nu in driekwart jaar tijd: 2 promoties, 
2 opleidingsplekken en 2 trouwerijen! Ik vind het heel speciaal dat je mijn paranimf 
én ceremoniemeester wilt zijn.
Familie Jeene, wat is het fijn om zon lieve schoonfamilie zo vlak bij huis te hebben. 
Dank voor jullie interesse in mijn onderzoek en het begrip als ik weer eens afhaakte. 
Ik ben blij dat ik bij jullie in de familie mag komen.
Lieve oma, dankzij uw lijfspreuk "wat er ook gebeurt, gewoon blijven doorademen" bent 
u er nog steeds bij, en dat vind ik heel bijzonder.
Lieve Stijn en Carlijn, broer en zusje, bedankt dat jullie zijn wie jullie zijn.
Lieve mama, als rasechte moederkloek heb jij 't liefst al je kuikentjes onder je vleugels. 
Helaas vliegen ook kuikentjes uit. Bedankt voor de fijne jeugd, je über-attentheid en 
dat je er altijd voor me bent. Een betere moeder kan ik me niet wensen. Binnenkort 
weer meer moeder-dochter-tijd!
Lieve papa, we lijken niet alleen qua uiterlijk op elkaar, maar ook zijn we allebei 
behoorlijk work-alcoholic. Gelukkig reist de "altijd-onderweg-papa" ook regelmatig af 
naar Nijmegen! Bedankt voor je steun, de goede gesprekken en d a tje  trots op me 
bent.
Allerliefste Paul, ik ben zó blij met jou! Alleen al voor al je Engelse correcties en goede 
feedback op mijn stukken sta ik diep bij je in het krijt. Je  hebt me altijd gesteund en 
gaf me alle ruimte mijn proefschrift af te ronden, ondanks dat het zoveel van "onze" 
tijd kostte. Nu is het tijd voor ons feestje. Wat heb ik zin om met jou oud te worden!
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Vierdaagse, was student-assistent bij de chirurgie en ging 3 maanden naar Kenia voor 
een klinische stage. Tijdens haar co-schappen was zij voorzitter van de KoRaad.
Haar wetenschappelijke stage deed zij bij de kinderoncologie in het UMC St Radboud. 
De interesse voor de gynaecologie werd later gewekt, tijdens haar reguliere co-schap 
obstetrie & gynaecologie in Doetinchem. Tussendoor verbleef Inge voor een tropen 
co-schap en grote rondreis nog 5 maanden in Afrika. Tijdens haar keuze co-schap 
gynaecologie in het Jeroen Bosch Ziekenhuis te 's Hertogenbosch werd haar liefde 
voor de gynaecologie definitief bevestigd.
In juli 2007 haalde zij het artsexamen. Direct daarna startte zij met promotieonder­
zoek in het UMC St Radboud bij de pijler Voortplantingsgeneeskunde, onder leiding 
van prof. dr. Jan Kremer en dr. Willianne Nelen, hetgeen resulteerde in dit proefschrift. 
Tijdens haar onderzoek werd een vruchtbare samenwerking aangegaan met de 
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (België), in de personen van prof. dr. Thomas D'Hooghe 
en promovenda Eline Dancet.
Sinds november 2010 is Inge met veel plezier werkzaam als ANIOS in het Rijnstate 
Ziekenhuis te Arnhem. In januari 2012 start zij met de opleiding tot gynaecoloog in 
cluster Nijmegen.
Inge woont samen met Paul Jeene in Nijmegen en in augustus 2011 gaan ze trouwen.
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